
BIG SCREENS, NEW INFO® HALF-LIFE © 1-82 © SHOGO © REDGUARD © TUROK 2

INCLUDING...

© CONHAND & CONtfUE
© STARCRAFT: BROOD
© TOTAL ANNIHILATE
© FORCE CONNANDER
© HOriEbJORLD j 0 1 G lidli

Tactics-i codes-i and

Throw a LAN party
Pick the right 3D card
Form a clan
Pick up polygonal women

WARNING!
CONTENTS HAVE BEEN PROVEN TO CAUSE
HARDCORE GAME ADDICTION IN LAB RATS.

Symptoms of addiction include: Dry mouth, paranoia, use

of the word frag, increased heartrate, decreased ability to

discriminate between fantasy and reality, distorted per-

ception of time, and an uncontrollable desire to upgrade.
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If you play the

Games

Lighting and graphic effects are key when your only way

to survive is hiding in the shadows. So Looking Glass

Studios and Eidos joined forces with 3Dfx to create

stunning, stealthy effects for Thief: The Dark Project.

The result is an incredible immersive

experience that will forever alter your

idea of first- person action gaming.

Avw.3dfx.coTn
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Eidos Interactive is a registered trademark of Eidos, PLC. © 1998 Eidos. Thief: The Dark Project is a registered trademark of Looking Glass Studios.

© 1998 Looking Glass Studios. System Shock, Ultima, and Underworld are registered trademarks of Electronics Arts and/or its wholly owned
subsidiaries. All rights reserved. © 1998 3Dfx Interactive, Inc. The 3Dfx Interactive logo is a registered trademark of 3Dfx Interactive. Inc. in the USA
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With the POWER of 3Dfx,
Looking Glass Studios and EIDOS

brought Garret out

of the shadows...

Original Garret concept sketch, 1??7.
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Vengeance is a discipline. To taste

payback you must master 3 radically different styles

of combat. The skull-splitting subtleties of hand-to-hand combat; the long-range guile of spell-casting and

the knife-edge nuances of trickery. Over 30 weapons. The Phantom Edge. The Living Flame. And the

Vampire Staff. And 32 simultaneous multiplayer action. Time to take off the kid gloves and put on the

spiked ones.

Vengeance is an odyssey. In a dazzling 3D world
that dwarfs everything except the bitterness in your heart, you are I . iBV

bound to undertake an epic voyage of discovery. Vast keeps. Cold crypts. More than
30 enemies. Incredible colored lighting. Insane particle FX. Pure immersion.
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®50 Vengeance is a revelation. Blood will have blood,

but only the living will uncover their own black secrets. 3 burning souls. 3 unique paths. 3 games in one.

3 golden chances to make the bastards pay.

NEED A HINT? (£) 1-900-CALL-2GT

www.dark-vengeance.com

Available at your local retail store

Order direct at store.gtinteractive.com or call 1-800-610-GTIS.

/3LLy Soitw.
• v M

f

GT Interactive
Software

'.gtinteractive.com

Dark Vengence(TM) (C)1 998 Reality Bytes. Inc. All Rights Reserved. Created by Reality Bytes, Inc. Published and distributed by GT Interactive Software Corp. GT and the GT Games Logo are trademarks and the GT Logo is a regis-

tered trademark of GT Interactive Software Corp. All other trademarks are the property of their respective companies.

Go to http://www.pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 27
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THE MOST ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY WE'VE EVER SEEN IN A PC GAMING TITLE!" - COMPUTER GAMING WORLD

P II ENOMENAL PHYSICS-BASE I) C. A M F, PLAY: IF CAN HAPPEN IN REAL LIFE. IT CAN HAPPEN HERE



H4VE been BROKEN^
GQING Jp P AY

.

YOU ARE AI.ONE, WASHED ASHORE ON INGEN'S REMOTE RESEARCH ISLAND,

SITE B, IN THE AFTERMATH OF THE LOST WORLD EXPEDITION. BEFORE

YOU LIES A DENSE, TROPICAL JUNGLE FILLED WITH PREHISTORIC

CARNIVORES THAT ARE VERY MUCH ALIVE. YOUR ONLY CHANCE OF

SURVIVAL IS TO USE YOUR WITS TO BATTLE THE RELENTLESS WILD

LIFE WITH ANYTHING YOU CAN GET YOUR HANDS ON.
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21
APOCALYPSE
NOW AND
LATER
The perfect realtime strategy game: What is

it? Why are they so popular? What’s the genre

been doing lately? And where the hell is it

going in the future? Realtime strategy games

get the full-on PCXL psychoanalysis

to
03

PING-FREE
PARTYING
Inviting a bunch of sweaty gamer geek pals

over to your house for a weekend may be

your idea of fun. If it is, you need the indis-

pensable guide to the do’s and don’ts of the

LAN party, presented as only PCXL can



ON THE COVER
The cover digital illustration was created by Ql. Big thanks to MacAddict Associate Art Director Adam Vanderhoof for helping us draw the M16

rifle the soldier is holding. And, thanks to Adobe for creating a program called Photoshop.

49 INTERSTATE
82

Four pages of Jheri curls,

parachute pants, and wild

car-to-car combat

58 CARMAGEDDON56 SHOGO:
MOBILE ARMOR
DIVISION

Blow shit up and find out all

about mammoth mechs

Bloodied fenders, down
with the Moral Majority, and

A Rebel Without a Pulse

84 REDLINE
Gang warfare, drive-by

shootings, but absolutely

no malt liquor

86 HALF-LIFE
We’ve played the demo
and give you a complete

update on what to expect

92 COMMANDOS
Surprisingly brilliant real-

time spec-ops combat, and

a picture of a severed head

89 You need a little guidance on where

to spend those gaming dollars. First

stop, the reviews

90 NEED FOR
SPEED III

Sleeker, swifter, and alto-

gether more glossy. Plus

cops

CELEBRITY APPEARANCES
Mitch Gaylord, Scooby Doo, Bill Clinton (often), Monica Lewinsky (even more), Elvira,

David Lee Roth, Jesse “The Body" Ventura, Rob Zombie, Michael Jackson, Jon Voight,

Angelina Jolie, the cigar in question, Martin Sheen, Charlie Sheen, Shania Twain, naughty

Gen-X nipples, Erika Eleniak, Ronald Reagan, Richard Nixon, J.F.K., Alyssa Milano,

Christina Applegate, Catherine Zeta Jones, Princess Di, James Dean, Grace Kelly, Robert

Downey, Jr., Matthew Broderick, Sarah Jessica Parker, Dick Clark, Gloria Stuart, Kool and

the Gang, E.T., Minnie Driver, The Dalton Gang, and The Perfect Woman

IOO SPEARHEAD
Not a boring tank sim, or we
wouldn’t cover it

103 KKND 2
And other assorted

acronyms

EDITOR

Are Carrie and Ed most likely to own handcuffs and

leather lingerie? Why do you even care? Find out

interesting and disturbing facts about the team

Does third-person suck? Listen in as two pretty

average minds attempt to form complete sentences

and institute change in the industry

Use our complicated, yet graphically

pleasing, chart to confuse yourself further. Or you

could just put the disc in your computer and figure

it out for yourself
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95 RETURN FIRE 2 96 MOTORHEAD 98 DEATHTRAP 99 DUNE 2000
Is there anything in the Stop with the lens flare DUNGEON Command & Conquer with

world more poorly designed already before we get sick Scantily clad dungeon mis- Sand Worms
than this interface? tresses and the jiggiest cam-

era in gamedom
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63 WHEEL OF 68 SHADOWMAN 72 REDGUARD 76 EVERQUEST 78 DARK 82 TUROK 2:

TIME Serial killers from two Men in tights make for 3D-accelerated Ultima VENGEANCE SEEDS OF EVIL
An RPG, an action game, or dimensions — Bill’s final good games but bad Online for people with real RPG + action + Goth Girls = Shooting dinosaurs, raising

an adventure? How about piece of work roommates lives uhh, 1 dunno children, and, hallelujah,

all of the above? multiplayer mayhem
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T€LL MG WHAT YOU RGALLY THINK

The last several months have been a major roller-coaster ride here at PC ACCELERATOR, and

after much hard work and plenty of late nights we’ve managed to deliver three issues to our

demanding public. The feedback from ravenous readers and anal retentive weasels has been

amazing. Thankfully, about 98% of the letters we’ve received have ranged from positive to

fanatic. You have no idea how good it feels to get letters from people who really “get” what

we’re trying to do. To this end I want more. How are we doing? What parts of our mag made

CONTACT5

accelerator

Caroline Simpson-Bint publisher

>

you laugh, cringe, or shriek in delight? How is the info? Are our reviews on the nose? What do

you really think of Dan “Attack Dog” Egger? What about our covers and design? Are Q! and

Kyle artistic or autistic? (We actually believe them to be both.) We make this magazine for you

and need to know if we are getting it right. This input will either be put directly into a computer

and formulated to create issue #4, or else we’ll look it over and ignore all the comments because

we know we are right, dammit.

As for this issue you are holding right now, I believe it to be our best yet. The cover story on RTS

games is a great chance to see what lies ahead in this amazingly popular genre. With 11 in-

depth previews, I’m betting PCXL contains more info and screenshots on the games you really

care about. Throw in our usual collection of reviews, news-ish stuff, celebrity bashing, and smart-

ass comments and you’ve got another issue that demands to be read cover to cover. I also want

to remind all of our readers that a daily visit to http://pcxl.ign.com is required by law. The site is

guaranteed to make you laugh — and besides, we frag 260 people a year (that is one a weekday).

Again, let me know what you think about

the mag, website, and disc. We’ll keep get-

ting better with your help.
H

IN THIS PICTURE HE IS ACTUALLY—^
Using the shadows to cover up a really

big pimple

IN THE INDUSTRY HE IS KNOWN AS—

j

A drunk and occasionally naked fool

BAD HABITS—£ Launches into his sick-

eningly sweet “girlfriend voice” when
fiancee calls

MOST LIKELY TO—£ Send fan letters

to himself under fake names like

Pamela Anderson

NOW PLAYING—$• Quake II, Rainbow

Six, NCAA Football 99, NHL 99
MIKE SALMON, Editor in Chief

EXECUTIVE EDITOR |
1

MANAGING EDITOR |

1

IN THIS PICTURE HE IS ACTUALLY—}•

Checking out the photographer’s

cleavage

IN THE INDUSTRY HE IS KNOWN
AS— The guy who is playing Half-Life

before anyone else

BAD HABITS—> Incessant yo-yoing

when thinking

MOST LIKELY TO—* Be confused by

our constant American pop-culture

references

NOW PLAYING—£ Rainbow Six, Quake

II, Half-Life (ha, ha!)

IN THIS PICTURE SHE IS ACTUALLY—£

* F
... _ 9

F"*”

IN THE INDUSTRY SHE IS KNOWN
AS—£ Goth girl

BAD HABITS—} Keeps demanding we
hand in our stories on time

MOST LIKELY TO-} Own handcuffs

and black leather lingerie

NOW PLAYING -* Bubble Trouble (on

her Mac), Dark Vengeance, and with

the idea of murdering everyone on

staff

ASSOCIATE EDITOR J— -) DISC/ASSISTANT EDITOR f-

IN THIS PICTURE HE IS ACTUALLY—J-

Screen-testing to be the local news

anchor in Tuolumne

IN THE INDUSTRY HE IS KNOWN AS—

£

Attack Dog (for his vicious reviews)

BAD HABITS—J- Constantly eating Sty-

rofoam packing peanuts (We can't

make up this kind of shit!)

MOST LIKELY TO-J- Work 24 hours

straight without actually getting

anything done

NOW PLAYING—J- Rainbow Six, NCAA

Football99, NBA Live 99

IN THIS PICTURE HE IS ACTUALLY—$

Not wearing any pants

IN THE INDUSTRY HE IS KNOWN
AS—£ That guy who got sick and fell

asleep under a table at the Tomb
Raider party

BAD HABITS-i* Putting off procrasti-

nating

MOST LIKELY TO-* Own handcuffs

and black leather lingerie

NOW PLAYING—* Rainbow Six, Rain-

bow Six, Rainbow Six

ART:

r
IN THIS PICTURE HE IS ACTUALLY—

£

Wearing a hairpiece

IN THE INDUSTRY HE IS KNOWN
AS—#• We don’t let him out in the

industry for obvious reasons

BAD HABITS—$• Sending pornographic

(and usually sick) pictures to the team

MOST LIKELY TO-}- Utter obnoxious,

sexist comments at the NOW
convention

NOW PLAYING-!* Rainbow Six, NCAA
Football 99, VR Baseball 2000

-| ASSISTANT ART DIRECTOR |-

IN THIS PICTURE HE IS ACTU-

ALLY—^ Smiling on the inside

IN THE INDUSTRY HE IS KNOWN
AS—* Mr. Smooth

BAD HABITS-* Attention deficit

disorder

MOST LIKELY TO-!* Move in on fel-

low employees’ targets just for one

night of unbridled passion

NOW PLAYING-:* Forsaken,

Unreal, StarCraft
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Advice from Dawnde’s mom: “If you eat mul-

berries right off the bush, you’ll get worms.”

Advice from Dan’s mom: “Gentlemen don’t

do that.” Dan does not know what this

means, but he’s sure to be doing it.
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Odds of landing this move: 10 to 1.

Odds of fathering children afterwards: 1,000,000 to 1.
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make the young girls cry

T
his month’s guest artist is Barry Manilow. Take it, Barry!

“I’ve been around for three months and I made the

very first disc. I put the demos and patches together. I am

the disc editor and I make the discs.”

Thank you, thank you! Another one? Well, OK ...

“Oh Margy. Well you came and you brought me a turkey.

On my vacation away from worky.”

Thank you! We can’t thank you enough! Now play the disc already!!

(It is now official: Ed is high on drugs. We apologize for any discom-

fort this may have caused.)

1

(9) RAINBOW SIX The game that almost killed issues #2 and #3.

Here’s the demo, as well as the latest patches

WING COMMANDER Didn’t have four hours to download this 118MB mon-

SECRtT UPS ster? We don’t blame you; here’s the full version

© U2000 An update of an ’80s classic. Prevent the red goop

from taking over everything

n © MOTOCROSS Be just like Evel with some crazy stunts

MADNESS

m SPEEDBUSTERS 75,000 downloads can’t be wrong. Can it?

M> (9) UNREAL Try the OpenGL patch and a few fixes for UnrealEd.

(No, not the polygonal version of our disc editor)

11 g
RETURN FIRE iz Excellent graphics on 3Dfx, and a fun game once

you get the hang of the controls (which isn’t likely)

CARMAGtDDON II This gorefest is surprisingly good under 3D acceler-

ation. Killing pedestrians has never looked better

m f«“«
N

\

V*—* /
GAMEDAU 99 Here’s your chance to compare side-by-side against

the PlayStation version and congratulate yourself

for being a PC owner

1 ARMS MEN It’s like real war, except it’s fought with plastic men

n OUARE II Version 3.19 is the latest in an endless line of

updates

UUNMETAL A good example of the ever-popular “flying tank”

game

11 © TIGER WOODS 99 Are you good enough to be Tiger-ific? Play the demo

and find out

V (*”«

V *—1 /
NCAA One of the strongest football games ever for the PC

FOOTBALL 99

E THE UREED A third-person action game set in a futuristic city.

Also Apollo’s last name

BHUNTER Sort of like a simulator for the flying car in Blade

Runner (and we thought it was the long-awaited

insect-hunting game)

H NEED FOR An updated version of the demo with some top-

SPEED III notch graphics

--> As always, your feedback is welcomed! Write to disceditor@pcxl.com.

Our disc comes with a scrolling interface,

which is operated by moving the mouse
over the screen. If this is too complicated

or you lack the motor skills, then the bar

on the left can be used as well. Click left

on the mouse to select items and click left

again (on the image) to return to the previ-

ous screen. If you’ve ever installed a game,

then the rest should be elementary.

REQUIREMENTS: WINDOWS 95, PENTIUM

133MHZ, 32MB RAM, DIRECTX 5.0, MOUSE,

100% SOUND BLASTER COMPATIBLE CARD

THG DISC MINI-FAQ

Q: Why is my disc not working under

Windows 98?

A: At this point, the disc should be Win-

dows 98 compatible. However, some back-

ward-compatibility issues could remain

with some of the software on the disc. So

blame those Microsoft bastards, not us!

Q: Why are the colors screwed up?

You idiots!

A: Make sure your desktop is set to

16-bit color or higher before running.

Q: Why is my CD cracked in half?

You f%$#@g idiots!

A: No good answer to that one. If this hap-

pens, or if the disc is missing, give your

letter carrier a good talking to and call

800-333-3890 to get a replacement.



Explosive Graphics Performance
For Your PC

1 28-bit graphics engine and dual 3D pipelines

deliver enough power to render up to 6

million triangles and 180 million textured

pixels per second

16MB of high-speed 125MHz synchronous

memory and a 250MHz DAC deliver resolutions

up to 1920x1200 with rich, vibrant color

Runs great under Windows 95, 98, and NT
and includes support for games, productivity

applications, CAD/CAM, and even DVD

f'V Play 3D games at resolutions up to 1600x1200

for stunning visual quality and realism

Custom drivers and display tools provide high

performance without sacrificing stability or

ease of use

Available now in PCI and AGP models

Need more? Visit www.soundblaster.com/hottestgraphics/ for complete specs and the latest benchmarks.

CR
WWW. SOUNDBLASTER. CDM

©1998 Creative Technology Ltd. All brand or product names listed are trademarks or registered trademarks and are property of their respective holders. If you're not on the net, give us a call at 1.800.998.1000 for more information.

Go to http://www.pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 56



28 real licensed vehicles - ultra-fast sports cars and souped up muscle cars 17 real world tracks

Killer high resolution graphics mode 2-player split-screen racing Shortcuts and alternative paths

Ass kicking soundtrack featuring Fear Factory, Gravity Kills, Junkie XL, KMFDM, and Pitchshifter 2-player drag strip racing

Cop chase mode - you’re the cop More big crazy jumps, wild cop chases, cross traffic and racing mayhem



EVERYONE
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Test Drive is a registered trademark of Accolade, Inc. Test Drive 5 ©1998 Accolade. Inc. All rights reserved, developed by Pitbull Syndicate. All other trademarks are of their respective companies and are used

under license by Accolade, Inc. Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
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Want a flying game that’s less work and more play? Then get ready to defend

your country with gun barrels blazing and both engines on afterburner in

Top Gun®: Hornet’s Nest™ It’s the thrill-stuffed, action-packed flying game based

on the awesome Hollywood epic. Dogfight, bomb and barrel-roll your way

through 30 feverish missions in intense 3-D environments. All

without logging a mile in flight school - this is a kick-the-tires,

light-the-fires-and-go style of game. So why waste time learning

commands, when you can waste enemies instead? You’re Maverick,

so strap yourself in and go.

Available on Windows 95 CD-ROM. Visit your local retailer or

call 1 -800-695-GAME, day or night, U.S. or Canada.

T TOP GUN’' & © 1 998 Paramount Pictures. All rights reserved. MICROPROSE

V// \w is a registered trademark and HORNET’S NEST is a trademark of MicroProse, Inc. or its

' -* affiliated companies. All other trademarks are the property of their respective holders.

Go to http://www.pcxl.ign.com/gaming4



NOW AND
As in real popular

As in time for some

new games

As in strategy is

for wimps, right?

* «s

A S
:WS; Jt
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N
ope. Realtime strat-

egy games are as

poputar as they are

i.
:

- because they are just

plain fun to play. Also, they

reward you for using your lump

of gray matter a bit more than

you do with a twitch shooter

(OK, deep breath , we’re not mak-

ing fun of twitch shooters).

One of the best things about

realtime strategy games (the good

ones, anyway) is that they let you

play many, many different styles

so that truly, no two games will

ever be the same. (Marketing slo-

gan alert!) Both SimCity-weaned

anal control freaks and frag- and

explosion-happy Ouokeheads can

find their own niche and style,

whether it’s turtling in their base

or just cranking out troops.

However, this genre’s been

around for a while (beginning

with the venerable Dune 2), and

the tried-and-true gameplay ain’t

getting any younger (worst exam-

ple: Dune 2000). Of alt the major

genres, arguably there have been

fewer changes made to RTS

gameplay than any other. PCXL is

sick to death of the phrase “if it

ain’t broke, don’t fix it” appearing

in game reviews like white on

rice. We want more, dammit.

StarCraft and Total Annihilation

came along and established them-

selves as the best games in the

genre, shoving aside a slew of

lesser imitators. What did these

two games prove? That perfecting

the finer features of familiar RT5

game styles, and innovating in

new, tech-driven directions can

sell huge quantities of games as

well as drive the genre forward. As

soon as we heard about the slew

of next-generation RTS games in

the works, we decided we needed

to go around and pass judgement

on everything. The next breed is

older, wiser, and hungrier. They’ve

learned from watching others,

from past successes (and failures),

and are ready to get it on. But will

they have what it takes?

Without any further ado, a les-

son on what a good realtime

strategy game should be.

*3*

ng

the

opening

scene

of

Saving

Private

Ryan
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What did StarCraft do right? Pretty

much everything, but the finely

tuned balance of the three races

really makes it feel like three differ-

ent games. The attention to detail

is matched only by the complex

web of strengths and weaknesses

among the three races, which

allows for dizzyingly creative and

complex tactics and counter-tactics

unseen in any other RTS game.

“From StarCraft’s inception, we

knew that we wanted to create a

game with three completely unique

races,” says Rob Pardo, one of

StarCraft’s primary game balance

designers. “Whereas in Warcraft

we took a chess-piece approach

with each side mirroring the other,

in StarCraft we wanted each race to

be very different in look, feel, and

play style.”

Balancing StarCraft was a mam-

moth undertaking, according to

Pardo, because a change to one

race set off a chain of effects

throughout the other races. After

months of testing and retesting, it

got to the point that every

advanced tactic in the game has a

suitable response by the other

races — and the ones that don’t

have been addressed in the

upcoming official expansion pack,

Brood War. m.mwmK3limsaiB
Pardo,

also the

lead * 2
designer of

this project,
j

, . .

says that

to fill spe-

cies in each r
" :

J .Jgj

race’s ^
j f ^

forces.

“After thousands of battle.net

games, a few weaknesses were

found against certain advanced

tactics that could not be easily

balanced through tweaking exist-

ing units.” For example, the Pro-

which, as you’d expect, can heal

Terran infantry (making them that

much more annoying), the Zerg

Devourer (heavy air-to-air, previ-

ously absent for the Zerg), the

Protoss Dark Templar, the Terran

Valkyrie, and others. In addition to

the dozens of new multiplayer

maps, these units should extend

StarCraft’s lifespan even further,

as if it’s in any danger of dying

this millennium.

toss have trouble with large

masses of Zerg Mutalisks, the fly-

ing bugs. The new rapid-firing Cor-

sair interceptor is perfect for

killing these pests. Other new

units include the Terran Medic,

Command & Conquer: Tiberian Sun
DEVELOPER: Westwood

PUBLISHER : EA

RELEASE DATE: Q4
’

98

The importance of interface design

in a RTS game is often overlooked

in favor of units, maps, and stuff

like that. But the hectic gameplay

demands an interface that is pow-

erful and intuitive, so the player

doesn’t get bogged down in a sea

of frantic mouse clicks, hotkeys,

and searching around the map.

Everyone knows by now about

Tiberian Sun’s groovy destructible

terrain and maps that evolve over

the course of a battle, but we

decided to spotlight the simple,

powerful interface started up in

Dune 2 and which deserves a lot of

credit for the mass-market success

of C&C and Red Alert.

Erik Yeo, Tiberian Sun’s lead

level designer, believes that a

good interface is transparent, pro-

vides players with feedback (in the

form of voices, sound effects, etc.),

and keeps the mouse clicks

required to do anything to a mini-

mum. RTS games seem to be get-

ting more and more complicated

all the time, and while Tiberian

Sun has its share of new features,

the way they are implemented in

the game might actually make it

easier to tell your units what to do.

Says Yeo, “You can keep all the

layers behind the scenes, and not

make the player do simple things

manually. I think too many compa-

nies making RTS games are in a

feature war, and giving the players

too much to do.” For example, in

Tiberian Sun, if you command a

tank to fire up at a higher-posi-

tioned enemy, instead of circling

around and attempting to climb to

the same elevation, the tank will

elevate its turret and fire upward.

It’s about taking the player’s mind

off the interface and getting it on

the business at hand — building

an army and killing the enemy.



[REALTIME STRATEGY]

DEVELOPER: Cavedog

PUBLISHER: Cavedog

RELEASE DATE : March ’99

The superb 3D engine powering

the original Total Annihilation

pushed the technology envelope

a significant step forward. To this

day, no game (with the possible

exception of Bungie’s Myth) has

pulled off such a robust, solid-

feeling RTS engine. The 3D-ren-

dered units motor over 3D terrain.

They fire 3D projectiles at each

other that behave like you’d

expect 3D projectiles to. It’s just a

big 3D party over at Cavedog.

So for its next project, TA: King-

doms, Cavedog decided not to

mess with its engine too much,

but to make just enough tweaks

and enhancements to keep it

technologically ahead of the com-

petition. A fantasy-themed RTS,

Kingdoms {TA meets Warcraft II)

is a total conversion with four

unique races — each based on the

four elements: earth, air, fire, and

water. The elements dictate the

style of that race, as well as its

strengths and weaknesses. For

example, the earth race is your

traditional Camelot-style ground

army, with infantry, archers, cata-

pults, and the like. The water race

rules the seas, and so on. And this

will all look noticeably better and

move faster than the original TA,

due to a slew of new technology

features, including

3D-acceleration sup-

port and 16-bit

we’ve been doing is

increasing the visual

appeal of the game.

Hardware compatibil- j||lp

ity lets us add col-

ored lighting, special
j

effects, and other

features, which show

up in things like light-

ning bolts, and fire — it’s paying off

big time,” says Project Leader Clay-

ton Kauzlaric. In addition, since the

units now include dragons and wiz-

ards rather than tanks, they have to

be correspondingly more lifelike in

their animations. The number of

scripts per character has multiplied

greatly, as one can see in just the

nature of the dragon’s range of

motion in flight. “We’re multiplying

the details by 10,” explains Kau-

zlaric. The 3D nature of thfe units

allows them to have multiple types

of motion for the same type of

action. For example, a swordsman

won’t just have one set swing he

does over and over, but many dif-

ferent types that are randomly

assigned by the engine.

DEVELOPER: Bungie

PUBLISHER: Bungie

RELEASE DATE : November ’98

Myth and its soon-to-be released

sequel, Myth II, are known for

their superior map design. Basi-

cally gigantic bitmaps, there is no

tiling of any kind (the most com-

mon map-building method in

other RTS games), which really

this is the use of elevation.

Depending on how high up a

ranged unit like an archer is, the

farther they can shoot, because

their arrows arch through the air.

So an archer at the top of a hill

might be able to hit an enemy at

the bottom without getting hit

himself. This concept has been

expanded a step further in Myth II,

with the addition of many more 3D

models, some of which animate

(like a moving drawbridge and

town gates) and some of which

can be destroyed (blasting a hole

through a wall with mortar-

dwarves). Says Bungie’s Doug

Zartman, “The models serve as

high-ground terrain, as shelters,

and in the case of some animating

models, as strategic objectives.”

New indoor environments add an

element of close combat, where

the enemy can suddenly appear

from around a corner and your

ranged units lose effectiveness.

Myth IT s rotatable, zoomable

camera goes hand and hand with

the maps to improve tactics. They

allow you to use cover more effec-

tively: You can maneuver units

behind cover like hills and trees

and still see them by rotating the

camera. Moving the camera is nec-

essary for keeping an eye on your

rear and flanks, says Zartman.

“Enemy attacks often come from

every direction, and if you’re only

facing where you think the enemy

is, you’re sure to be proven wrong

in a very graphic way.”

makes each map unique in look

and feel. Add varying elevation

and rolling terrain, and you’ve got

lots of opportunity for cunning

tactical warfare — what Myth II is

all about.

Combat is as much about using

the environment to your advan-

tage as the units themselves. The

most straightforward example of
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Among

the

artists

who

have

covered

Earth,

Wind

and

Fire:

M.C.

Hammer,

Dionne

Warwick
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Hey hot shot, you’re dead because you didn’t think. To save the Earth in Urban Assault',

you must manage your resources, upgrade your technologies, control your squadrons, and deploy your troops

using an interactive map. All this at the same time you're shooting everything in sight.

A 1 998 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Microsoft and Urban Assault are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the U.S. and or other countries.
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I’VE DRIVEN MY VEHICLES LIKE A MANIAC.

I DEAD*.
I HAVE THE FIERCE AIR FORCE.

It’s the perfect blend of action and strategy that yon can make even more

challenging with multiplayer capabilities. So use that gray matter. Or you'll lose it.

Think yourself over to www.microsoft.com/games/urbanassault
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Homeworld
DEVELOPER: Relic

PUBLISHER: Sierra

RELEASE DATE : February ’99

With its vast sense of scale,

Homeworld better simulates a

grand-scale space battle — or per-

haps battle in general — than any

game to date. Completely aban-

doning the 2D maps of traditional

RTS games for a fully 3D space

that is essentially empty might

seem like a real pain to design,

and it was.

Suspension of disbelief for the

player was the main goal, accord-

ing to Relic CEO and lead designer

Alex Garden. “When we started on

Homeworld, we were shooting to

make the best action/space com-

bat game ever made, and creating

an epic scale would be a key part

of making this possible.” The

closer a game universe is to the

real universe we all live in, the

harder it is to design, but the more

rewarding the experience, says

Garden. “Traditional RTS games

chose a more limited ‘game uni-

verse’ because first, they were

more feasible on the hardware of

the day, and second, because

everyone assumed there had to be

limits on the game world to make

the game challenging enough. We
feel a bit different, but seeing as

how we haven’t put Homeworld

out for public scrutiny yet, time

will tell if we were right or just

on crack.”

With this scale comes more com-

plexity and more to keep track of —

that’s the tradeoff. Garden and his

team were aware of this potential

hurdle, and have tried to come up

with ways of streamlining the inter-

face to make it easier for the player

to control units that are often

incredibly far apart from each other.

Getting a balance between helping

the player too little and too much

was a major obstacle at the begin-

ning of development, according to

Garden. They realized that the 3D

world was goingto be somewhat

hard to adjust to, so they are trying

to ease the player into it. All ships

can be given specific or general

orders. For example, instead of

clicking on a resource collector and

then specifying a destination to

start collecting specific resources,

you can give it a general command

by hitting “h” and it will automati-

cally seek out the nearest resources

and harvest them. When you’re

pushing the gameplay experience

somewhere it’s never been thus far,

you need to think on your feet.

<< L IS FOR LICENSE>>

Force Commander
DEVELOPER: LucasArts

PUBLISHER: LucasArts

RELEASE DATE: ???

Now we’re not saying that RTS

games need a good license (look

at StarCraft and Total

Annihilation), but when you’re

talking about draw, the Star Wars

license is the greatest in the his-

tory of licenses, right? Heck, Star

Wars practically single-handedly

invented licensing as we know it

today. In a way, this is the game

that people wanted to play before

the RTS genre was ever conceived.

After seeing the movies, everyone

wanted to be in charge of both the

Rebels and the Imperial AT-ATs in

that mammoth battle on Hoth.

Force Commander's announce-

ment made grown men grow weak

with anticipation.

Unfortunately, LucasArts was

unwilling to talk about specifics

regarding Force Commander. Evi-

dently internal debate rages

regarding the right direction for

the product. This time, it seems

the company has learned that

even the Force isn’t enough to

save a crap game like Rebellion,

j

although the critical beating it

I
took didn’t seem to stop Star Wars

diehards who’ll even play a slow,

dull space colonization and trad-

ing sim so long as R2D2 features

somewhere.

The upshot is that they’ve gone

back to the drawing board and

;

new information is unlikely to

emerge from the ranch until way

into next year. Actually it has

nothing to do with the ranch; we

j

just like saying that.

ON THE HORIZON

Some of the games we
were hoping to include

here have been either

delayed past ’99 or just

announced. Here’s a

sneak peek at what you

should expect to be

hearing about sometime

next year — the lineup

for RTS 2000:

FORCE COMMANDER—
Any details, please!

Throw us a bone! Don’t

expect LucasArts to drop

the ball on this one.

They’re guarding this

like Yoda guards his

cooking pots, or what-

ever he has in that little

hut of his.

TOTAL ANNIHILATION
2— Pushed back to

beyond ’99, this is in the

early planning stages.

Cavedog says it’s talking

about a ground-up

redesign, not just a

sequel — a complete

expansion to the concept

of an RTS game. Design

thus far has involved sit-

ting around talking about

what would be cool, and

throwing various ideas

around. In a way that

Rage seems to have

approached with War of
the Worlds

,

one idea is

creating another level of

involvement in the per-

son of a colonel [or four-

star general] that over-

sees multiple battles

over many fronts — and

you’ll be able to pop into

any battle. Cavedog is

busy devising a method

to coordinate this game-

play mechanism success-

fully so that you really

get that sense of being

embroiled in a real war.

WARCRAFT III—;:* You

knew it was gonna hap-

pen. Early reports imply

that it is goingto push

the boundaries of the

genre that its predeces-

sors helped create, but

hey, you wouldn’t have

guessed that. Blizzard’s

Rob Pardo says, “We
have confirmed that we

will do Warcraft III, and

that when we do develop

the game, it will be a

jump from the current

generation of RTS

games.” Hot off the

presses, folks ...

DARK REIGN 2-* Dark

Reign seemed to get a lit-

tle swallowed by the

impact (if not massive

commercial success) of

TA. But the pathfinding

routines and variable unit

tactics certainly gave it a

chance in the retail mar-

ket. For the sequel, Pro-

ducer josh Resnick is

promising that you’re

goingto get more up-

close and personal with

the conflict. Getting

involved in the action in a

personal way and getting

drawn into the environ-

ment should make you

care more about your

units and their impact on

the game world.

BLACK AND WHITE->
Not a RTS game in the

traditional sense, this

latest offbeat brainchild

of high-concept devel-

oper Peter Molyneux is a

combination of

“resource management

(in this case human

resources), spellcasting

skills that rely on dexter-

ity and practice, battle

strategy, and parenting

skills — played in real-

time.” Sort of an exten-

sion of his groundbreak-

ing Populous, the game
puts the player in the

rote of a godlike being

who gains magical

energy from the worship

of the denizens of a

planet below. The multi-

player game will involve

multiple beings casting

spells at each other and

controlling huge famil-

iars, powerful altered

beasts that do their mas-

ters’ bidding.
p-28
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I DEPLOYED MY GUYS USING THE TRANSPARENT MAP

TO ATTACK FROM BOTH FLANKS

I KNOW WHERE THE TECH UPGRADE SECTOR IS

I KNOW WHERE TO PLACE MY HOST STATION

I KNOW WHERE THE POWER STATIONS ARE

Use your map to deploy your troops and jump

into any of 15 different types of yetticles.

I KNOW WHICH SECTORS ARE SECURE

Create your squadrons and set their level of

aggressiveness to defend, attack, or raid.

EVERYONE

Hey mastermind, you’re dead because you didn’t get your hands dirty.

In Urban Assault, you have to battle on the frenzied front lines at the same time

you’re strategizing the entire war. Of course, your years studying at military

school will come in handy, but to win, you better warm up that trigger finger.

Shoot your browser over to www.microsoft.com/games/urbanassault.

Baffle 5 unique alien and human enemy races.

1998 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Microsoft and Urban Assault are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the U.S. and or other countries.
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DEVELOPER: Ensemble Studios

PUBLISHER: Microsoft

RELEASE DATE: Qi ’

99

It’s all about replay value and pre-

senting interesting decisions for

the player at all times. Of all cur-

rent RTS games, Age of Empires

with its array of different cultures

went the extra mile in giving play-

ers huge amounts of content to

keep track of and experiment with

— almost like Civilization meets

C&Cin realtime for its cerebral

style and base-building orientation.

Overall it was an excellent RTS

game with only a few flaws (like

laughable pathfinding) that its

sequel, AoE II, hopes to address.

One of the ways it will do this,

according to Lead Designer Bruce

Shelley, is by making the various

civilizations more unique. Besides

their special attributes, each will

have a unique unit that only they

can build (for example, the

Japanese will have Samurai war-

riors). Shelley feels the subtle dif-

ferences among civilizations were

a key factor in Age of Empire’s

success — and Age ofEmpires II

will take that a step further.

“Every civilization plays differ-

ently, and good players will learn

how to take advantage of their

own strengths and enemy weak-

nesses. Learning those intricacies

will be fun and take time, and will

help ensure the continuing suc-

cess of AoE.”

Along with the sheer number of

civilizations, units, technologies,

and things to keep track of, Shel-

ley is concerned about alienating

the casual gamer. He doesn’t want

AoE II to get needlessly compli-

cated, while retaining its hallmark

depth. “While the hardcore have

developed flexible strategies to

get themselves through the build-

up quickly and on to conquest, the

casual gamers linger during the

build-up phase because they find

it very engaging. We think other

RTS games erred by not making

the build-up phase interesting or

largely leaving it out. More compli-

cation and deeper play will work

only if it keeps the player inter-

ested.”

DEVELOPER: Bullfrog

PUBLISHER : EA

RELEASE DATE : Qi’99

There’s not much fun to be had

building an army when you can’t

give them a right bollocking (this

is a Rob-ism™) when they screw

up, or because you just get a kick

out of inflicting needless pain on

subservient creatures. Dungeon

Keeper delivered all that and more

with an evil grin. Pimp-slapping

imps so that they ran and dug

faster, throwing Dark Mistresses

in the torture chamber just to hear

their squeals of pleasure — ahhh.

The black humor struck a sadistic,

evil chord in all of us — being bad

is always gonna be much cooler

than being good, and DK took that

idea to the extreme. It was

drenched in the attitude that has

made Bullfrog’s games that much

more memorable. It separates ’em

from the pack, and has an overall

vision — in this case, a twisted

one — that makes playing it that

much more fun.

Self-proclaimed “sadistic” Pro-

ducer Nick Goldsworthy says that

the attitude is back in Dl<2, and

more of it. This is encapsulated in

the increased role of the Horned

Reaper, a bigass demon-type

thing — one of a wide cast of char-

acters each with 30 independent

stats that determine their behav-

ior and personality. “Horny,” as

Goldsworthy calls him, will get

repeatedly sidetracked as he

searches for good guys to squish.

If he spots chickens (the mon-

sters’ food) he will step on the

“little chappies.” He’ll also wolf

whistle if he spots the sexy Dark

Mistress as she beckons him into

her domain. The other dungeon

minions will step aside in his

honor, and the imps have a habit

of following him in single file but

will scatter when he turns and

growls with irritation.

DK2’s gameplay changes are

centered around improving strate-

gic combat (a weakness in the

first) as well as creature manage-

ment — two things central to good

RTS games. “Before, the player

just used to train and train, pick up

a handful of creatures and throw

them down onto one spot, and

hope for the best,” says Goldswor-

thy. “The new combat system will

not allow an abundance of crea-

tures on one spot, so the player

will have to think of the best

strategies to use in accordance

with what creatures are available.”



DEVELOPER : Rage

PUBLISHER: GT Interactive

RELEASE DATE: q2 ’98

War of the Worlds has a sense of

scope that is both ambitious and

incredibly appealing. Not mission

based like a traditional RTS game,

it puts you in a role that is closer

to a four-star general, overseeing

many battles on multiple fronts

(over the British Isles), rather than

being stuck in one confrontation.

The entire game unfolds in real-

time over 30 sectors of land. As

the general, you have to choose

which sector to attack, when to

attack, how many units to attack

with, what defenses to construct,

what units to research, and so on.

It’s a realtime strategy campaign

on a grand scale.

Large-scale tactics and

resource management that allows

you to plan ahead should really

increase the strategic depth, if

that’s what you’re into. The game

is based on Jeff Wayne’s War of

the Worlds concept album, which

was sort of a musical interpreta-

tion of the H.G. Wells novel. So

as the human general, you have to

send in your biplanes and little

tanks to fight against the Mar-

tians’ death machines and

gigantic, spiderlike, er, things.

You can also play as the Martians,

with fewer but much more power-

ful units.

Producer Steve Sargent says,

“In some ways it’s a bit like the

game Risk. It’s cool to be able to

play the aliens for a change. Each

side has completely different

weaponry and interfaces, so it

really makes a difference which

side you control.”

Battle.net has definitely been one

of StarCraft's big assets. In ease of

use and speed, it really made it

accessible for new players, but

powerful enough that you can

instantly find your friends online

for a game. According to Rob

Pardo, “We design our games so

that when we release a product, we

provide both a challenging single-

player component and an addictive

multiplayer experience. StarCraft’s

success cannot be attributed to

solely one or the other, but the two

together make a powerful combi-

nation.” Would StarCraft have been

as popular as it is if it weren’t for

battle.net? We doubt it.

So what do those letters spell? “BIT MILD ASS.” Umm ... damn. We were

hoping that it would spell something a little more profound. Maybe

developers shouldn’t take the elements of these games that we’ve high-

lighted or they’ll come up with games that bite ass — but in a mild way,

of course. Anyway, the realtime strategy genre definitely looks like it’s

headed for bigger and better things, as long as these designers remem-

ber it’s supposed to be about fun and not how many features you can

pack into your game or how complex you can make it. We don’t want a

RTS game with eight different races each with 200 units. Just give us a

game that’s easy to pick up and play but also has lots of depth to keep

us coming back, and we’ll be happy to oblige.

As for the originality factor, although only four of the 13 games in

this story are “original” titles (the rest are sequels), there’s still plenty

of innovation going on. We said that the genre’s been around for a

while — well it has, but when you compare it to say, flight sims, it’s

definitely the new kid. Heck, the granddaddy of ’em all, Dune 2, was

released only five years ago. The base concept — realtime action/strat-

egy on a large scale, is a solid foundation for a lot of good ideas. So it’s

still learning how to walk. Just wait til it really starts to get going, like

the first-person shooter genre is right now, and it’s safe to say we’ll all

be pretty amazed.
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3D

[WHAT THEY'RE SAYING]
We asked developers for their takes on the RTS genre.

Is there anything that RTS

games have so far lacked?

BRUCE SHELLEY, ENSEM-

BLE-)- “We’re looking at

encouraging cooperative

play, working together for

some goal other than just the

destruction of the other

player. Something Sid Meier

brought up was that we have

to change the way gamers

currently play — rather than

slam each other, to team up

against a common enemy. All

other RTS games are con-

quest dominated. AoE had

multiple victory conditions

and I think that was part of

its success.”

BRETT SPERRY, WEST-

WOOD-) “Up until now, the

atmosphere and environment

of RTS games have been

fairly static. We hope to

change that with Tiberian

Sun. For example, players

will have to account for lakes

and rivers that freeze, forest

fires, winds that can carry

poisonous gas, and ion

storms that will cripple high-

tech weapons. It’s a much

more dangerous — and

therefore interesting —
world to wage war in.”

JOSH RESNICK, PAN-

DEMIC--) “Getting immersed

in the conflict and having a

grittier feel to the war is

something that’s missing in

most RTS games. In Battle-

zone 2 we’re pushing that

aspect from the position of

being in the front line of com-

bat; Dark Reign 2 still has

that godlike position, but

we’re going to be putting you

closer to the troops.”

Will it be technology that

drives the future of the

genre, or are there unex-

plored gameplay avenues?

BRETT SPERRY •) “Game-

play is always paramount.

New technology should only

be used when it truly

improves gameplay and cre-

ates a deeper experience for

the player. Only good game-

play will keep the genre alive

and growing, ultimately.

We’re touching on some new

ideas in Tiberian Sun with a

more dynamic and context-

sensitive battlefield, nonlin-

ear mission trees, and a

broad array of new tactics

and units, to name a few.”

ROB PARDO, BUZZARD-)

“We believe that, regardless

of genre, compelling game-

play is the most important

component to creating a fun,

addictive playing experience.

Gamers obviously want

games that take advantage

of the latest technology, but

for most, gameplay

supercedes all other factors.

If a game maximizes all the

latest and greatest in tech-

nology, but fails to deliver on

the game side, then the prod-

uct ends up disappointing

customers.”

CLAYTON KAUZLARIC, CAVE-

DOG--) “Technology is the

game. The game is a big

heap of tech with art draped

alt over it. Without tech you

have nothing. On the other

hand, you can have the tech-

nology, but is it fun? That’s

the question. You gotta get

that balance between tech-

nology and also keeping

track of what’s important —
having fun. You can’t get too

caught up in nerdy tech stuff

that no one but yourselfs

gonna be interested in.”

BRUCE SHELLEY -) “I’m not

sure that technology will

have such a big effect. 3D is

certainly the big thing right

now. It will allow more envi-

ronments, but with 3D you

lose the crisp graphic look

that we grabbed with AoE. I

don’t see that far out in the

future to tell what technology

will do to the RTS. The first

team that makes a significant

step forward will get a big

rush and we’ll all go forward

after them.”

What features that we haven’t

seen before would you sus-

pect are likely to be heading

the feature set list for RTS

games released in 2000?

CHRIS TAYLOR, GAS POW-
ERED GAMES-) “For lack of

a better word I would call it

‘macro-management.’ It’s the

opposite of micro-manage-

ment. It’s where the player is

in charge of the big picture.

As the battles get bigger and

bigger it will be necessary to

automate the tittle things

and give the player the big

decisions. Of course, a good

design will always allow the

player to get into the

trenches and micro-manage

if he wants.”

BRUCE SHELLEY--) “Larger

multiplayer games are one

area — up to 16 players.

Games could also shrink in

scale, like controlling a few

guys in a Saving Private

Ryan-type idea. I think that

there’ll be a merging of ideas

on a more cinematic scale —
more immersive background

voices and music, etc. that

make it more a quantitative

change of scale rather than a

qualitative change. There’ll

be efforts to make you feel

that you’re in the game

rather than playing it.”

BRETT SPERRY-)

“Ontine/communication

technology as well as the

competitive gameplay

dynamic (two, four, or six or

more players) is a very, very

fertile area for new ideas. I’m

sure we will see a few bold

and innovative steps in this

area, in the short term I won-

der if RTS game makers will

move away from adding fea-

tures just for features’ sake,

which is becoming the cur-

rent trend. I think Dune 2,

C&C, and Warcraft greatly

popularized the strategy

genre because these games,

white born of round-based

strategy/wargames, took the

genre a quantum leap for-

ward thanks to simple

mouse-driven interfacing and

edge-of-your-seat accessible

realtime gameplay. These

games stripped away all the

math equations, dozens of

keyboard commands, cryptic

rules, and unneeded compli-

cations. Over the last year,

I’ve seen the recomplicating

of the genre. Players are start-

ing to see lots of new fea-

tures, menus, options, and

controls. And, not surpris-

ingly, most of the games mov-

ing in this direction didn’t

appeal or have long-term

staying power.”
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uho needs online gaming

UH6JI you CAN LUG HOUR: KIT

AROUND TOWN TO SHOUT
ABUSE AT COMPLETE
STRANGERS? ONLINE GAMING
IS DEAD. LAN PARTIES ARE
IJHERE IT'S AT.

game we damn well please (and

we get paid for this — tough job,

but somebody has to do it).

It’s not all that hard to do,

either. Your guests are supplying

the toughest parts — the comput-

ers, monitors, and network cards.

If you have enough power outlets,

a fast machine for a server, and an

Ethernet hub, you pretty much

have the bare essentials. There’s

even an IP numbering standard to

let you fire up your gaming

Intranet with a minimum of has-

sle; 192.0.2.x (yes, x is a number

between 1 and 999, dummy) will

ensure smooth connections

between the various machines

and your server.

IT TRHiES
R riRTion OR
miLLions
For the guests, life is simple —
you just cart your computer and

monitor, hook up, pay whatever

the going rate is (typically in the

neighborhood of $10, depending

on the quality of eats and cost of

location) to cover your share of

space rental, food, and other

costs. A successful host — as with

any party — has a lot more to

think about.

For starters, is there enough

power? LAN parties outgrow your

house pretty fast, both because of

space reasons (how many people

can you realistically cram into

ow, why the hell

would you go to all

the trouble of

unplugging your

computer and

monitor, putting them in the car,

and hauling them across town,

only to set them up again — just

for a game?

Answer: LAN party!

The movement toward orga-

nized on-site gatherings for gam-

ing has really exploded lately, and

with good reason. Just think of all

the stuff an on-site LAN party can

do for you: You get to have a good

time. You’re free to scarf as much

junk food as your stomach lining

will permit. You hook up with

friends and get to blow the hell

out of people you’d never met

before they showed up on your

doorstep, CPU and Qll disc in

hand. Best of all, YOU CONQUER

LAG. No more glitch kills on your

record; if someone takes you

down, it really is because you

sucked. At least for that moment.

“There’s nothing like person-to-

person play — it’s so exciting, the

most fun you can have. I love see-

ing the expression on people’s

faces when they’ve nailed a par-

ticularly good kill,” says jason

“WIZbang” Delmar, who hosts the

TALON Games parties in the San

Francisco area. Of course, every

day is a LAN party at PCXL, as we

constantly hop on our LAN for any



A LAN PARTy CAN RUN

ANyWHERE FROM UOU

AND A C^UpE OF

FRIENDS? TfTA 100-PLUS

GATHERING AT A RENTED

CONUENTION HALL.

Having a row of computers

that stretches for miles cer-

tainty looks pretty cool, but

just imagine trying to set up

this nightmarish web of

cords (above). Junk food is

required, although Cheetos

aren’t recommended due to

the sticky orange residue

likely to be left everywhere.

your living room?) and the power

drain from a slew of computers

and peripherals (like speakers). A

LAN party can run anywhere from

you and a couple of friends, to a

100-plus gathering at a rented

convention hall or other big

space. So, you need to find a

space that’ll hold however many

people you’re expecting and sup-

ply enough

juice. Then

you’ll want

one or more

dedicated

servers to

host the

games.

And there

are the

extras you’ll

want. “I keep

a few extra

network

cards, and I’d

have extra

CPUs if I could manage it,” says

Seth “Looch” Cheffetz, host of the

East Coast Massacre in Connecti-

cut. “I had one guy who came up

from New York once and found

that he couldn’t get his computer

running; he ended up playing

much of the time on mine while I

was dealing with organizational

stuff.” Headsets are another must

if you’re having a no-speakers

event — and that’s not just for the

noise issue either, as speakers

double the power requirements

for your host location.

Then there’s the detail work.

“You have to approach this like

you would any party you have,”

says Dave “Fargo” Kosak, founder

of lanparty.com and host of LAN

parties in Southern California. (To

PCXL that means invite girls, and

guys will come even if you don’t

want them.) “You want to make

sure people have what they need

to have fun.” Food, prizes, and

even offbeat themes all figure

into this, he says; he’s done

funny hats, holiday-themed

events, and you know what Hal-

loween brings, right?

lar clearinghouse for nationwide

LAN party information. Looking for

an area gathering or planning to

host one? Post it on lanparty.com.

And if you find yourself at any

time in the dark on any details,

from setting up the network to the

best ways to travel with your CPU,

this is basically FAQ city.

You can also tap into the LAN

Party Web Ring, set up by

enthusiasts of the phenomenon,

at www.bangg.org/lanring/ . This

is more of a crapshoot, as each

page exists on a regional basis,

but they’re your kind of people,

and even somebody who’s not

around the corner from you may

know someone else who is —

and maybe even who’s

planning a party. ^.p.38

SFPOiuxne
LIHiE R LLIIHEO
On an unorganized basis, LAN

parties are hardly a brand-new

phenomenon, especially if you

factor in office play. (I recall many

a night spent at a magazine I

used to work for, playing Duke

Nukem 3D over GameLAN before

it finally sprang for a decent

Intranet.) But given that the net-

work algorithms for action games

are completely mature at this

point, and on top of that, the

Internet’s continued inability to

guarantee lag-free play, a dedi-

cated network of gamers has

devised a structure to communi-

cate and set up killfests.

Ifyou’re lookingforthe do’s,

don’ts, hows, and wheres of LAN

parties, www.lanpartv.com should

probably be your first stop. It’s

brought to you by the same folks

who do PlanetQuake, and in a few

short months, it’s become a popu-

Is all this too much hassle?

“You know, I have more fun doing

the organizing in some ways than

I do playing,” Looch says.
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If

Erica

Eleniak

showed

up

at

our

party,

we

would

not

eventually

go

back

to

Quake

00
On
On

38

moment.

PGRFGCT LAN PARTY
If PCXL. was the

host ...

GAMES: Qll, Rainbow

Six, Tribes, Unreal

FOOD: Cheetos, Frltos,

Oreos, Gorditos, Big

Macos, HoHos, giant

cake with Erica Eleniak

hidden inside, 400
watermelons, gigantic

vat of refried beans

DRINK: Microbrew beer,

microbrew beer, cheap

beer for when we don’t

care what the beer is,

and a bottle of sherry for

the ladies

LOCATION: Beach in Bali

ALTERNATIVE

ENTERTAINMENT:
What? You need more

than a beach in Bali with

a vat of refried beans,

beer by the gallon, and

Erica Eleniak?

WHAT TO WEAR: Men -
PCXL T-shirts and jeans.

Erica Eleniak— nothing

LAN PARTY
PICK-UP LINES:

“Since you’re the only

girl here, how about los-

ing these geeks and
checking out my ping?”

uHey baby, wanna check

out my connection
?”

“Do you know a thief?

Because someone stole

the colored lighting out

of Unreal and put it in

your eyes”

“I can do plenty more
than bind keys”

“You can crash my server

any day”

OFFICIAL PSEUDO-RAP
SONG IN BACKGROUND:
You down with LPB, yeah

you know me

LAN parties allow you to

simultaneously hit an enemy

with a paper plane and a

rocket. In some circles this

receives the highest of respect.

ing trash isn't always

icr at LAN parties, but

. encourages this sort of

if\/ at au&nt nnccihlo

1 1119 guy IIQ3 UIC MJJIll IUVB)

but apparently the salesper-

son at Costco mistakenly gave

him soda instead of beer. This

is a great way to ruin a per-

fectly good LAN party. We
repeat: Beer is crucial!

p-35

THIS
impoPTRnT
STUFF
Can’t have a party without eating

and drinking, right? So, what do

you bring?

Junk food, of course. “We had 16

people at our last party, and we

went through eight bags of Dori-

tos, one and a half cases of Pepsi

cans, plus a couple of bottles of

other soda, and I had a barbecue

going, too,” says WIZbang. “No

Jolt, though. Maybe we could use it

for the long ones; people are crav-

ing anything when it gets late.”

Besides that ... well, you know

what your basic party foods are —
chips, cheese anything, maybe

some beef jerky for those long-

haul fragfests. Healthy alterna-

tives exist, of course, but some-

how they don’t seem to capture

the same essence of a successful

LAN party. And, of course beer is

essential to any party — just

watch those games get sloppier

as the night goes on. (We suggest

real microbrew, but if you’re on a

budget you can pick up a i2er of

Meister Brau real cheap and get

just as trashed.)

Sadly, not every LAN party

resembles a frat house, though.

You’ll find a lot of no-alcohol post-

ings and are likely to stumble

across more geeks than the first

day of Comicon.

Also, more and more parties are

being held in rented spaces as

their popularity and size continue

to grow. That brings in the rules

and expectations of the facility.

The emphasis, though, is always

on games anyway. “People have

fun in general, but they’re there to

play,” says WIZbang.

qaunHtis
SHRHiES
As far as games, there’s no ques-

tion: Quake and Quake II rule the

LAN party roost for now. The con-

tinuing preference for the original

Quake stems from its speed advan-

tages over its sequel, while Unreal

still has too many multiplay

glitches to have fully caught on.

StarCraft is gaining popularity, and

other strategy games have their

gatherings as people discover

newer joys like Tom Clancy’s Rain-

bow Six. Occasionally, there’s a

party devoted to a legacy title like



Working out prior to LAN

parties can be crucial when

the blue-haired dancing

girls come by for a little

LAN luv.

Doom. And at many parties, there

are no real restrictions. “We play

anything that someone brings,”

says Looch, “but eventually every-

thing gets back to Quake."

Newbies generally need not

fear the reaper, as LAN parties

are also in many cases a

response to more serious tourna-

ment-level gatherings. Looch

came up with the Middletown

Massacre, the predecessor to the

current East Coast Massacre,

after trips to The Fray and TC

Con. “They were a lot of fun, but

once you’re eliminated, there’s

“There is nothing more to

see here. Please disperse

from the area!” Apparently

bullhorns, militant factions

and shots are very common

"THINGS CAN GET

PRETTH ftiNKy AFTER

PEOPLE LttjUE BEEN

PLAyiNGTCfR SEVERAL

HOURS." BRING HOUR AIR

FRESHENER, FOLKS.

not really much to do,” he says.

Another alternative is to split

things up — one server dedi-

cated to the more serious players

and another one for people just

looking to have some fun.

Similarly, if you’re thinking

prizes, be aware — the bigger the

prize, the more cutthroat the com-

petition. “Our big prize is a bag of

chips,” Fargo wryly notes. “That

way people aren’t playing for any-

thing more than fun.”

The regional aspect doesn’t

deter people from traveling some

serious distances for LAN parties.

“I’m planning a Halloween party

that two people are planning to

come down to from Canada,” says

WIZbang.

“I know a couple of Australians

who flew to one of our parties in

Southern California once,” says

Fargo. “They work for a company

called TeamFortress Software,

which is creating the multiplayer

expansion for Valve’s Half-Life in

Seattle. They just flew down to

party. At one point during the LAN

party they left for a few hours to

go check out Disneyland.”

Any LAN party that can

combine ping-free gaming

and cute girls who like to

stick out their tongues is an

instant success.

get some weird people

sometimes. (Hey, that

may even be you.)

That’s one good rea-

son to consider

observing a rule of

LAN party etiquette —
avoid trash talking.

“We don’t have

much,” says Fargo.

“People don’t know each other

well enough, I guess.”

Then again, why be inhibited?

“We have tons of trash talking,”

laughs WIZbang.

There are also the other aspects

that arise when you cram a bunch

of sweaty guys into a small space.

“We have all-weekend parties

sometimes, and people stay over,

either here or at a hotel,” Fargo

says. “Things can get pretty funky

after people have been playing for

several hours.” Bring your air

freshener, folks.

That’s not so bad to put up with,

though. Pretty much, LAN parties

are yours to create as you want, or

to visit with a mix of good manners

and bloodthirstiness. And never

forget the truly important thing:

YOU CONQUER LAG.

STPnnnnnsE
There can be oddities at LAN par-

ties. “Our guy Houston, who does

the day-to-day stuff on

lanparty.com, likes to bring ani-

mals to the parties,” Fargo says.

“Last time, he had some ferrets

and a hedgehog.” What the hell

they do is anyone’s guess.

Also, although it’s a great

chance to meet new people who

are into exactly the same games

you love, there’s no guarantee

that you’re going to like everyone

at a LAN party. Public events can
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SPEED KILLS
ATI RAGE FURY. So fast, you won’t know

what hit you.
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ATI RAGE FURY
• True 128-bit 3D and 2D

graphics engine

• Advanced 3D architecture

including Superscalar

Rendering which doubles

rendering performance

and Single-Pass Multi-

texturing to render

images and effects

together on the fly

• A massive of

memory for realistic 3D

gameplay, massive

textures and resolutions

up to 1920x1200

• Designed for DirectX

5.0/6.0 and OpenGL
with full ICD

• Experience 3D game
action with true color

performance at 1024x768

• Integrated hardware

DVD for incredible video

playback

• Features TV-out for big

screen gaming

• Supports ATI-TV that

turns your PC into a TV

TheNewBreedofSpeed.
www.atitech.com/ad/pcacc

© Copyright 1998, ATI Technologies Inc. ATI, RAGE FURY and ATI-TV are trademarks and/or registered trade-

marks ofATI Technologies Inc. Products may not be exactly as shown.
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I ou might have owned

one. It may have

been the first “3D”

card you ever owned.

'

'

You dropped it into

your unsuspecting PC, yanked out

your old Trident card, loaded up

the special version of Descent that

came with it, and breathlessly

awaited blazing speed and graphi-

cal splendor. And you watched in

horror as one of your favorite

games started up, gushing with

bright new textures, and crawled

along at an unplayable, but very

pretty, five frames per second.

It’s unfortunate that the vast

majority of us wide-eyed gamers

got our first taste of 3D accelera-

tion soured by the S3 Virge, which

just might be the most overhyped,

overbought 3D chipset in history.

Its various incarnations (DX, GX,

OX, or whatever), on boards like

Diamond’s Stealth 3000 and Her-

cules’ Terminator 3D permanently

attached onto the unfortunate

motherboards of Packard Bell,

Compaq, and other all-in-one

PCs, found their way into millions

of business and household

computers. It quickly lost the faith

of the gaming community, how-

ever, and was forever branded a

3D decelerator.

S3 is back and trying to claw its

way into the good graces of

gamers, with a brand-new, non-

Virge-based chipset called Sav-

age3D. And it will take a lot to

wipe away the memory of Virge.

The new chip’s early benchmark

scores are quite promising; it’s up

there with the Riva TNT and the

Voodoo Banshee, and it nears the

lofty Voodoo 2 neighborhood.

What’s more, S3 claims the Sav-

age3D is capable of near-AGP 4X

performance, and the price of

Savage3D products should be in

the modest range that made the

Virge cards so tempting, but not

quite as low as Matrox G200 and

Rendition parts.

With the Virge still fresh on our

minds, it’s hard not to be a bit gun

shy when it comes to new technol-

ogy from S3. Indeed, there are a few

relevant questions about just how

S3 achieves the high performance.

A major part of that is through

hardware support of texture com-

pression. Microsoft went so far as

to license S3TC for inclusion in

DirectX 6, the texture compression

scheme that S3 is heavily flaunting

as the “industry standard.” If

specifically supported, texture

compression can be an asset to

developers, but if it’s implemented

for every game, it may result in

undesired effects.

Early Savage3D silicon looks

great; with luck, S3 will finally be

able to rebuild its reputation and

turn the stale Virge aftertaste into

nothing more than a bad memory.

Look for the first Savage3D prod-

ucts to hit the shelves as you read

this, with more trickling out

through the end of this year.

GETTING SAVAGE
Look for Savage3D~basad graphics

accelerator products from the following

companies:

•4 H6RCUl.es
The first to announce a

Savage jD based product, Hercules

plans to extend the S j-dominated

Terminator line with the Hercules Ter-

minator Beast, which may be the silli-

est name for a video card in history.

The Beast should be available by the

time you read this,

STB
The Nitre 3D was STB’s unfortunate

Virge-based venture, but now the

brand gets a facelift with the Sav-

agejD-powered Nitro 3200. Pricing

and availability have yet to be

announced.

-J- DIAMOND MULTIMEDIA
Since Canopus hasn’t announced a

SavagejD board, look for Diamond’s

to be the most anticipated of the lot.

The unnamed Diamond Savage;)D
—
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SAVAGE3D IMAGE QUALITY S3TC:

While the S3TC compression method enables vast amounts of texture details to be compressed into small files, few developers are

using it right now. Above we show the difference between standard Voodoo 2 textures and those rendered with the Savage3D. Notice

the difference in clarity for these individual Unreal scenes.

T6LL M6 WHAT IT MEANS
TO ME

Compression is a method of taking large

amounts of data and reducing them to a

more manageable size, with the hopes of

keeping everything intact. Compression

schemes can be as general or as specific

as an application requires; for instance,

WinZip and DriveSpace try to compress

virtually every file they encounter, while

S3’s texture compression method, called

S3TC, is specifically for 3D textures.

Three factors affect the success of a data

compression scheme. One is the com-

pression ratio, which usually appears as

x:i, with x representing just how much

data, after compression, you can fit in

the amount of space used before com-

pression. The second factor is data loss.

In crunching a sizable chunk of data into

a small space, there is always the chance

that, when decompressed, the data

doesn’t come out intact. Finally, there’s

the chance of a performance hit: It takes

time to compress and then decompress

data, rather than just transfer it intact.

S3 claims that S3TC is capable of a 6:1

compression ratio; developers can cram

six times as much texture detail into the

same amount of uncompressed space.

How well game developers will use it,

and whether it will detract from texture

quality and game performance, remains

to be seen (but its inclusion in the mass-

consumed DX6 suggests that it’s head-

ing in the right direction).
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Matt

Damon

traded

in

his

“Minnie

Driver”

for

a

Gwyneth

Paltrow

Nvidia Riva TNT Riva, rival Andele! The fastest chipset of the

last generation just got an update, and it's speedy

00
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PRICE •••* $199

CHIPSET —* Riva TNT

CARD TYPE •••>• AGP 2X or PCI, 16MB RAM

API SUPPORT — Pirect3P

BUNDLE —J* Varies depending on OEM

ove it or hate it, Nvidia’s

troubled Riva 128 had

its share of flaws. Sure,

it churned out the best

Direct3D scores of the

first generation of chipsets, but it

cheated on visual quality to get

those scores. Fixing that, Nvidia’s

Riva TNT may be the most antici-

pated 3D chipset since Voodoo 2,

and it looks like it’s going to live

up to its prerelease reputation.

Bear in mind, the card we were

playing with is an AGP 2X reference

design with early drivers; the final

product can only get better, but

that’s hard to believe. The Riva TNT

cranked out the highest D3D scores

we’ve ever seen, and its Quake II

framerates were just below those

on a Voodoo 2 card. Most chipsets

can attribute high framerates to

Quake II’s multitexturing, but the

TNT can actually crunch two pixels

per clock cycle; it’s the first single-

chip card to accomplish that feat.

The big question is: How the heck

is the visual quality? We traipsed

through all of our games looking for

transparent textures; we got right

up close to walls, doors, and floors.

Admittedly, we looked at the TNT’s

visuals more closely than usual —
once bitten, twice pissed off.

Thankfully, Nvidia learned from

past mistakes. The TNT looks as

good as any current chipset,

TNT OGM ASAP
The TNT is blowing up all over the place.

Here’s who’s making them:

•••>• 5TB VELOCITY 4400
First to market, the new Velocity is

available right now. The 16MB cards

are available in both PCI and AGP fla-

vors, both retailing for pennies under

$200.

•••<• DIAMOND VIPER V550
Following up the Riva 128-based

Viper V330 will be Diamond Multime-

dia’s new TNT-based V550. It’s in

stores now, priced around $200.

•••>• CANOPUS SPECTRA E500
This could very well be the Cadillac, or

maybe even the Lexus, of Riva TNT

boards. Canopus never fails to go

above and beyond the call of duty, so

keep an eye out for the Spectra. Retail

will again be in the $200 bracket.

In this succession of shots, the differences between the image quality of the Riva TNT

and the Voodoo 2 become more apparent. The TNT is worlds beyond the grainy quality

of Riva’s previous card, the 128. Even with the slightly better image quality, the TNT can

run Quake at almost Voodoo 2 framerates and run D3D games at framerates that are

even faster.

including such applauded parts as

the Matrox G200 and the Intel

I740. Gone are the blotchy trans-

parencies and the missing distant

objects, and even when you get up

close to textures, there’s no sign

of the banding or dithering associ-

ated with the Riva 128 chips.

The only problem we encoun-

tered with the TNT reference

board, save for its early drivers, is

a vast amount of heat generated

by its processor. Cooled only by a

enough to cook a roast. There’s

talk of a possible clock speed

reduction, which may adversely

affect benchmarks, but it should

keep the chip a little cooler.

TNT product pricing should be

fairly competitive; the STB Velocity

4400 should retail at around $200,

which beats out most Voodoo 2

parts but puts it higher than the

slightly inferior Matrox Mystique

G200. Nvidia has truly outdone

itself — and maybe everyone

JARGONATOR
Having trouble slogging through this mire

of tech talk? You’re not alone. Even the

edit staff gets mip mapping mixed up

with trilinear filtering once in a while.

API: Short for Application Program Inter-

face, an API is a set of files that tells an

operating system how to talk to the hard-

ware. A programmer needs only to pro-

gram to an API to ensure that his program

is compatible with hardware designed for

that API. Before APIs, programmers had

to build in individual support for every bit

of hardware they expected their pro-

grams to encounter.

DIRECT3D: Part of Microsoft’s DirectX

API suite, Direct3D is gradually becoming

the most-supported 3D graphics API.

Every 3D accelerator supports Direct3D.

TEXTURE COMPRESSION:
Compression of texture information in

off-screen memory, allowing more

detailed bitmaps and textures to be used.

MULTITEXTURING: Often used for

lighting effects or other special effects,

this 3D acceleration technique involves

pasting two textures on one surface.

Done through hardware, multitexturing

can require two clock cycles to accom-

plish, but Voodoo 2 and Riva TNT

chipsets can do it in one.

MIP MAPPING: In real life, the farther

you stand from an object the less detail

you can make out. In the spirit of that

well-known fact, mip mapping involves

using different versions of each texture

appearing in a game. As you get closer to

an object, its texture is swapped with a

more detailed version. This has two desir-

able effects: It prevents textures from

looking chunky when you get up close to

them, and speeds up the rendering by

reducing the detail of distant objects.

OPENGL ICD OR "MINI-DRIVER":
OpenGL is a robust 3D API, intended

more for high-level design and CAD draw-

ing than gaming. Since games such as

Quake don’t use all of its features, graph-

ics card designers write limited drivers,

called “mini-drivers,” or ICDs (installable

client drivers), especially for gaming.

OPENGL GWH OR "MINNIE
DRIVER": A special 3D API originally

used for the film Good Will Hunting. Fluc-

tuation in weightiness of Minnie Driver

has yet to be completely figured out.

fanless heat sink, the chip got hot else — with the Riva TNT.

hXPLOSIUt

If our 16MB Riva TNT reference board is any indication of how final product will turn

out, go buy one. The test machine: A Pll 300 running on a 100MHz 440BX motherboard

with 64MB 10ns SDRAM running Win95 OSR2 B build 1111, and DirectX 6.0.

BIVflTNT *

800 x 600 x 16 1024 X 768 X 16

Forsaken 85.9 67.2

Incoming 54.6 38.3

Turok 7L5 N/A

Quake II 45.3 33.0

All numbers represent frames per second.

RATING

0mm
--> Much better image quality than

the Riva 128

--> Blistering D3D framerates

Minuses
•~> The chipset tends to generate a

great deal of heat



DEMONSTRATION:

1 Tear out this page.

2 Crumple into ball.

3 Toss over your shoulder.

The sound this ad will make when it hits the ground

behind you is the power of A3D™from Aureal, the

only audio that works the way your ears do.

No wonder game makers like Interplay and GT Interactive are featuring

A3D in their newest titles. Experience it for yourself at www.A3D.com

BELIEVE YOUR EARS"

Go to http://www.pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 20

©1998 Aureal Semiconductor. Inc. A3D and Aureal are trademarks of Aureal Semiconductor Inc. Other trademarks are properties of their respective owners.
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Get the most
Of all the questions that we get here, the most common involves upgrading your system (besides of course the questions about quantum squirrel

buffering). Upgrades depend greatly upon the type of system you have, and the best way to answer all these questions is to answer them all at once.

Your system will fall in between the ones we’ve listed here, so you can determine exactly what you need to make your computer fly.

APPLE 11 +
STANDARD RAM: 48K

MUST-HAVE ADD-ON: Joystick from CH Products

MUST-HAVE GAMES: Bard’s Tale, Zork, and Dr. J vs. Larry Bird: One on One

BEST VIDEO CARD: 8o-column card/lower case upgrade from Applied Engineering

BEST SOUND: Buy a stereo and turn it up loud

WHAT TO DO: Best bet is to trade it in for a pocket calculator

CELEBRITY EQUIVALENT: Phyllis Diller

OCCUPATION: Amateur historian

SALARY: You’re living in your mother’s basement

CAR EQUIVALENT: Edsel

486 DX33
STANDARD RAM: 4MB
MUST-HAVE ADD-ON: External modem
MUST-HAVE GAMES: Doom, Wolfenstein, Syndicate

BEST VIDEO CARD: VGA graphics card (256 colors, oooh)

BEST SOUND: Sound Blaster 16

WHAT TO DO: Add wings maybe, nothing else is going to make much of a difference

CELEBRITY EQUIVALENT: Bea Arthur

OCCUPATION: Mowing lawns

SALARY: Minimum wage and all the RC Cola you can drink

CAR EQUIVALENT: AMC Pacer

PENTIUM 90 OCCUPATION: Mail-room guy

SALARY: Enough for a flat and all the Cheetos you can eat

CAR EQUIVALENT: Dodge DiplomatSTANDARD RAM: 8MB
MUST-HAVE ADD-ON: SideWinder joystick

MUST-HAVE GAMES: Magic Carpet, WarCraft II, Command & Conquer

BEST VIDEO CARD: Voodoo 1 Card BEST SOUND: Sound Blaster Pro

WHAT TO DO: Getting a new video card and at least 16MB RAM is a good start, but for hardcore gaming

it’s time for a new system. With P200S dropping below $500 in many locations, now’s when you make the jump

CELEBRITY EQUIVALENT: Jane Seymour

PENTIUM 166 MMX OCCUPATION: Average blue-collar job

SALARY: You can afford MGD, but can’t kick the Ham’s habit

CAR EQUIVALENT: Ford EscortSTANDARD RAM: 16MB
MUST-HAVE ADD-ON: Force-feedback joystick

MUST-HAVE GAMES: TIE Fighter, Quake, Duke Nukem 3D

BEST VIDEO CARD: Voodoo 1 card (Voodoo 2 doesn’t really offer many performance enhancements until the next level)

or a strong 2D/3D like the G200 or Riva TNT BEST SOUND: Creative Live or A3D sound system

WHAT TO DO: Get a good 2D/3D card, and upgrade to a minimum of 32MB RAM for top performance

CELEBRITY EQUIVALENT: Jacqueline Bisset

l-MAC
STANDARD RAM: 32MB
MUST-HAVE ADD-ON: Beret, cups of coffee, and a zine

MUST-HAVE GAMES: Plenty of great games are just around the corner ... yeah, right

BEST VIDEO CARD: Don’t bother, solitaire can run on any Mac

BEST SOUND: Forget sound, try getting a floppy drive first

WHAT TO DO: Trade it in for a decent PC

CELEBRITY EQUIVALENT: Alanis Morrissette

OCCUPATION: Somewhat smelly poet

SALARY: Money is just the tool of The Man
CAR EQUIVALENT: The New Volkswagen Beetle

PENTIUM II 233 OCCUPATION: Young up-and-comer

SALARY: Just enough to get into serious credit trouble

CAR EQUIVALENT: Honda AccordSTANDARD RAM: 32MB
MUST-HAVE ADD-ON: Wicked Vision 3D glasses

MUST-HAVE GAMES: Jedi Knight, Quake II, NHL 98 BEST VIDEO CARD: Matrox’s G200 or Riva’s TNT boards offer fast

acceleration for single-card solutions. But Voodoo 2 is still the best bet because you may want to upgrade to an SLI setup

BEST SOUND: Creative Live or A3D sound system with two good speakers and a decent woofer

WHAT TO DO: If you have a Voodoo 2, get another for SLI. If not, make sure you at least have a decent 3D card and 64MB RAM
CELEBRITY EQUIVALENT: Christa Miller (Kate from “The Drew Carey Show”)

PENTIUM II 400 OCCUPATION: Executive (or spoiled game journalist)

SALARY: Bringing in the big bucks

CAR EQUIVALENT: Porsche BoxsterSTANDARD RAM: 64MB
MUST-HAVE ADD-ON: Flat-screen monitor

MUST-HAVE GAMES: Unreal, Half-Life, Rainbow Six BEST VIDEO CARD: A Voodoo 2 SLI setup is a must

BEST SOUND: Creative Live or A3D sound system and some big speakers or you’ll be missing out on some great sound

WHAT TO DO: Don’t screw around too much with this system yet. If you’re playing the Win98 game,

USB port peripherals are going to start being useful. Check out the new Microsoft DSS80 digital speaker set

CELEBRITY EQUIVALENT: Jennifer Aniston

PENTIUM II IOOO
STANDARD RAM: 256MB

MUST-HAVE ADD-ON: Microsoft’s Gettinitoninator:

Heather Locklear edition

MUST-HAVE GAMES: Quake IV, Rainbow Seven, More Unrealer

BEST VIDEO CARD: Tri-Voodoo 3 SLI configuration BEST SOUND: Full THX theater sound

WHAT TO DO: Spend the extra bucks for the holographic projection monitor

CELEBRITY EQUIVALENT: Pamela Anderson

OCCUPATION: Astronaut (or celebrity lawyer)

SALARY: $1,000,000 per year just from commercials

CAR EQUIVALENT: McClaren Fi



It’s you, your tank, and the U.S. Army going to war in

the heat soaked deserts ot Tunisia. Spearhead puts you

in charge ot the Army’s best armored weapon, the

M1A2, immersing you in intense battles with state-of

the-art graphics and innouatiue adrenaline-pumping

gameplay. Stop playing around, it's time to go to work.

1 Features 3D accelerated graphics for 3Dfx and Power VR.®

' Stellar multiplayer mode allows battling over modem,
LAN or the Internet.

1 Competitive gameplay for nouice through hard-core

players.

i Choose from 20 action-soaked single missions or the

exhilarating desert campaign.

NOW
AVAILABLE
www.imagicgames.com
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'1998 3Dfx Interactive. Inc. The 3Dfx Interactive logo. Voodoo Graphics, Voodoo2 and Voodoo Rush are trademarks of 3Dfx Interactive. Inc. All rights

reserved. Spearhead is a trademark and Interactive Magic is a registered trademark of Interactive Magic. Inc. ©1998 Interactive Magic, Inc. All rights reserved.



www.eidosinteractive.com

© 1998 Square Co., Ltd. All rights reserved. Final Fantasy and Square Soft are registered trademarks of Square Co.. Ltd. ION STORM, DAIKATANA, HIRO MIYAMOTO. SUPERFLY JOHNSON and MIKIKO
EBIHARA names and logos are trademarks of Ion Storm, L.P- All rights reserved. © 1998 Ion Strom, L.P. Thief: The Dark Project is a trademark of Looking Glass Studios. © 1998 Looking Glass Studios.

Tomb Raider III and Lara Croft are trademarks of Core Design. © 1997-1998 Core. Eidos Interactive. Commandos and Revenant are trademarks of Eidos. Pic. © 1997-1998. Eidos. All rights reserved.
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Interstate 82

DEVELOPER'S TRACK RECORD

Interstate Heavy Battlezone MechWarrior
76 Gear 2

I Interstate 82
1/6 moves over to the Dark Side

I'm popping a cap In the next mo’fo who calls me El DeBarge.

h, the ’80s. Jheri curls

and Reagan. Flock of

Seagulls and acid

wash jeans. They

ruled. I was there, and they ruled.

Honest. And if Zach Norman,

designer and writer of //6, could

make the ’70s as cool as he did, I

won’t argue against the ’80s getting

a fond retro glance with the sequel.

Norman can be forgiven for

being wary of the press. In a recent

online interview, confusion arose

over the appearance in I82 of lade,

the polygonal babe who bites it in

/76’s intro. Her appearance in I82

is part of a dream scene which,

Norman explains, “uses her char-

acter as a metaphor for the

strength of the vigilantes; she’s a

strong female character but —
cliches aside — because the cars

are the focus she can fight equally

alongside the men.” Metaphors?

In computer games? Deep, man.

What’s actually going on is that

the characters from 1/6 have

matured over the last six years,

but the issues of the universe

remain the same. And while

Skeeter has disappeared (along

with his clumsy car customization

interface, replaced with a more

simple “salvage money” total that

is then used to buy add-ons),

Groove and Taurus are back in

command, this time sporting the

Jheri curl in place of the ’fro. For

plot, a pretty straightforward kid-

napping leads to the discovery of,

no, a conspiracy that, shock,

involves arms trades and, horror,

leads all the way to the White

| INFO BOX
DEVELOPER —> Activision

PUBLISHER—> Activision

RELEASE DATE -> February ’99

3D SUPPORT Direct3D, APIs TBA

INTEREST GAUGE

FUNKY GROOVY COOL

THE HYPE
The car combat gets upgraded for an

’8os nostalgia blast. A new engine makes

it a genuine sequel.

THE HURDLE
I76’

s

fan base, while dedicated, was also

relatively small. Does a car combat-retro

mix have true mass appeal?

THE HIT
Simply, 1/6 was cool, and fun. The new

Dark Side engine boasts powerful fea-

tures and plenty of flexibility. How many times did you wish for a rocket on a station wagon?

When the action gets to be

too much, head to Make Out

Point and chill, man.

House (where we presume Reagan

is taking a nap).

That’s the backdrop for an all-

new engine — Dark Side — and

plenty of fresh options to the

gameplay mechanics. Dark Side is

being developed as a 3D hard-

ware-only engine and will also be

powering Activision’s latest mech

(gear) game, Heavy Gear 2. It’s a

situation that has allowed the pro-

grammers in I82 ’s team of 18 to

work together to a certain degree

on creating the ideal engine. For

example, one of the I82 program-

mers came up with and worked on

the concept for shadowing effects.

The HG2 team needed it quicker so

took his code, tweaked it,

adjusted it, speeded it up, and got

it running to their liking and then

gave it back.

For I82, the programming crew

has created its own animation and

physics model, the latter being a

pretty key component to making

the car combat fun. The 40 differ-

ent ’80s cars (including hotrods,

wood-paneled station wagons,

busses, and trucks) will all be act-

ing realistically in startling new

terrain including a backdrop of the

1982 Las Vegas strip. The most

interesting additions, however,

are the inside locations. Sewers

and an abandoned mine- ^p. 52
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All new environment effects are fine, but when you choose to fly through the air, it’s all so much

more awesome.
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Next time some snot-nosed kid flips you off, here’s what you should

do — assuming you have a rocket launcher mounted on your car.

FIVG QUGSTIONS

SINCE WE TALKED TO HIM ABOUT THE

GAME, ZACK NORMAN WAS DUTY

BOUND TO FACE THE INFAMOUS FIVE

QUESTIONS.

Q: What lengths did you go to to

research the ’80s?

A: I'm really into '80s culture. I grew up

then, so I had the edge there. There

were trips to the library and my own

music collection. But the more I read

the more I realized what an absurd time

it was.

Q: Why '82 and not, say, ‘83?

A: It was about the music. It was cooler

In the very early '80s, still influenced by

punk; New Age was starting off. There

were bands like Killing |oke, Kim Wilde,

Duran Duran's first album, Gang of

Four, Gary Numan’s Cars, Soft Cell,

Police, Devo, Thomas Dolby, Bowie

(fishes to Ashes). It wasn’t just Van

Halen.

Q: Who on the team most resembles

1982-style Don lohnson?

A Gary Burnetti, texture artist, comes

in every day in a teal linen suit, a

salmon-colored T-shirt underneath, and

a skinny tie with piano keys.

Q: What’s on the office CD player dur-

ing development?

A; That would be Gary Numan's Cars.

Q: Where were you In 1982?

A I was 12 and went to see The Police

in concert at Hollywood Park horse race

track. I wore 14-hole Doc Martens, tear

sheet pants, and a Stray Cats T-shirt (I

still have Docs).

^P-49 shaft will present a

whole different feel.

Another significant change is

the ability to get the hell out of

your car if it’s about to go up in

smoke (an ejector seat has been

added as an extra to aid the emer-

gency exit, should it be neces-

sary). Outside of the vehicle you’ll

be armed, but at a massive disad-

vantage in combat. No shit. But if

you see an opponent hop out of a

car (say, to open a gate to let him

drive through), if you’re quick you

can jump in his car and burn off

(laughing hysterically on the way,

Sleazy ’70s locales are replaced

with sleazy ’80s areas.

unless the anti-theft option has

been primed).

Multiplay was a cornerstone of

I76 ’s continuing success, a fact

not lost on Norman and his crew.

Guilds, gangs, discussion groups,

and a host of fan-based web

pages keep the game alive. “Ruth-

less,” asserts Norman of the fans.

“I find them in the bushes outside

my house."

Between discussion boards and

pure flaming of the design team,

certain user concepts have been

included. For example, the pro-

duction team initially shelved the

idea of including pedestrians, but

the clamor from the fans saw it get

brought back to life.

The frailties of /76’s multiplayer

experience are being addressed

with a more hack-resistant architec-

ture. While custom paint jobs can

be imported, you’ll need some seri-

ous programming know-how and

Softimage to get seriously hacking.

Norman accepts that hacks will still

happen, but an option in the server

model allows games to be pass-

word protected so you can ensure

cheaters stay out.

Multiplayer gameplay won’t be

restricted to straight deathmatch.

Capture-the-flag is joined by Hot

Potato, in which one car has a

mythical bomb and must bump into

another and pass the bomb on

before it explodes. A kill is scored

only when the person dies, not

when the car is trashed, so running

for your life is kinda key, while

hunting down pedestrians can

score quick points. These variations

in gameplay will lead to different

cars being built to suit the condi-

tions. Even deathmatching will

require tweaks between the muscle

and power required for outdoor lev-

els and the maneuverability needed

indoors. A weight class can also be

selected to ensure that all vehicles

are in the same ballpark.

I82 features ail-new higher-

quality cut scenes (complete with

animated eyes and mouths). “It’s

not an artistic experiment now,”

explains Norman. “It was in I76

and now we’re wanting to hit big

and we aim to sell to the main-

stream user base.”

There’s a definite story to tell,

and Norman’s background in

movie storytelling is pointing him

toward a linear path. “I don’t

believe in an interactive story,” he

asserts. “It’s hard enough to cre-

ate one linear experience that’s

emotionally fulfilling. Videogames

fail here because they’re trying to

1982 FLASHBACK

GT: SPIGLBGRG
HITS WGGPY GOLD
EVERYONE YELLS—;/ “Phone home”

MEMORABLE MOMENT-* Tying up

the vicious alien predator, stabbing

him with drugs, and throwing him in

the zoo. That is what happened, right?

We didn’t see the movie

ARGENTINA INVADES
FALKLAND ISLANDS
EVERYONE IN UK YELLS -* “Where?"

MEMORABLE MOMENT -* Tabloid

newspaper headline “Gotcha” when
General Belgrano is sunk outside the

exclusion zone, killing over 800 Argies

TAINTED LOVE:
SOFT CELL HAS ITS ONE HIT

EVERYONE YELLS-* “He did what?”

MEMORABLE MOMENT •* Debating

whether the stories surrounding Marc

Almond’s alleged practices were pos-

sible. Urban legend is born

IBM PC: DEBUTING IN 1981.

THE PC GETS IT5 FIRST BIG
COVERAGE
EVERYONE YELLS-* “it won’t replace

the typewriter/pen/calculator/board

games/etc.”

MEMORABLE MOMENT-* Time mag-

azine, being the forward-thinking

organ it is, awards the IBM PC the cov-

eted title of “Man of the Year”

be interactive. My view is to make

the story cool, have good charac-

ters, and have one way through,

with that one way done right.”

Amen to that, but “emotionally ful-

filling” videogames? In an ’80s

setting? He’s got his work cut out,

but for a car combat action-blast,

what’s done so far looks remark-

ably, er, fulfilling.

— ROB SMITH has neverfound a

videogame emotionally fulfilling.

Except perhaps for Legend of

Zelda on Game Boy.





Visit WMW.esrb.org or call

1-800-771 -3772 (or more info.|



So sharpen your Batleth and prepare to defend your honor in the heart of

the Klingon empire - presented in awesome Unreal
™
3-D action. Shred vicious

Nausicans, Andorians and even other Klingons. Overpower intelligent enemies

who adapt to your assaults, including fiendish TarChops and Ro'peDs. Take on

Deathmatch and multiplayer challenges created by the Internet's top level designers.

It's the ultimate test for the ultimate warrior.

IT'S A GOOD DAY TO DIE"

www.microprose.com
Go to http://www.pcxl.ign.com/gaming41 1: Product Number 50
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DEVELOPER’S TRACK RECORD

Blood Claw Get Medieval

Shogo: Mobile Armor Division
It’s got an appetite for destruction — and sushi

D
’lt bet that anime is familiar

to a fair number of our read-

ers — the art of Japanese

animation has a visual style

and kinetic quality that is pretty

influential, and getting more popu-

lar all the time. So you’d think it

would make a good style to base a

first-person shooter around. Weil,

Monolith sure thinks so, and from

what we can see, it’s definitely

onto something. The company’s

upcoming shooter Shogo is fast,

destructive, and has exceedingly

satisfying and eye-candified explo-

sions. Just crank up that bullgut

multiple rocket launcher on a pack

of enemy tanks ... but I’m getting

ahead of myself now.

A main draw is the game’s two

modes of gameplay: Your charac-

ter is either in a 40-foot tall MCA
(Mobile Combat Armor) going on a

giant robot rampage, or on foot,

sneaking around but still blowing

up stuff. “We think that balance

between these two gameplay

experiences should offer a lot of

variation for all gamers,” offers

Product Manager John Jack. When

you’re in an MCA, don’t expect a

lumbering slow beast. These ^

INFO BOX
More than 40 single-player levels will switch between MCA and on-foot modes. One thing that never

changes is that you shoot the hell out of everything that dares cross your path.

Sfi

DEVELOPER Monolith

PUBLISHER —> Monolith

RELEASE DATE -> 04*98
3D SUPPORT -» Direct3D, DirectX 6

INTEREST GAUGE

rn THE HYPE
New engine, new attitude, old-school

gameplay. (Hey, Monolith, I’ll sell you

that slogan if you wanna use it.)

THE HURDLE
Hefty system reqs to run at speed, and

with a new engine comes a whole new

set of potential problems.

THE HIT
Some good buzz about this title.

Weapons are particularly ass-kicking — it

just feels like a well-tuned game.



FIVG QUESTIONS

JOHN JACK, PRODUCT MANAGER OF

SHOGO AN D A MAN WITH TWO FIRST

NAMES, GETS GRILLED LIKE AHI TUNA.

Q: You did some pretty interesting

things with storytelling in the engine.

Why do you think more people don’t

try stuff like that?

A: They will be now. Games like Half-

Life and Sin that are more concentrated

on the story and game rather than just

features have scripted scenes and

evolve a storyline through the game.

We had a great plot from the start, so it

was rather easy to find ways to unfold it

during the game.

Q: What kind of anime do you guys

watch?

A: Macross Plus, Akira, Patlabor, Evan-

gelion ... way too many to mention.

UNIQUGLY JAPANESE
SUSHI
WHY IT’S UNIQUE-? Come on. raw

fish?? And what else is in there??

(Actually, we love sushi)

WHAT YOU’RE MISSING-? it s

extremely tasty. Yum
AMERICANIZED VERSION-? It’s now
“copr to eat sushi, so clueless

poseurs now ruin the atmosphere in

any decent sushi bar

J-POP
WHY IT’S UNIQUE-? One listen, and

you’ll know — if you live, that is

WHAT YOU’RE MISSING-? Nonsen-

sical lyrics and cheesy synthesizers =

great music

AMERICANIZED VERSION--? We
already went through this in the 'Sos

GIRLFRIEND SIMULATORS
WHY irS UNIQUE-? Considered

prime entertainment for single men
WHAT YOU’RE MISSING-? Animated

chicks are a healthy substitute for

Shogo

See that mechanical-looking thing over there? It’s about to get

blown into a gazillion metal shards by a swarm of rockets. Cool, huh?

real relationships

AMERICANIZED VERSION—? Blow-up

dolls with plastic privates

Q: What would be the coolest thing

about owning an MCA in real life?

A: Pulling up to McDonald's in one and

taking out the drive-through derk when

he gets the order wrong.

Q: What are a few ofyour favorite

weapons in the game?

A: On foot, the assault rifle (the #5

gun) and the dual colts are awesome.

For the media, the bullgut (the #5 gun,

fires four missiles that cur! around) and

the juggernaut (the #7 gun. fast-firing

artillery shell) have to be best weapons

to fire, even if there aren’t any targets!

Really, all ofthe weapons are great, and

that’s one ofShogo’

s

biggest strengths:

kick-ass weapons!

Q: Who would win in a battle of the

late-night sidekicks?

A: Easily Kevin Eubanks. That man’s

arms are huge!

^ giant robots are comparably

more agile and faster than

humans, so you’ll still be able to

circle strafe, jump, and crouch to

your heart’s content. “Our mecha

move, react, and fight like

humans, only at five times the

scale and with 100 times the

power,” says Jack.

Weapons are also presented

with an anime mindset, and are

appropriately flashy as well as

hard-hitting. With two arsenals of

nine weapons each, multiple varia-

tions of rocket launchers and

energy weapons make up the arse-

nal for the MCAs, and more tradi-

tional weaponry such as assault

rifles and shotguns make up the

on-foot instruments of destruction.

And all this runs under LithTech,

a brand-new engine developed in

house. “The LithTech engine rivals

any other engine out there in

terms of rendering features and

performance,” says jack.

“LithTech allows us to create a

more realistic and interactive

world. Different bullet holes on

different surface types; shadows;

weapons in hands; blood sprayed

on walls, floors, and ceilings; and

much, much more. We’ve also got

full DX6 support [the result of

close collaboration with Microsoft]

— it works with a huge number of

cards and runs very fast.”

LithTech is also well tuned for

multiplayer, jack claims. Hardcore

DMers all, the Shogo team made

solid net play a priority. “We play

a lot of DM. We are working to get

the best version out when the

game ships, but plan for full sup-

port after its release. We have DM-

only maps and some of the single-

player levels were converted to

better suit DM. Since CTF and

other mods can be easily released

on the web after the product is

out, we plan to finish single player

and core DM first. Since the

engine was always designed for

multiplay, it should be some minor

tweaks and fixes rather then

rewriting the full engine.”

With an immersive and chal-

lenging single-player mode, and

what promises to be solid, fast-

paced deathmatch, Monolith looks

like it avoided the “style over sub-

stance” trap — it has a winner on

its hands. The novelty of a new

engine will draw in a lot of hard-

core first-person shooter fans, but

there’s easily something here for

everybody. By the time you read

this the game will be out, so if

you’re looking for an actual game

to play, look no further.

My name is MCA / I’ve got a license to kill / Now you know what

the time is / It’s time to get ill.

— ED LEE is an anime fan, but

what’s with those eyes??

YOSHI
WHY IT’S UNIQUE-? It's a little

dragon (we think) that eats “happy

fruit” (which grows on “happy fruit

trees'*)

WHAT YOU’RE MISSING-? Yosh/’s

Story kicked ass and was the precur-

sor to Quake
AMERICANIZED VERSION -? Barney

The variety in levels has you

going indoors, outdoors, and

into cities.

Min-;/i.uniiJjm
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Carmageddon XS SWiV3D Gender Wars

Glorified violence, vehicular manslaughter — yeah, we thought you’d like it

T
he sick and demented

staff at Stainless Soft-

ware first shocked the

gaming world last June

with the release of Carmageddon.

Any game that can get officially

stamped “immoral” by the BBFC

(British Board of Film Classifica-

tion), or anybody else for that mat-

ter, is our kind of game. But how

do you top immoral? Much to our

pleasure, the sequel has gone from

immoral to verging on criminal.

The pedestrian polo of the origi-

nal has escalated to disturbing

new levels even we didn’t dream

of. More than 40 new polygonal

pedestrians, including tramps,

bimbos, lumberjacks, cops,

bankers, and a Lara Croft clone

among others, all innocently walk

the streets just waiting to be

racked up on your fender. The

move from sprites to polygons has

allowed for more dramatic anima-

tions, realistic collisions, and the

ever-important decapitation. If you

INFO BOX
DEVELOPER -> Stainless Software

PUBLISHER—> Interplay

RELEASE DATE -» December
3D SUPPORT -) Direct3D, Glide

INTEREST GAUGEH
1 1 i

INTERESTED EXCITED OFFENDED

THG HYPG
A brand-new engine displays even more

gore than the original. New cars, tracks,

and more shortcuts for endless variety.

THG HURDLG
Is Carmageddon a one-hit wonder? Can

that same puerile enjoyment be captured

with a sequel?

THG HIT

We had even more fun playing the demo

than we had with the original game.

ever tire of smashing civilians,

there are plenty of animals (ele-

phant, goat, penguin, and cats)

that can be turned into road kill.

Still not enough destruction? OK,

how about smashing up plate

glass windows, running through

crates, and destroying everything

in your path? You want more? All

right then, how about smashing

the hell out of your car? Bend it,

snap it in half, smash the
)

There just aren’t many things better than the thud of a car meeting a pedestrian.



Five QUESTIONS

MAT SULLIVAN, DEVELOPMENT MAN-

AGER AT STAINLESS SOFTWARE,

STOPPED SMASHING THROUGH

CROSSWALKS LONG ENOUGH TO

ENLIGHTEN US ON FAGS, PEDESTRIAN

POLO, AND CENSORSHIP.

Q: Have you ever actually run over

somebody just for the fun of It?

A: It’s funny you should ask, because

only this morning I crushed my latest

victim — an elderly woman with a small

dog. She survived the initial onslaught

and I was forced to drive over her a few

more times.

Q: What do you have to say to the

Moral Majority and others who blasted

your game?

A: 1 doubt you would print what I

would like to say [you’d be surprised],

so instead I would like to encourage

any moral watchdogs to play the game

first before they decide to jump on the

bandwagon. Most of the outraged com-

ments I read were printed before the

game was even on sale, so how could

they form a reasoned decision? Most

people who complain are bitter old

bureaucrats who wouldn’t know a good

game if it bit them on the arse. Those

are the same type of people who would

censor the Internet, videos, and maga-

zines. They must be stopped .[Agreed!]

Q: Translate: Get the fags out of the

boot while I head to the bog for a whaz!

A: Here goes: “Fetch the cigarettes

from the trunk of the car while I go to

the toilet for a piss.”

Q: Did you do motion capture for the

splattering pedestrians?

A Yes. Four of our best artists were

sacrificed. It cost us a fortune in pay-

ments to their families.

Q: What game do you play the most in

the office (besides your own)?

A: Quake II if I am in a hurry and Red

Alert when there is more time. I tend to

play single-player games at home, my
latest being Gran Turismo (PlayStation),

Commandos (PC), and Might and Magic

VI (PC).

The tracks are much more detailed

any other racing game.

^ windshield, lose a fender, and

eventually blow it up completely.

Even if it just added gore we’d be

impressed, but Carmageddon II:

Carpocalypse Now does much,

much more. The new graphics

engine is far superior to the original

and is looking as good as, if not bet-

ter than, any driving game on the

market. The 3D-accelerated graph-

ics show off special effects like fog-

ging and spraying blood in great

detail. With 30 new tracks featuring

and interactive than those in

I don’t know why ramming help-

less pedestrians brings such glee,

but I do know that Carmageddon II is

already miles better than the original

(which was the #3 “Greatest Guy

Game” ever). If you, like me, suffer

from suppressed road rage, then this

looks like it deserves a place at the

top of the shopping list. TP

- MIKE SALMON issues this

warning: “I’ll stay offthe side-

walk ifyou stay offmy streets.
”

WHAT we WANT
Carmageddon II looks like a blast,

but if Stainless can manage to get in

these bonus levels, we’re talking a

guaranteed 10.

REBEL WITHOUT A PULSE
LEVEL CONCEPT—*/ As American cin-

ema sex symbol James Dean, you are

the ultimate bad boy. Take your

sports car convertible up to unbeliev-

able speeds and try to maneuver the

same deadly curves on Highway 41

that took out Jimmy Dean

FROM PRINCESS
TO STREET PIZZA
LEVEL CONCEPT--/ A princess, a

movie star, and a really bad driver.

You can right the wrongs of the

beloved Grace Kelly by veering

through quaint French villages getting

extra points for hitting farm animals

and removing articles of clothing

FERRIS BUELIER S
DRIVE OVER
LEVEL CONCEPT—* You are Matthew

Broderick, the sometimes witty,

always short actor, and it’s your turn to

start knocking off pedestrians. The key

to the game is hit, run, and cover up. A
special two-player game allows a

friend to take the role of girlfriend

Sarah Jessica Parker, who basically sits

in the passenger seat with a tight out-

fit and screams when yet another inno-

cent is smashed into the pavement

DI-ING FOR A PICTURE
LEVEL CONCEPT-;- You get loaded on

cheap French wine, then take the

wheel of a Mercedes. Now the chase

is on as you must speed through

tight tunnels avoiding the evil

paparazzi. If you fail, the high school

dropout gets glamorized as the

woman of the century. Succeed and =r

7d"

10 mission levels, 33 new cars, and

all new interactive backgrounds, the

game has plenty for the lonely

gamer (single player). More impor-

tantly, the multiplayer aspect of Cll

has improved. The game will come

with eight network tracks and all

new deathmatch modes, including a

new arena mode that makes for a

whole heap of metal. Weapons like

the pedestrian repulsificator (hey,

we don’t name ’em), flame thrower,

and spiked metal ball allow addi-

tional methods to torture and maim.

nm:«i.wiiia
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Accelerate your world

http://www.diamondmm.com/monsterfusion

FOLD THIS AD

COMPLETE 2 D ACCELERATION IS NOW

NEW! 3DFX VOODOO BANSHEE
2D/3D TECHNOLOGY

•Scorching 3D performance at 60 frames/sec

•True 128-bit 2D acceleration

•16MB of fast SDRAM
•Awesome Glide,™ Direct3D/

and OpenGL'* game support

© 1998 Diamond Multimedia Systems, Inc All rights reserved. Diamond and the Diamond logo are registered trademarks of Diamond Multimedia Systems, Inc. Monster 3D



Want blistering 2D and 3D acceleration battlefields. It rips through the most extreme 2D action

Windows /O )

on one graphics card? Pick up Diamond’s at resolutions up to 1920 x 1440. It delivers smoother,

new Monster Fusion. It’s the first card to fuse the faster 3D images at 60 frames per second. In fact,

blinding speed of 128-bit 2D graphics with intense it even tools your system for faster performance

Voodoo 3D gaming power. By harnessing the powerful in other applications. Plus, it includes an explosive

new 3DfifVoodoo'"Banshee technology. Monster Fusion software bundle featuring the latest in 3D gaming,

delivers the speed you need to survive on today’s So nuke that stow PC. Pick up some Fusion today.

Fold These Pages!
To find out how we
combined 2D graphics

Nk and 3D gaming on

a single card,

\ \ \\ bring the two

edges of this

\\ ad together

mg until the

dotted lines

i/jT meet one another.

is a trademark of Diamond Multimedia Systems, Incorporated, 2880 Junction Avenue, San Jose, CA 95134. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Go to http://www.pcxl.ign.com/gaming411 : Product Number 22



Missions and Levels

! Multi-Player Network Combat

All existing levels now become
Multi-Player

Load your
with your
of weapons

Ranger
reinforcements

. ADD-ON
T> A pTZJTxjlwXx

TO

CUUcord

Panasonic

mfm m “ai 1 ff

ADD-ON PACK

onto imc
ji lu m o-
Hanyers Lead the Wav

(must have the original

game in order to play)

• PRO PACK
(includes the original game

plus the ADD-ON PACK)

Your COUNTRY
Your HONOR
Your TURN

Go to http://www.pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 64
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3 Critical

Wheel of Time

H
ow exactly do you

jump from making only

graphic adventures

with — of all things —
text parsers (“vomit in bucket"), to

making a cutting-edge game run-

ning under the Unreal engine?

Isn’t that like Pat Boone going to

heavy metal? Uh ... never mind.

Point-and-click maven Legend

Entertainment is getting into the

first-person 3D genre, and in a big

way. At heart Wheel of Time is an

action game, but with doses of

strategy, role playing, and even —
get this — storytelling (it’s based

on the popular, seemingly endless

series of books by Robert Jordan).

But does Legend know what it’s

getting into? I mean, this is the

most competitive of all genres,

and its audience is probably the

pickiest of all gamers. It’s all

“framerates this and ping times

that” with them.

That doesn’t seem to bother

Glen Dahlgren, WoTs designer and

producer. He definitely thinks his

INFO BOX
DEVELOPER —> Legend
PUBLISHER GT Interactive

RELEASE DATE -> Q2 ’99

3D SUPPORT—> Glide, PowerSGL, OpenGL,

Direct3D

INTEREST GAUGE

THG HYPG
Running under the Unreal engine should

be enough, but it’s really trying lots of

new things.

THG HURDLG
Unreal still has major Internet bugginess

issues that no one has fixed. And the

whole project is ambitious.

THG HIT
WoT seems to have found the perfect mix-

ture of fantasy settings, action-oriented

gameplay, and a deep storyline.

The best-looking game on one wheel

I hate running into polygons

in a dark alley, don’t you?

game is ready for the big time, and

the first thing he wants hardcore

action junkies (you guys and gals

reading this) to know is that it’s

not about to cut back on the vis-

ceral rush in favor of strategy or

role-playing elements. “In my opin-

ion, it’s simply the next

logical step in the evolution

of the first-person shooter genre,”

says Dahlgren. “It’s my intention to

tell a real story through character

interaction, cut scenes, story

events, and dynamic objectives.”

Detailed strategic elements

involve the construction of a castle,

limbo, Billy-Bob, and Cleetus have a hankerin’ for trouble.

popu-

lating it

with traps and

monsters, then battling it out with

up to three other players, all with

their own castles (possibly a Dun-

geon Keeper Idea, above ground).

Dahlgren assures us that this

won’t be as complicated as it may

first sound, as a comprehensive

citadel construction editor is sup-

posed to be very easy to use.

This will add a completely dif-

ferent element to multiplayer — a

Team Fortress angle, but with

each player in control of his own

fortress. How cool is that? In addi-

tion, M/oTfeatures an intricate

strategic spell system made up of

50 powerful artifacts each with its

own very specific effects. “Some

are offensive, such as decay and

balefire. Some are defensive, such

as reflect and absorb. Others dis-

guise or transport you. The more

powerful an attack is, the more

time the target has to react to it

with an artifact of his own,” says

Dahlgren. This system will make

quick decision making more

important than twitch reflexes, or
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Wheel of Timelaraugiai

who can pull the trigger first.

Sounds suspiciously like BFG

room-clearing effects (which we

hate), but oh well. As long as

there’s a way to stop one with a

spell of your own.

One of the other things that

catches the eye is WoTs amazing

levels. The task of designing not

just levels, but effectively recreat-

ing many of Jordan’s detailed set-

tings and atmospheres would have

been daunting — except for the

fact that Legend’s been doing that

kind of stuff forever. After each set-

ting goes through a huge artist mill

and made into levels, they get

arranged into the story. Taking

place before the events in the

books, the single-player game —

“very much in the Jordan tradition,”

says Dahlgren — takes place from

the point of view of an Aes Sedai, a

female sorceress of sorts, as she

attempts to stop “the Forsaken’s

plans to release the Dark One.”

We don’t know what that means

(it should become all too clear as

the story progresses), but it sure

sounds appropriately ominous

and scary. You’ll get introduced to

the other three main characters

(evil, bad, naughty), and proceed

through around 20 levels, experi-

encing a convoluted plot which

also introduces all the elements

used in multiplay, such as citadel

customization and the strategic

spell combat system. Finally, the

four characters will meet in a bat-

tle royale to decide the fate of the

world — as good a segue to multi-

player as we’ve ever heard (in fact

I believe it is the only one that’s

ever been tried).

The multiplayer game is what

you might have been hearing the

most about, partially because Leg-

end’s been pretty open with

details as well as because it just

sounds so damn cool. Two differ-

ent game modes might not sound

This month in Dark CastleArchi-

tectural Digest: Wheel ofTime’s

flying buttresses and arches.



FIV6 QUESTIONS

Young, dumb, and Time has made a

full of ... oh, well, roadmap of his

you get our drift face

GLORIA STUART

Dick Clark, 1935 Dick Clark, 1998

SUZANNG SOMGRS

Dumb and young Still dumb, still

blonde bombshell blonde, and still

doable

CLINT GASTWOOD

TIME AND AGAIN

Q: Is the Wheel ofTime series all that?

A: Any book in the series can double as

a weapon, even the paperbacks. Once

you’ve been hit by 800+ pages of fan-

tasy goodness, you think twice about

stealing that person’s lunch money.

Q: Who would win in a fight, Rand or

Frodo?

A: Rand would undoubtedly kick

Frodo’s ass, but he’d also go stark rav-

ing mad in the process and destroy the

world, so effectively: Tie.

Q: Which game besides your own are

you most looking forward to playing?

A: I actually haven’t had time enough

to play a lot of games recently, so Star-

Craft remains on top of the “need to

play” pile. Of the upcoming games,

Half-Life looks pretty cool.

If a caption lands in an empty church and no one’s around to hear

it, does it make a sound?

Q: What’s your favorite type of cheese?

A: I’ve got to say headcheese here.

Actually, I didn’t have a due what head-

cheese really was — is it made in the

shape of a head? If so, whose head? So

I looked it up. Turns out headcheese is

the meat of a pig's head, feet, tongue,

and heart cut up, boiled, seasoned, and

pressed into a firm jellied mass. Cool!

Now it’s definitely my favorite — but as

a projectile, not as food.

like much, but it should have tons

of depth (the actual number of

maps has yet to be finalized but

Dahlgren promises “a lot”). Tradi-

tional deathmatch is supported in

the arena where there’s a spell-

slinging contest at the core of the

action. Commanding citadels is an

important part of the team match-

up battles, where two or more

teams can duke it out, each player

with his or her own base. And all

the multiplayer maps and scenar-

ios can also be played alone,

against an Al-controlled opponent.

So Legend’s abrupt about-face

from its usual stomping ground

seems crazy at first, but the more

you find out about it, in its full and

creative use of Jordan’s richly

detailed world, its emphasis on

storytelling, and its attention to

detail, it’s similar to the kind of

games it has been making all

along. Which ... is a good thing, I

guess. So if you think that the

DESIGNER/PRODUCER GLEN

DAHLGREN ON BOOKS AS WEAPONS,

JELLIED MASSES, AND OTHER SCINTIL-

LATING TOPICS.

Q: Help us pigeonhole you: What

exactly do we call this type of game?

Being small-minded we need to pigeon-

hole things to fit our limited world view.

A: I like to think of the genre as action/

strategy. If that’s still too complex, then

just put it into the “good” game cate-

gory, as opposed to “bad” games.

Now what the heck was I doing here again? Oh

yeah, being placeholder art.

Quake Marines are gonna just

stomp all over the wizards of

Wheel of Time, think again.

— ED LEE got 100 pages into Eye

of the World before getting bored

and going back to watching

“World’s Greatest Decapitations”

on Fox.
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ShadowmanIrfgMimiMI

Shadowmar1

How you do the voodoo that you do so well

e
veryone knows what

happens after you die,

right? If you were good,

you get to hang out on

the clouds and play harp with the

likes of Mother Teresa, John Den-

ver, and Mahatma Gandhi (well,

OK, maybe not Mahatma). If you

were bad, well, then you, Adolph

Hitler, Jeffrey Dahmer, and

Genghis Khan are gonna be sitting

around the fire roasting your, uh ...

chestnuts. This is the way most of

us understand the afterlife, right?

Well, Acclaim hopes to toss a

mystical monkey wrench into this

theory with its comic-based title

Shadowman. Mike LeRoi is Shad-

owman, a New Orleans hit man

whose guilty soul is ensnared in a

treacherous web of voodoo after

he’s implanted with an ancient

spiritual mask by a mysterious

high priestess. He then spends

eternity moving between Liveside,

which would be pretty much where

we are now, and Deadside, which

INFO BOX
DEVELOPER -> Iguana UK
PUBLISHER —> Acclaim

RELEASE DATE—> Spring ’99

3D SUPPORT—> Direct3D

INTEREST GAUGE

INTERESTED EXCITED AROUSED

THG HYPG
What could be more fun than wiping out

evil demons and their legions of other-

worldly psychos?

THG HURDLG
Third-person games are notorious for

their lack of accurate aiming systems and

strange camera angles.

THG HIT
The proper mix of action and adventure

could make this title a favorite of undead

the world over.

is kind of a spiritual waiting room

for the newly deceased awaiting

their earned destinations. Shadow-

man’s mission is simple: He’s to

wage war on a legion of undead

serial killers and other ungodly

horrors who want to break through

into Liveside to wreak their horrible

vengeance on the living. So much

for that eternal rest gig.

So what’s not to like? Shadow-

man is armed with a wide variety

of conventional and black magic

weapons including the .50 desert

eagle, the violater, the shadow-

gun, the flambeau, the calabash,

the asson, and many, many more,

which all come equipped with the

FIVE QUESTIONS

There’s not much to do in hell.

Folks just hang around a lot.

EVIL MINION OR UNDEAD LOVE

SLAVE? WE ASKED MIKE MEYERS OF

ACCLAIM WHICH CATEGORY HE FIT

INTO, AS WELL AS SOME OTHER, UH,

ENLIGHTENING STUFF.

Q: Do you believe In voodoo?

A: No, but I do believe in peanut butter

(dapping hands in background).

[Gee, is this too obscure ofa commer-

cial reference?]

Q: What's your favorite voodoo song?

A: “Black Magic Woman” — Santana.

Q: Have you ever been a zombie?

A No, but I once drank three Hurri-

canes at Pat O'Briens in New Orleans —
that’s about as close to a zombie as a

human can get.

& What’s your favorite zombie movie?

A Dawn ofthe Dead. George Romero is

the king of the zombies.

Q: Are all zombies slow and dlmwltted,

or Is that Just an American perception?

A I believe zombies are just creatures

in need of better public relations.

For some reason, that old black magic appears mighty blue to me.
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• Shadowman

Evidently, this section of hell

is reserved for eternally

damned dentists and

orthodontists.

usual colored lighting and flashy

effects. The Deadside promises to

be full of all manner of evil beings

to kill or unkill, depending on their

demeanor. The engine, created by

Iguana UK, seems competitive

with other games and some of the

hard to aim at someone or some-

thing when your own body, dead

or undead, gets in the way. The

angles are always just a bit off,

which can turn a one-shot zombie

into a 10-shot juggernaut. Discon-

certing, to say the least.

Secondly, the camera angles

can be damned difficult to work

with, especially since they’re con-

trolled by the engine and not the

gamer. You can’t shoot at what

the action side with a bit of find-

the-key type adventure. As is

always the case, the proper mix-

ture of these elements and the

control offered the player are cru-

cial to the game’s success.

When Acclaim first visited us

with screens of Shadowman, we

weren’t very impressed. The

graphics seemed flat and blocky,

with no real definition or charac-

ter. However, as these newer

RGAL-L F6 ZOMBIES
The evil dead aren’t

just for fiction anymore!

Check out this list of

real live (or real

undead) zombies.

ROB ZOMBIE
This White Zombie

frontman truly believes

that he’s the physical

incarnation of all that’s

evil. And, after listening

to his music, who’s to

say he’s wrong? Or just

tone deaf?

MICHAEL JACKSON
Not only was the

Thriller v\deo the only

video he’s made with-

out makeup, but this

ghoul has shown an

appetite for young

human flesh. Raw, of

course

MICHAEL CAINE
OK, OK, we know. He’s

not undead, only his

acting style is. To be

honest, if his acting

gets any more under-

stated, rumor is he’ll be

interned in Westmin-

ster Abbey soon

MIKE SALMON
Let’s see ... hates

bright lights, only goes

out at night, twitches,

and shakes in the early

hours, doesn’t wear

garlic ... yep, he’s one

of ’em!

tainly has something to prove to

PC gamers.

Spring of ’99 is still quite a way

off, and with all of the tender, lov-

ing care that Acclaim and Iguana

On

O
N
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Brilliant explosions light up the old Bony Yard. Shadowman has many dazzling spells at his command.

art direction

already looks

stunning. Unfor-

tunately, Shad-

owman could

also carry the

awful stigmata of

all third-person

games. First of

all, it’s damn

you can’t see.

And finally, who

wants to play a

whole game while

looking at some

undead guy’s rot-

ting butt?

The game is

looking to be

slanted heavily on

screenshots show, the Iguana

team has been hard at work,

putting a sharper focus on the

Other Side. The game still has a

way to go before measuring up to

a truly beautiful game, like Max

Payne’s early look, but we believe

that Iguana and Acclaim will pull

out all the stops to guarantee a

unique visual feast. Acclaim cer-

are showering on Shadowman, we

can’t wait to get our hands on this

mysteriously magical title. After

all, we may have a few undead

serial killers of our own to dispose

of around here.

- BILL DONOHUE isn’t an undead

zombie, but his liver plays one

on TV.
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PROFESSIONAL
SPORTS CAR RACING

BMWM3 SALEENMUSTANG



THE REAL TRACKS
Laguna Seca Raceway. Sebring International Raceway.
Sears Point Raceway. Las Vegas Motor Speedway. Road Atlanta.

And more of the best all-American tracks competed on
for over 45 years.

<

THE REAL FEEL %
Maximize your racing experience with performance upgrades
and authentic modifications. Throw a turbo in your stock car

and leave the competition in the dust. Ultra-fine physics and

handling intensifies the action.

THE REAL CHALLENGE
8-player simultaneous multiplay and superior

A.I. based on world-class racers.

THE REAL EXCITEMENT
Dangerous sprints and treacherous endurance
events with extreme weather and track conditions.

THE REAL CARS
BMW M3. Panoz Esperanto GTR-
Saleen Mustang. And more.

1. Callaway Corvette

PANOZ CALLAWAYCORVETTE

Go to http://www.pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 67
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Redguard
• a

DEVELOPER’S TRACK RECORD

Burnout Daggerfall X-Car Battlespire

_ Redguard
Elder Scrolls adventures? Bethesda joins the franchise-expanding crew

D
espite its buggy

release, the massive

RPG The Elder Scrolls:

Daggerfall paid for a

few pretty cool additions at the

Rockville, MD home of Bethesda

Softworks. Since back in the day,

The Elder Scrolls world has

wrapped itself around some inno-

vative game design. Arena was an

excellent Ultima Underworld

action/RPG, and even Battlespire,

though buggy (there goes that

word again) and occasionally unin-

spired, rewarded those who strug-

gled through to the later levels.

There’s plenty of background

material on the land of Tamriel,

derived from the hours Bethesda

staff spent playing role-playing

games in the bowels (yuk, that

sounds dirty) of their offices. The

story will soon take on a more up-

close and personal form in the third-

person action adventure Redguard.

Redguard follows the story of

Cyrus, a former member of the elite

INFO BOX
DEVELOPER -> Bethesda Softworks

PUBLISHER -» Bethesda Softworks

RELEASE DATE -> November ’98

3D SUPPORT -> 3Dfx Glide, Direct3D

INTEREST GAUGE

INTERESTED

THE HYPE
The first opportunity to explore the

nuances of the Elder Scrolls world. Red-

guard lets you get up close and personal.

>
i_i_

~o
THE HURDLE

Bethesda’s track record of some buggy

product could hurt initial impressions.

THE HIT
Swashbuckling and epic adventure in an

open, nonlinear world. Cyrus could be

the first polygonal Erroll Flynn.

ISZARA m
fteSTUSS UACUf
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On his quest to find his sister,

Cyrus will meet a host of char-

acters and may even want to

talk to a couple. Or stab them.

guard, returning to the town of

Hammerfell in search of his missing

sister. A detailed backstory explains

who the Redguard are and the fac-

tional divisions between the Crown

and the Forebears. It’s mapped out

within some story boundaries that

were set in both Arena and Dagger-

fall, and will be fleshed out more

fully in a Pocket Guide to the

Empire that will ship with the final

product to explain the who, what,

when, where, and why.

In a sea of third-person adven-

ture games, what’s so special

Hey, baby, what a nice pair of

... ears you have.

about

Redguard!

Aside from the

appealing setting, the

artwork that brings the town of

Hammerfell to life is more vibrant

and alive than most of the brown-

walled dwellings we constantly

seem to endure. “We were very sick

of dark dungeon crawls,” explains

Project Leader Todd Howard. “We

wanted to do something outside,

with a lot of color, and make it feel

like an epic fairytale.”

Swashbuckling heroics are one

of the last bastions of movie adven-

turedom to make their way to the

gaming platform. Armed with a

sword, Cyrus will employ fairly sim-

ple attacking and defending moves.

In the tradition of fencing, timing is

key.

While

the range

of moves is

simplified to

attack and defend,

attaching them to carefully timed

jumps, strafes, and ducks can elicit

the opening necessary to score a

killing blow. To make things fair

against multiple opponents, Cyrus

will only face one at a time — the

enemies throwing a condescending

“He’s yours” to ensure that this

slightly unrealistic, but fair, game-

play device gets a context.

In an open, nonlinear world,

with a high number of NPCs, char-

acter Al is a critical factor. With

more than 5,000 lines of dialogue,

the logistics for balancing a realis-

tic environment are immense.

Characters will remember what ^
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Redguard

FIVE QUESTIONS

REDGUARD PROJECT LEADER TODD

HOWARD TURNED HIS UNIQUE AND

ALWAYS ENLIGHTENING GAZE TO THE

PCXL FIVE QUESTIONS.

Q: Is there a love interest?

A: No. Cyrus just wants to find his sis-

ter [can somebody say “incest”] ... not

love. Maybe the sequel.

Q: Cyrus isn’t any relation to Billy Ray,

is he? Or is the lack of love interest a

reason for wanting to Include reference

to, ahem, an achy breaky heart?

A I'm proud that a Brit can see the

humor in country music, too.

Q: What weapon would you like to

have seen in Redguard!

A The Millenium Falcon. Now there’s a

weapon, if we only had the license ...

Q: How many in-jokes would you esti-

mate you’ve hidden away in there?

A There are enough Star Wars and

Indianalanes references to create

another game. There’s also an Easter

egg for Ultima fans.

Q: Redguard: Another Tomb Raider

clone. Discuss.

A: If I ever become a serial killer, I’m

only going to kill guys named Rob

Smith, except for the game journalist

Rob Smith. He will just live in fear of

“The Rob Smith Killer,” knowing that

one day his name will be called. And

when I get him, and they have me on

the evening news and ask me why, I’ll

say “Every time I saw him he called my
game a Tomb Raider clone.”

~
you’ve talked about and even

pass on information from other

characters. The nonlinearity is also

a bear for game balancing and

pacing. “It takes a lot more effort

to keep such a big game immedi-

ate at all times, and constantly

providing another hook or a road

to follow,” Howard explains.

A monster bestiary, including

skeletons, trolls, goblins, and a

few bigger creatures thrown in for

effect, supplies the nonhuman foes

that Cyrus must face. Hammerfell

is certainly going to be a world

worth exploring (not always on

foot though, as there is the poten-

tial for other more fantastic modes

of transport). Rope swinging, cling-

ing to ledges, running, and dodg-

ing are the core movement options

available to make Cyrus’ travels

around Hammerfell flexible.

The project is certainly an epic

undertaking. Nonlinearity causes all

manner of Al, pacing, and balancing

questions that Howard is quick to

acknowledge, and given Bethesda’s

track record, we can only hope that

these issues get worked out in time

for the game’s ship date. But Red-

guard has a colorful, vibrant appeal,

a deep story to uncover, and should

offer enough action to satisfy all

Errol Flynn wannabes.

— ROB SMITH would look terrible

in tights.

MEN IN TIGHTS

We excuse all tight-

wearers in the 19th cen-

tury because they did-

n’t know any better.

However, any man don-

ning tights in the 20th

century has issues.

Here is a look at the

good, the bad, and the

just plain weird.

DAVID tee ROTH
SIGNATURE MOVE- *
Midair splits, and the

split from Van Halen

STOCKING STUFFERS-*
Rumor has it he used

cucumbers

FLASHY OR FRUITY -*

Flashy, but currently

just fatty

WHERE IS HE NOW--*
Tightless in Tulsa. The

washed-up rocker can’t

even fit into M. C. Ham-
mer pants without the

Jaws of Life

jesse THe body

En garde! Move to the sides,

then attack with stashing and

hacking motions.

Oi! Someone’s going to have

to pay for that! #$@!%
bloody vandals.

VCNTURA
SIGNATURE MOVE •*

Reverse Suplex

STOCKING STUFFERS-•*
A folding chair (to be

used in cage matches)

FLASHY OR FRUITY -*

You tell him he’s fruity,

we're not going to

WHERE IS HE
NOW—-:-“The Body” is

currently running for

governor of Minnesota

ROD STeWART
SIGNATURE MOVE--*
The “Do You Think I’m

Sexy" microphone slide

STOCKING STUFFERS-*
Apparently a live dog.

Allegedly

FLASHY OR FRUITY •*

A little of both

WHERE IS HE NOW--*
Nailing supermodels

until he gets the nerve

to inflict more aural

pain on the public

MITCH GAYLORD
SIGNATURE MOVE--*
Gaylord Flip (or rear dis-

mount)

STOCKING STUFFERS •*

A balance beam
FLASHY OR FRUITY -*

With a name like Mitch

Gaylord, what do you

think?

WHERE IS HE NOW--*

Starring in the low-bud-

get straight-to-video

movie Sexual Outlaws
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LISTEN AS THOUGH YOUR
_ _ _ _ -- n •• n p Lin AM IV

Incredible multi-player

capabilities - over 30

players per arena -

FREE’ via NovaWorld's

a Multi-Play servers

Watch your enemy's every move,

listen ior their approach then
strike with brutal precision

over the most

heartbreaking pieces of terrain
the world has ever seen.

Choose between weapons like

H&K MP5—suppressed for

close-quarters battle or

the Barret .50 caliber

Sniper Rifle for explosive

long range killing,

plus an arsenal of

many others.

NOVALOGIC THE ART OF WAR' www.novalogic.com
800.8SB.132S



extraction point.

Your TEAM is dug in 5 miles west of the

You HEAH -tiie enemy

§<
I

You’re down to

your last

few rounds -

® U o VV 1
surroundiln§ you.

cold, dog-tired,
wounded.

The only easy

wasday

yesterday.

A

L T A
p5 o R E
Welcome to Hell* ladies

Over 40 gut-wrenching missions across five continents from

air field takedowns in Central Asia, clearing out South American

cartels to stopping Euclear & Bio terrorism in Northern Russia.

Play in either 1st or 3rd person across miles and miles of vast

outdoor environments. Engage the enemy over unprecedented distances.

Premiering Novalogic ' s Voxel Space 3 graphics terrain with

32-bit color.

Ml DOLBY SURROUND FREE* LARGE SCALE MULTI-PLAY- maworlUMt
©1998 NavalBsu. lac. Vuel Space aid NavaUgic are repstered tradewHis sad Della Farce. fevaWerid and Tie Art & War are tnfcurb a! tewt&ss. te. 'Player ressasstltte is- ad ajspfca&ie tenet tea. Nuntep: reserves iten^le cfeso§e He terns ef stmt si asytiise.

Go to http://www.pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 36
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Everquest
Pixies, dwarves, trolls, and fairies? In PCXL? Have we gone soft?

r, no. Not really. I mean,

989 Studios’ “mas-

sively multiplayer RPG”

might not normally be

the kind of game that you expect to

grace our pages. But give it a

chance. You may end up liking it.

Y’see, Everquest is taking the

core concept of Origin’s Ultima

Online (creating a dynamic world

INFO BOX
DEVELOPER —> 989 Studios

PUBLISHER -> 989 Studios

RELEASE DATE -> January ’99

3D SUPPORT Direct3D, Glide

INTGRGST GAUGG
SPELLS

INTERESTED EXCITED AROUSED

THG HYPG
VIEW

populated by thousands of real peo-

ple at once, and numerous non-

player characters and monsters)

and putting it in 3D-accelerated

first-person mode, lust through this

cosmetic effect, the impact is quite

startling. All of a sudden the envi-

ronments look more inviting and

your sense of involvement in the

world is greatly heightened.

Currently in beta-testing stage,

Norrath is Everquesfs world and

could suffer from not having the

instant draw that Britannia did

This is the closest a rote-play-

ing fanatic is ever going to get

to a real bar on a Friday night.

Sad, isn’t it?

(having featured in eight previous

Ultima RPG games). But more than

30 people are putting in 10- to 12-

hour days and more in order to get

things on track and allow support

for up to 1,500 people on a server

(tests at press time had managed

35% of capacity).

Starting with character creation,

the background design philoso-

phies become instantly apparent.

Detailed models highlight the 12

races (including ogre and troll

among the familiar fantasy milieu)

and 14 classes (warrior, bard,

magician, shadow knight, etc.)

available to starting adventurers.

A “name filter” has been incorpo-

rated to block out nonfantasy

%

J2
Q.
QJ

O

Ultima Online meets the first-person

shooter in 3D-accelerated glory. With

pixies.

Si THG HURDLG
u
03

O
CO
c

The accessible nature of a first-person

game should help you get more involved

in your characters than UO managed.

bo

THG HIT
Massive multiplayer games are fraught

with difficulties and issues. UO was

even sued.

, a gnoll pup tries to hit YOU, but misses!

a gnoll pup tries to hit YOU, but misses!

j

a gnoll pup hits YOU for 1 point of damage.
You try to slash a gnoll pup, but miss!

a gnoll pup tries to hit YOU, but misses!

You slash a gnoll pup for 1 point of damage,
a gnoll pup tries to hit YOU, but misses!

You slash a gnoll pup for 1 point of damage,
a gnoll pup hits YOU for 1 point of damage,

/a gnoll pup tries to hit YOU, but misses!

Pa gnoll pup tries to hit YOU, but misses!

First blood. Fighting with a gnoll pup consists of getting well-timed clicks on the icon. Hmmm.

B
_r



EVERQUEST PRODUCER BRAD

MCQUAID IS THE FOCUS OF THOU-

SANDS OF FAN REQUESTS. BUT HE

MANAGED TO POP HIS HEAD ABOVE

WATER TO ANSWER THE [DRUM ROLL]

FIVE QUESTIONS.

Q: What's been the best fan idea?

A: Someone suggested dueling, where

two nonplayer killers (PK’ing is a toggle-

able option) consent to duel to resolve

their difference, and then return to their

non-PK status.

Q: How do you make roleplaying cool?

A: By creating an environment that lets

people roleplay and talk to anyone in

the world at any time. Creating an envi-

ronment where you can work together

and form friends, roleplay without con-

stantly being worried about being back-

stabbed.

Q: What's the most powerful magical

item in Everquest?

A: We've not created it yet. There will

be unique artifacts, but we’ve just fin-

ished the technology for the fiery

avenger, a flaming two-handed paladin-

only sword. It’s powerful and looks

cool, but there's likely to be more than

one in the hands of high-level paladins.

Q: Who do you most admire in the

industry?

A: Actually, it’s Richard Garriott. In

junior high I saw Ultima II on the Apple

lie and was blown away. It made me
decide that I wanted to make games for

a living. I got to meet him at E3 and he’s

a really nice guy. While I don’t necessar-

ily agree with way Ultima Online is

going today, I certainly respect Garriott

and his team.

Q: Ever seen a real troll?

A: Is that outside the 989 offices, or

inside? The answer would be different.

names in order to retain the fan-

tasy setting and try to force peo-

ple to play the game

in character. So,

you’re not going to

see PCXL-Ass Kicker

or YoMomma any-

where (although

there still is a chance

for Lord YoMomma).

A bunch of stats

need generating, and

you get a certain

freedom to do your

own assigning of

spare points. This

will all be familiar to

anyone who played

Dungeons and Drag-

ons in high school

(so we’re told; we

were all out chasing

chicks back then,

honest). In fact, D&D

seems to have been

a powerful influence on the whole

game mechanic style.

In towns, you can trade with

NPCs (and other PCs), chat, visit

guilds, train with masters in differ-

ent specialties, and do all that

community-type stuff. Heading off

into the wilderness in search of

adventure (treasure, monsters,

derring-do, y’know the stuff) is at

the heart of Everquest. More than

40 monster types should provide

varied challenge for you, prefer-

ably with the help of a party of

friends. Indeed, the biggest mon-

ster in the game — an incredible-

looking red dragon — is likely to

take about 10 fiftieth-level charac-

ters to defeat. That’s the Tolkien-

esque action slant that UO hasn’t

quite managed to grasp from its

isometric perspective.

Since there’s a lot going on, a

detailed interface mechanism has

been incorporated to let you trade

easily; equip your character with

armor, weapons, and other para-

phernalia; and fight. Unfortu-

nately, in the beta build, combat

had a definite noninteractive

edge. It’s almost — gulp — turn-

based, in that you click on your

weapon icon, which, depending

on how many attacks you can get,

is grayed out until it’s primed to

strike again. This system over-

comes potential lag problems by

removing the twitch factor, but

doesn’t help the interactivity.

As in any good fantasy game,

magic will play a significant role,

with five spheres of magic being

concocted and combined to pro-

duce around 600 different spells.

Help is going to be on hand from a

whole slew of both 989

Studios-employed GMs as well as

player “guides.” That’s part of the

reason that, as with UO, you’re

going to have to cough up $9.95 a

month in fees after the initial time

period that you get with the retail

GIRLS
— Asked a girl to go “skating”

•••/ Realized that you couldn’t unhook

a bra with one hand
•••*> Got turned down by every girl you

ever saw (often before you even

asked)

TELEVISION
•••* You watched “Charles In Charge,”

but not for Nicole Eggert

••••> "Joanie Loves Chachi” ruled your

Tuesday nights

•••>• You secretly fantasized about Jo

and Natalie from “Facts of Life”

box promotion runs out. Other

payment methods and rates are

being discussed and may be

announced before retail release.

There’s certainly a lot to be curi-

ous about. The blend of hardcore,

pencil-and-paper-style, role-play-

ing game mechanics with the

modern, accessible first-person

perspective (although four other

camera angles are supported)

make an intriguing mix. Already,

the beta version is providing a

surprisingly immersive experience

— one that will likely see defec-

tions from Britannia. ’Tis true,

online roleplaying could, in fact,

be pretty cool.

— When discussing defecting to

PCXL, ROB SMITH omitted the fact

that he was a closet roleplayer.

http://i.T4MU.«
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EXCITED

THG HYPE

THE HURDLE

THE HIT

INFO BOX

bly imaginative weapons with fan-

tastic effects. Reality Bytes’ own

engine, Rivet, provides very smooth

3D animation, and allows players to

see their characters manipulate

weapons or react to enemies’

attacks. On the negative side, the

third-person perspective makes it

hard to see what’s going on some-

times, and thus makes control

more difficult.

“Players will see how the charac-

ter’s animations are affected by

weapon selection, and how their

player character will react to real-

time damage from magic attacks,

bloodstains from weapon attacks,

even arrow shafts from an enemy

archer. They’ll also see how ele-

ments of the story are wound into

gameplay through in-engine

takeover scenes,” says Jason Davis,

Reality Bytes’ vice president of

research and development.

You can play as the female Trick-

ster, a muscle-bound Gladiator, or

the magic-wielding Warlock;

weapons, fighting styles, story-

lines, and sexual preferences

change accordingly. While your

overarching concern is to vanquish

the evil Dark Elf forces (i.e., kill

everything through the 18 mis-

sions), Reality Bytes set out to dif-

ferentiate itself from the first-per-

Dark Vengeance brings the role-playing

genre into a 3D action realm, with a huge

breadth of imaginative weapons.

Balancing combat difficulty is crucial to

this title’s success, as is luring action

fans into a fantasy world.

Lavish graphics plus deathmatch and

team gameplay should help, but we still

wonder about the battle interface. Each character has nine unique weapons.

Vengeance offers much in the way

of innovation — and you’ll get to

go outside as well.

Billed as an RPG/action game,

DV seeks to provide the fantasy set-

ting, character building, and evolv-

ing storyline of the former genre,

while offering the challenging

action-packed battles of the latter,

a combination that has never been

done with much success. The most

obvious feature is that you play in

third-person, so you can watch

your character fight — which is

especially important because the

game offers multitudes of incredi-

INTGRG5T GAUGG

DEVELOPER -3 Reality Bytes

PUBLISHER GT Interactive

RELEASE DATE -» November '98

3D SUPPORT—> Direct3D

ou’re in this

medieval-style castle-

like place, going

around kilting ene-

mies and monsters that keep

springing up all over the place.

Yeah, I know: Been there, done

that. But stone walls and all, Dark

Surrender, or I’ll zap you with my glowing rod.



Dark Vengeance

FIVE QUESTIONS

JASON DAVIS - ONE OF REALITY

BYTES’ FOUNDERS AND TECHNOLOGY

GURU - UNDERGOES PCXL’S FIVE

QUESTIONS.

Q: Where did the inspiration for Dark

Vengeance come from?

A: DVs inspiration is originally from

both me and another one of our

founders, David Chait, who I’ve known

since forever. We both have a lot of

experience in 3D gaming, as well as

D&D, so we’ve tried to create a game

that combines the best features of fan-

tasy gaming with the adrenaline rush of

action games.

Q: How long has the game been in

development?

A Close to three years. The first year

and a half was spent on creating and

improving our core technology, and it’s

just the last year or so that has been

spent on the actual game.

Q: What is it about gothic castles and

such that’s so appealing anyway?

A The medieval fantasy world allows a

great deal of creativity. We can let our

imaginations flow with just about any

idea we come up with, because, welt,

magic can do anything you want. Our

artists and designers have free reign in

such a world. It’s fun, and we hope our

energy will translate to gameptayers’

enjoyment. Plus, who doesn't like over-

sized medieval and magical weapons?!!

Q: What’s your favorite gothic accou-

trement?

A The iron maiden is always nice ...

but then there’s the codpiece. Is that

gothic?

Q: Which TV show is better: “The

Addams Family" or “The Munsters”?

A “The Addams Family,” definitely!

being attacked by throngs of bad-

dies. The Gladiator’s arsenal

includes a thunder hammer, which

explodes on contact, and a phan-

tom edge, which trails three ghost

blades after its initial swipe. While

the Trickster was not available on

the preview version I played, she,

too, has cool, urn, tricks. “She can

throw sticky-bombs at an object or

enemy, and then remotely deto-

nate the charge while it’s stuck to

her opponent’s body or a nearby

wall,” Davis reveals.

Boding well for the multiplayer

game, Reality Bytes kept it in mind

throughout the development pro-

cess. “Multiplayer was a design

element from the start, not an

afterthought,” Davis says. “In order

to achieve great third-person multi-

player gaming, of course, every-

thing has had to be Internet opti-

mized from the start. Integrating

our animation system with our

client-server gaming system has

been a major achievement.” Up to

32 people will be able to play in

deathmatch or team games, and all

the crazy weapons with their

accompanying animations should

make for some entertaining bat-

tles, to say the least.

But will DVs lush 3D environ-

ment and familiar gothic setting

be enough of a lure? Can it win

over hardcore action gamers with

its lavish weapons and entice

RPGers into brutal combat? If the

critical difficulty level and charac-

ter/enemy balance is perfected, it

just may pull it off.

- CARRIE SHEPHERD spent the

’80s dressed in black, seeking

gothic settings.

GOTH GIRLS

MORTICIA
ADDAMS
GOTH APPEAL—-/

Long black hair and

gown are critical to

gothness, and the

octopus-like tentacles

at the bottom of her

dress provide added

attraction

HOW SHE’D FARE IN

DV—'y Morticia’s paci-

fist nature just would-

n’t cut it against the

Evil Elves

ELVIRA
GOTH APPEAL— •>

Cheesy horror

spokeswoman for the

past two decades,

Elvira undoubtedly

has long-lasting

charm

HOW SHE’D FARE IN

DV-'y Elvira has a

couple of built-in

weapons that could

be used to distract or

smother enemies

SIOUXIE SIOUX
GOTH APPEAL—j/

Gloom-and-doom

chanteuse inspires

castle-based slaughter

HOW SHE’D FARE IN

DV—y Could make the

enemies so

depressed, they’d

actually kill them-

selves

CIRCY
NIGHTSHADE
GOTH APPEAL-*
Angst-ridden co-host

of “Saturday Night

Live’”s Goth Talk lis-

tens to Bauhaus with

Azrael Abyss

HOW SHE’D FARE IN

DV—’y Completely

unflappable, she’d be

impossible to destroy

son shooter market. “We’ve

designed the combat to demand

players to learn more realtime tac-

tics involving character selection,

and more discrete choices in com-

bat rather than just firing ran-

domly,” Davis explains.

Each character has nine

weapons and four “uniques,”

items that augment his or her abil-

ities. From the four-level preview

disc I played, it looks like plenty of

imagination and thought have

gone into the weaponry, and while

some weapons are more effective

against certain enemies than oth-

ers (there are more than 40 enemy

types), it’s fun just to try ’em out

for the hell of it. For example, one

of the Warlock’s long-range

weapons, the vampire staff,

launches a pair of bats that seek

their target. His lightning rod

shoots a bolt at the target, which

then jumps to other enemies

within reach — great when you’re
Magic spelts are big in this game. As the Warlock, you can turn yourself into a swimming mass of particles. 79

Cassandra

Peterson

developed

her

Elvira

character

in

September

1981
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Arcade Racing with

a Defined Strategy

21 Real-to-Life American

Track Configurations

Connect up to

six players via

modem, network

or the Internet

Free Internet

Game Service

Shocking Interactive

Animations

8 Customizable

Cars with Authentic
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DEVELOPER’S TRACK RECORD

Turok

Turok 2: Seeds of Evil
Another console clone for the PC, and it’s from Acclaim — yikes!

Q: 1 hear you need sponsors to drink in

Utah, isn’t that just wrong?

A: Big misconception. All you need is

money. Is that why you won’t visit the

studio?

Q: What is going to make Turok 2

special?

A: 24 awesome weapons, six massive

worlds, 30 terrifying enemies, incredible

bosses, extensive use of dynamic light-

ing, improved particle system, improved

Al, responsive Internet play, I’m running

out of breath ... [good thing this isn’t six

questions, huh?]

he general feeling

among most PC

gamers is, “We don’t

want your stinkin* con-

sole games.” Because of that

notion, many people have an

unnatural (albeit well-deserved)

hatred of Acclaim. The Glen Cove,

NY-based game publisher has a

history of putting its crappy

licensed console games on the

PC a year later. I’m here

to tell you that it is

time to forgive and

forget. With For-

saken, Turok 2,

and the upcom-

ing Shadowman,

Acclaim is actu-

ally in danger of

getting itself a

good reputation,

which brings me to the

point of this article.

Yes, Turok 2 is a console game

that is being made for the PC.

However, this time around

Where the hell are you aiming that thing?

Acclaim plans to

have the PC version

launch simultaneously.

“The original Turok: Dinosaur

Hunter for PC was almost an

afterthought. The game was a

faithful port of the hit N64 title,

but it did not have all the features

necessary to survive in the PC

first-person shooter market, espe-

cially Internet play,” says Al Meck-

lenburg, senior project manager at

Iguana West. Turok 2 is looking to

keep pace in this highly competi-

tive arena. The proprietary engine

created by Iguana features soft-

skinned enemies, unique geome-

try for each level, pin-point colli-

sion detection, and advanced real-

time lighting. While all these fea-

tures are pretty much standard in

upcoming shooters, at least tech-

nically the game can stand on its

own. In fact, the accelerated

graphics in Turok 2 are looking

quite stunning.

The live environments in Turok 2

are a big help in immersing the

player into all of the seven enor-

mous, open-air single-player lev-

els, which include the Port of Adia,

The Underground Abyss, and The

Death Marshes. Corny names

aside, the levels in Turok 2 offer a

great deal of variety for taking

down various lizard-esque bad

guys. There are more than 30 ene-

mies in the game, each with ^

Five QlieSTIONS

AL MECKLENBURG, SENIOR PROJECT

MANAGER FOR TUROK 2, WAS KIND

ENOUGH (OK, WE MADE HIM) TO TALK

ABOUT MUTATED WOMEN, DRUNK

MORMONS, AND INFLUENTIAL NATIVE

AMERICANS.

Q: Do you consider Turok 2 a console

game?

A: Turok: Dinosaur Hunter was a port

of a console game. Turok 2 is a great

first-person shooter designed with the

PC gamer in mind.

Q: Any women with six breasts in the

game? (They are in the comic.)

A: Actually, they have four breasts in the

comic (not that we’re counting). Adon,

Turok’s new advisor, has the normal

number of breasts, but watch out, Lara.

Q: Favorite Indian: Tonto, Sitting Bull,

Geronimo, Jim Thome, or Ed (from

“Northern Exposure”)?

A; I would have to say Ed.

INFO BOX
DEVELOPER -> Iguana West
PUBLISHER—> Acclaim

RELEASE DATE -> December

3D SUPPORT—> Direct3D

INTEREST GAUGE

INTERESTED €XCIT€D AROUSED

THE HYPE
High-resolution textures, stunning effects,

unbelievable weapons, and multiplayer

support have Turok 2 looking good.

THE HURDLE
It is a console game, designed for the

N64 with the PC an afterthought. Is that

enough?

THE HIT

Looks great, and focus on multiplayer

should help. However, in a crowded mar-

ket it still may not be enough.



^ unique Al, strengths, and weak-

nesses that make strategy and tim-

ing crucial in battle. The five boss

creatures we witnessed were quite

spectacular, with the vicious Queen

Mantis topping them all.

So how do you kill all these

blood-hungry bad guys? In the tra-

dition of Turok’s incredible

weaponry, the sequel has put

together another impressive armory

of 24, including the war blade, scor-

pion missile, firestorm cannon,

storm bow, and many more. Of

course, the usual bow, shotgun,

pistol, and rocket launcher are

there as well. The highly explosive

weapons feature some of the best

effects in gaming (on any platform)

and ensure that this time around

the Indians aren’t outgunned.

Because not every weapon works

on every creature, you’ll have to

strategically select weapons to take

out the variety of enemies.

The mission structure, levels,

graphics, and enemies all look on

par with other first-person shooter

games, but the single biggest addi-

tion to the sequel is a multiplayer

mode. The omission of multiplayer

capability in the original caused an

outcry and really ruined the game.

Turok 2 features a deathmatch

mode with up to 16 players peer-to-

peer, via a client server, or over a

LAN. Mecklenberg gushes, “We

have created several innovative

modes of deathmatch play like Frag

Tag. In addition to these, Turok 2

will support team, capture the flag,

and arena modes. We are creating

around 10 new talismans (like

Quake runes) for PC deathmatch

only. When acquired, they will alter

Turok E: Seeds of Gvil

THG SG€D FALLS
JON VOIGHT/
ANGGLINA
JOLIG
FATHER—*
Squealed like a

pig in Deliverance

and now makes
audiences squeal

in movies like/too-

conda

DAUGHTER-*
Hard to believe

she came from the

same gene pool as

notoriously ugly

dad

VERDICT-* Nei-

ther has made a

good movie this

decade, but

Angelina’s much
easier on the eyes

CLINTON LIG/

THG DIRTY
TRUTH
BOLD-FACED
LIE-* Close but

no cigar

PERVERTED
TRUTH-* Close

enough to leave a

stain while smok-

ing more than just

Cubans

VERDICT-* Truth

can be stranger

than friction ... err

... fiction

MARTIN/
CHARUG
SHGGN
FATHER-* Apoca-

lypse Now and a

series of bad

movies with his

talentless sons

SON-* Wall

Street and a series

of Heidi Fleiss girls

(not to mention

hermaphrodites)

dressed in nothing

but pompoms
VERDICT-* There

are no winners

here, but at least

Martin never paid

for it

Lizard-esque creatures are inherently mean. Here is more proof.

- MIKE SALMON believes that

you must plant the seed, sow the

seed, and then grow the seed.

play in some subtle or not-so-sub-

tle ways, providing even more vari-

ety to LAN/Internet play. Players

will also be able to choose from

many prerecorded audio clips to

taunt their opponents.” If Turok 2

can manage to pull off a compelling

multiplayer experience without the

bugginess that usually accompa-

nies the first multiplayer version of

a game, then we’ll have no prob-

lem forgiving Acclaim for Batman &

Robin — well, maybe.

!>

Tiger

Woods

winning

a

golf

tournament

California

dodo

bird



Official

gang-slang

translations:

Bumping

titties

=

fighting

•}

bumper

kitt

=

girl’s

butt

...

DEVELOPER’S TRACK RECORD

WHO ARE THEY?
3

Beyond Games is responsible for a

couple of Atari Lynx titles, including

Battle Wheels, which won an Innova-

tions Award at the 1993 Consumer

Electronics Show. Redline is its first

major project, being developed in its

Salt Lake City headquarters, watched

over by publisher Accolade.

I Redline
The best-looking game on two feet and four wheels

00
C\
o\ D

could have grown a beard

two feet long in the time

since Redline ’s original holi-

day 1997 release date and

its final, definitely-gonna-happen,

heads-will-roll-if-it-doesn’t early

’99 release. What’s taken so long?

Looking at the latest five-level

fully playable build, the answer is

clearly much tweaking, tilting,

shaping, and focus.

Redline never had a problem

with concept. The gangland back-

drop, the clashing Red Sixer and

Company families, and the trou-

These guys aren’t just out for

a Sunday drive.

INFO BOX
DEVELOPER —> Beyond Games
PUBUSHER—> Accolade

RELEASE DATE—> January ’99

3D SUPPORT -> Direct3D, PowerVR,

3Dfx Glide

INTEREST GAUGE

INTGRGSTGD eXC(T€D AROUSGD

THE HYPE
Hardware acceleration required — which

was decided before 3D cards really

caught on. Gang warfare is a sound topic.

THE HURDLE
Cutting edge at the time of its announce-

ment, the engine now has to compete

with the Dark Side.

THE HIT

84

Blending a first-person shooter with /76-

style vehicle combat should lead to

some explosive action.

blesome Leper and Templar orga-

nizations all competing for posi-

tion is a good start. Your goal, to

become da boss of your chosen

gang, using bad-ass attitude,

stealth, greed, and more greed is

something of which we at PCXL

officially approve.

Nor did Redline have a problem

with its proprietary 3D engine.

Assuming the position of hard-

ware-accelerated only before

hardware-accelerated only was in

vogue highlighted a vision that I

certainly hoped could live up ^

Flicking switches to open new areas? Familiar.

The Ecstasy engine gives amazing detail and color as far as the eye can see (not unlike the pill).



FIVG QUESTIONS FAMOUS GANGS

You can make a real mess of some environments with a well-

placed missile.

BEYOND GAMES PRODUCER CLARK

STACEY CLAIMS THAT HE’S THE HOST

ORGANISM FOR A FLAMBOYANT NEU-

RAL PARASITE THAT LIKES TO SING

WESTSIDESTORYTUNES IN BARS,

AND THAT’S TH E LEAST SCARY TH I NG

ABOUT HIM. BELIEVE HIS ANSWERS

TO THE DELVING FIVE QUESTIONS.

Q: Explain, in detail, your own gang

involvement history.

A: We were with the Blips in the ’80s,

when we joined forces with the Cruds to

quell the '86 vampire uprising. You raise a

good point, though; it was important to

us from the beginning to assemble a

development team that, first and fore-

most, enjoyed driving around in hideously

armed vehicles and destroying things.

Q: Can you sum up, in a few words, the

reasons for Redline’s delays?

A The physics and graphics engine for

Redline is the hottest thing out there,

and we didn’t want to release the game

until we had the gameplay tuned to the

same level of tongue-swelling immer-

sion as the technology.

Q: How many Clint Eastwood movies

did you watch to get the voice-over

right?

A Some folks say there is some fleet-

ing similarity between the silken and

alluring tones of my own voice and that

of some actor — Beastwood, did you

say his name was? Never heard of him.

I’m really hoping to get the guy that

played Zarkon in the Flash Gordon

movie for the final release. “On, my
hawkmenl! DIIIIIIIEEEEEE!!!”

Q: Wasn’t it DX3 when you started

this? How has DX6 made a difference?

A The improvements to Direct Play have

made a big difference, as has the overall

maturity of the D3D code. The coolest

things happening in the engine, though,

are ail ours, it has been a real advantage

for our programmers to work with DirectX

from the beginning — they’ve pushed the

capabilities to a supernatural degree.

They’re mutants. They don’t sleep.

Q: How many tattoos are there in the

Beyond Games offices?

A Most of them are on me, but a quick

count up and down the halls shows

about seven, if you don’t count the one

I’m never supposed to show anyone

ever again, as a condition ofmy parole.

Ted, our producer from Accolade, is out

here quite a bit and he ups the tattoo

quotient by a few.

^ to early expectation. A focal

point of the design philosophy was

to allow you to see the environ-

ment as far as the eye allows.

None of this fogging malarkey.

Developer Beyond Games wanted

to give you an explosive visual

experience. Early screens showed

that they seemed to be hitting the

mark in colorful style.

Sound, likewise, presented few

problems; Tommy Tatlarico, erst-

while composer of numerous

videogame ditties (and pint-size

host of TV show “Electric Play-

ground”) provided the tunes.

Even the in-house-created voice-

over (Beyond’s Producer Clark

Stacey doing a scarily impressive

Clint Eastwood impersonation)

matched the mood, supplying

mission updates and pointers

to avoid more cumbersome

pregame briefings.

But what about the gameplay?

I76 meets Quake. Four-wheeled

action-packed car combat mixed

with an on-foot first-person

shooter — sound good? It should,

because some intriguing gameplay

elements are preparing to come

out of this mix — it’s not just “if we

take two top games and mix them

together we’ll get a hit” ideology.

Movement outside the confines of

your car is vital to succeeding in

many of the 20-plus missions.

Accessing certain areas in order to

retrieve objects or assassinate ene-

mies will require you to run with-

out the safety of the armor

afforded by any of the 10 different

fully customizable car types.

The cars have been designed

with fluid gameplay in mind. A

detailed physics model tracks

flying debris and the gravity

effects of traveling at speed over

rolling terrain, but the movement

physics are more out of the arcade

mold. This isn’t necessarily a bad

thing, as the fast-paced combat

requires speedy control, not

touch-perfect precision.

Weapon effects are notable in

the playable build — beaten-up

cars can explode in blinding white

flashes, clearing to all-consuming

balls of flame. Powerful weaponry

ranges from homing missiles to

heavy armor-splitting shotguns.

On foot, the weapons follow tradi-

tional themes but are built around

simple models that animate in

some detail to add components as

you, say, switch from normal

machine gun to sniper rifle (had to

be one somewhere).

With a 16-player multiplay mode

to be supported on NetAccolade,

the opportunity for clan gangs is

obvious — and the hope is that

dynamic gang fighting will develop

as testosterone-driven wannabes

get the chance to use phrases like

“bumping titties,” “bailer,” and

“cragared down.” Frightening, eh?

So will it be worth the wait? I

gotta say that it will — there’s no

doubt that the look is competi-

tive. Fortunately, varied mission

styles, a variety of gameplay ele-

ments, and a strong gang-related

storyline certainly ensure that it

will give heavyweight I82 a run for

its money.

When something blows, it certainly does it in style — including

bodies that gib with a satisfying squelch.

— If ROB SMITH were ever in a

gang, he’d use a Blade.

Gangs come in all

shapes and sizes; it

isn’t just Bloods and

Crips. Here’s our his-

tory of gangs worth

mentioning.

SCOOBY DOO
AND THE GANG
STARTED LIFE****:*

1969

WORST CRIME—* No
crime; you could

never get away with it

with those pesky kids

SLOGAN—* “Scooby-

Dooby-Doo”

APPAREL-4 Rave

wear, or anything

with an ascot

KOOL
AND THE GANG
STARTED LIFE—

1969 (strange, same

as Scooby Doo)

WORST CRIME-4
Jungle Boogie

SLOGAN-4 “Get

down, get down”

APPAREL—* Flares,

’fros, and sequined

jumpsuits

DALTON GANG
STARTED LIFE—

y

1887

WORST CRIME-*
Killed five people in

shootout with U.S.

deputy marshals

SLOGAN— >• “Yee-

haw”

APPAREL->- Facial

hair, chaps, pinstripes

The only good gang member
is a dead one.

In-car missiles have auto-tar-

geting. Er, boom!

Ifyou can’t shoot the enemy,

run the bastard over.
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PREVIOUSLY ON HALF-LIFE

Our hero had shown the promise of a

truly great game, but would it ever be

playable? Four pages of beautiful

screens and stellar commentary (in

issue one) just weren’t enough, so we

are back for more. Now that we’ve been

playing the demo, we have some more

insights any fan will want to check out,

but is this the end? Will the game actu-

ally ship on its new planned time? Tune

in next time.

It exists. Day One is out of the door and ready for scrutiny

H
ow long have I waited

for this? Nearly a year

ago, I was sure that

Half-Life would be a

hit. Its March release date was in

sight and the prospect was good.

Then things started to slow down.

It was revealed that the much-

vaunted inclusion of Team Fortress

multiplayer was being released as

a retail add-on pack. Were cracks

appearing in the Valve stronghold?

Would the damn thing ever ship?

It’s obviously near, as Day One

proves. Being shipped to three

OEM partners for inclusion as bun-

dled software in their hardware

products, the demo is bypassing

most of the frantic hardcore

crowd. The opportunity to try out

what amounts to approximately

20% of the final game was enough

to get us hot and bothered (and

god knows that PCXL loves to get

hot and bothered).

How is it? Thoroughly entertain-

ing mixed with frighteningly

INFO BOX
DEVELOPER —> Valve

PUBLISHER —> Sierra

RELEASE DATE -» November ’98

3D SUPPORT -» Direct3D, 3Dfx Glide,

OpenGL

INTEREST GAUGE

INTERESTED EXCITED AROUSED

THG HYPG
Continues apace. Most of the talking has

been done; it’s now up to the game to

stand up for itself.

THG HURDLG
A chance to hit the waiting first-person

shooter community first. With Sin the

nearest rival, there’s an eager crowd.

THG HIT
Will it have cried wolf? Has the expecta-

tion bar been raised so high that it could

never live up to expectations?

Here’s a tip: Don’t fight anything with the crowbar. Unless it’s inanimate.

intense with a topping of oh-so

familiar. Let’s not get ahead of

ourselves. Half-Life is a first-per-

son shooter based on the Quake

and Quake II engines (this is for

those of you who have been in a

coma for the past two years), with

a whole slew of Valve-created jig-

gery-pokery thrown in to confuse

the pure adrenaline junky. Day

One shows Half-Life to be that

shooter, but with a cunning, story-

driven streak that’s likely to pull

you by the throat into its depths.

It’s a blend that Quake II or Unreal

could never even dream of.

You already know about Gordon

Freeman’s background as a scien-

tist, and you’ll also have heard

about his communication

with thinking and acting

nonplayer characters

around him. Well, it all

works. You talk, they

respond. You do some-

thing stupid, they

chastise. You help,

they offer thanks. You

look beat up, they come at you

with needles (to help).

Of course, fighting the good

fight is

what

Scripted sequences make you stop, watch, and be amazed.



WAITING A UFGTIMG

The end of the demo comes just as you realty want to get started.

everyone’s really drooling after.

Alien enemies fire off some

impressive visual effects. Well-con-

sidered level design has also man-

aged to make some familiar move-

ment styles and attack patterns in

the monsters still seem original

and unique. Only a handful of the

promised dimension-jumping

denizens have been included in

the demo, but they certainly have

an otherworldly look and dislike

for humanity.

It’s the human adversary Al that

really caught the attention. They

caught me with a ploy that I’ve

been doing to computer-AI mon-

There are many things

you’d be prepared to

wait a lifetime for, and

some that, are never

going to happen in a

million years (aka The

Daikatona Syndrome).

Here are a few:

THE PERFECT GIRL
THE DREAM—* Basi-

cally the Cameron Diaz

character from There’s

Something About Mary.

Sexy, smart, funny,

nice. Oh, and by the

way, she loves beer and

SportsCenter

THE REALITY—j> The

only girls into Sports-

Center and beer usually

have names like Pat,

are great softball play-

ers, have the body of a

middle linebacker, and

have more body hair

than Robin Williams

MENAGE A TROI5
THE DREAM— v You’re

cleaning the pool when
the Morris twins (who

look something like

Famke Janssen) ask you

to apply some oil. The

wah-wah guitar starts

to play in the back-

ground and you are in

heaven

THE REALITY—*/ Yes,

many women are curious

about same-sex tomfool-

ery, but it is much more

likely that your girlfriend

will have an affair with-

out you. After all she

doesn’t want to make

you that happy

WORLD PEACE
THE DREAM—> No

more wars, no more

guns, just a whole lotta

love. It would be like

the whole world was on

Ecstasy

THE REALITY-j> With

out war and animosity

the world would

become boring, kind of

like when Maddie and

David finally were a

sters since the days of Wolfen-

stein

:

Involved in a face-off with a

soldier, the click of his empty clip

was quite audible. He turned to

run and I chased. Rounding a cor-

ner, there were two of his buddies,

him reloading in the background

—
I had a split second to realize

what happened before the world

went dark.

An introduction to the world of

first-person shooters, complete

with a holographic guide to steer

your way through an obstacle

course, shows Valve’s pursuance

of the new gamer. The basics are

there, along with a chance to

practice an advanced move like

the long-jump, aided by the

power of your HEV Mark 4 protec-

tive suit. But vets shouldn’t worry

— the challenge presented by the

aliens and the humans will cer-

tainly be engrossing.

And an appearance by a charac-

ter who I can only describe as sim-

ilar to the “X-Files” cigarette-

smoking man has me asking more

questions that will no doubt only

be answered at the end of the full

version. Now if I just had a copy of

that to play ...

— ROB SMITH has written more

words on Half-Life than he cares

to count. (And he’s certain to

write even more in the future.)

I

couple on “Moonlight-

ing.” Pure happiness

and glee just isn't very

interesting to watch.

Besides, CNN would

never let this happen

http://nma

PC
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Microsoft Motocross Madnessm comes free with
the Freestyle Pro.

© 1998 All rights reserved. Microsoft, Motocross Madness, Sidewinder are either registered trademarks or trademarks of

Microsoft Corporation ir) jhe United States and/or other countries.
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Welcome to the Microsoft Sidewinder Freestyle Pro joystick. Now you can throw yourself into the action.

Literally. Every on-screen movement is controlled with your own movement. It’s called motion-

sensing technology. Accurate and highly responsive, not to mention works with your favorite

games. It’s programmable buttons and super slick design fits your hand like a glove.

Which is handy when you’re throwing yourself from one side of the room to the other.

Freestyle Pro



CUTTHGC

Since we focus our cover-

age on fast-paced games,

we don’t get a chance to

review every PC game that

comes out. But in just a few

words, we can tell you

everything you need to

know about the games we

didn’t review and cut out all

the crap.

CHESS MASTER 6000 Two discs for a chess

game, huh?

Five years ago we

might have given a

damn

HEART OF DARKNESS

ACCGLG-RATGD
RIVEN (DVD) Boring shit no matter

what kind of CD it’s

LEGACY OF TIME (DVD) Legacy, my ass!

No significant The card This is what 3D
difference provides solid cards are all

from software, enhancements about. Every

this game and that make effect is

card do not the game more utilized, and

justify the immersive and the smooth
expenditure enjoyable framerate

makes a huge

gameplay
difference

Rendering quality, framerates, and

special effects alt contribute to an

immersive gaming experience.

Visceral sound effects and approprf

ate music can help make a good

game great.

How often you find yourself playing

a game, and how long, are good

indicators of its quality.

This additional rating provides specific

information on how a game performs on a

variety of competing 3D chipsets. We test

games on up to four major 3D cards and

report back with the true test for any 3D

accelerator: how it affects the game. We

base these ratings on graphic enhance-

ments, framerates, and performance to

give you a good idea of how a game will

perform on your 3D card.

WHAT THE NUMBERS MEAN

Flawless. Perfect. Better than that sex dream

with Elizabeth Hurley and Famke Janssen
(Note; Performance may vary depf

card arid the setup of your system)

A true classic. An excellent game

that is well worth the money

RATINi
A great game, but may feature a few

minor flaws that are easily overlooked
Our rating scale is a simple 1 to 10 — no

decimal points, no obscure percentages,

just a straight score that gets right to the

point. Before we score games, they

undergo countless hours of testing on

different systems, with different 3D cards

~ our reviewers even play the games

under the influence of various narcotics.

In the end we stamp a single score on the

game, which is essentially a numeric

value of the game’s worth. We love

games and always try to look on the

bright side, but when a pile of steaming

crap comes in we won’t hold back and

won’t allow our readers to waste their

money on said crap. You can count on our

reviews for honesty, insight, and maybe

even a few laughs.

GRAPHICS
A good, solid game that lacks the inspiration

or vision of a truly great game

A game that rises above the average due to a

hook in style or gameplay
SOUND

The definition of mediocrity, this game doesn't

commit any major crime other than being ordinary

A game that doesn't exactly suck, but probably

won’t hold your interest for long

OK, maybe there’s an element of redeeming value

in this game, but it still sucks DGSIGN

Very little of interest, this game is

deeply flawed and should be avoided

RATING MUtter crap Complete shit - A barrel of bullocks

- In other words it sucks really, really bad

According

to

a

recent

online

poll,

Elizabeth

Hurley

is

our

readers’

favorite

vixen



MULTIPLAyER
eed for Speed III:

Hot Pursuit. Even

the name has a

suggestive sensibil-

ity to it that

instantly appeals to the male psy-

che. Electronic Arts took the ideol-

ogy of Accolade’s primo street

driving sim from the ’80s, Test

Drive, and brought it up to the 32-

bit ’90s with a style and panache

that Accolade’s recent revisitation

to its own series couldn’t match.

Up til now, the last game in the

series, NFS II Special Edition,

which was really more of a full-

priced apology for NFS II, has been

the best arcade-style racer avail-

able for the fast and loose driving

grind on your PC. It was dripping

with 3Dfx-powered, coin-op quality

goodness, and the sort of cars that

would bring in flocks of empty-

headed women your mother defi-

nitely wouldn’t approve of.

But EA never leaves things alone

when it can make a yearly update

instead, and thus we have Need

for Speed III. And a yearly update

is a good way to look at this latest

in the series. Direct3D accelera-

tion has been added, and the

level of eye candy has been taken

up a notch. Cars have a pseudo-

reflective skin; you can alter the

color and even tweak the cars’

handling. Weather effects are

more expansive, with rain, snow,

and dirt splashing against your

windshield to great effect. And

from the pumping revs of the

engine to the sounds of the

storms and the police radio chat-

ter, sound effects match the

graphics every inch of the way.

FORCE FEEDBACK

GAMEPAD

IACCGLG-RATGD

With the 12MB Righteous 2 the

game was tested on, NFS III flew

with all graphic options on, even
though the tested machine was a

P200 MMX, and not a Pll. It’s one
of the first games out of the chute

that has V2 implementation, but

without a 12 megger, you don’t get

a dashboard.

voodoo a

VOODOO I

MATROX GEOO

RIVA IE8

I 2 3

API SUPPORT: Direct3D, Glide

Speed, drop spikes, and smash civilians - being a cop rules.

DEVELOPER •••$• Electronic Arts

PUBLISHER •••>• Electronic Arts

REQUIRED -I* P166 (P133 with 3D

acceleration), 90MB hard drive space,

16MB RAM, 4X CD-ROM

IDEAL •••$• P200, 12MB Voodoo 2,

32MB RAM, 270MB hard drive space,

force-feedback joystick

111 :

The king is dead! Long live the king!



R£UIG

Check out the windy track, complete with helpful commentary and

close-ups.

However, the music, while tolera-

ble, lacks much of the evocative

spark that marked the last game’s

soundtrack.

Virtually every aspect of the

game is completely tweakable at

any time — switch any of the

graphic goodies on and off while

the game is paused, and you

instantly see the effect. Controls

are completely customizable, and

the scalable force-feedback

effects are killer, even making you

fight for control during adverse

weather. Control pad response

was exceptional as well.

But the real appeal of the game

is the cars: Ferraris, Lamborghinis,

Jaguars, Mercedes, and other over-

priced dream machines that, in all

likelihood, aren’t even street legal

in the U.S. Thirteen are at your

command in total, each with a dis-

tinctive feel, and more are to be

released online. The nine tracks

(including a bonus course) are all

the usual coin-op racing fare,

including the prerequisite water

tunnel stretch, temple crossing,

mountains, and urban scenery.

They’re well-designed and chal-

lenging, coming complete with the

occasional shortcut here and

there, along with night, weather,

mirror, and reverse track options.

But there’s more than just the

usual tournament, single race, and

elimination racing mode to domi-

nate. Hot Pursuit mode is one of

the most entertaining driving varia-

tions seen in a long while. You ptay

Thank goodness for rain tires.

And brake lights. Keep your

distance.

MIDLIFE CRISIS

So who normally drives around in these overpriced cars? Balding 50-year-oids who
have just dumped their first wife and abandoned four children. Here are some other

ways to make up for sexual inadequacies when $350,000 muscle cars aren’t an option

(or enough).

Co-eds: light, airy, and tasty, yet not filling enough to make you want to commit

—y Start a game magazine that has sidebars like this and pictures of hot babes

spread throughout its pages for no discernable reason

•••* Act like all you care about is games, when in fact you couldn’t get laid if your life

depended on it

— Live with the ideology that any girl who doesn’t want you is clearly a lesbian

as either the law or the lawbreaker

on any of the courses, and try to

outdo the other. The cops must

meet their ticket quota by pulling

over speedsters, even using tire

spikes to stop them, while the

speeders must evade the cops

using guile and radar. It’s immense

fun for either side, and you can do

it in multiplayer mode, which

increases the game’s worth notice-

ably. All told, NFS III supports

eight-player LAN action, two-player

split screen, modem and serial, and

(finally) TCP/IP network capability.

The few complaints with the

game are slight — smoke trails look

flat, and the reflective surface is

really just a prerendered illusion

that isn’t always accurate. But those

are minor caveats, and overall, this

is a proper successor to the old

king. Fans of arcade and semi-simu-

lation racers are sure to find plenty

of drive in their lives after putting

this baby to the test. ^
-JASON D’APRILE leads a

strangely unhappy and dateless

existence due to the lack ofa

Lister Storm in his life.

GRAPHICS
Full of coin-op racer extravagances

like dust trails and weather effects.

SOUND
Great car effects. The police chatter is

especially cool.

DEPTH
Downloadable cars add to play life.

Hot Pursuit mode gives it more depth.

DESIGN
Basically NFS II SE with more. Enough

improvement to warrant its worth.

RATING W

—
> Beautiful graphics

Distinct feel for each car

—> Cool tracks and hot cars

Minuses

—

t

Mainly just minor visual upgrades

—? That reflective effect looks fake

•—> Some cheesy, 2D effects

Top

10

reasons

why

games

are

better

than

sex:

1-10

They

aren’t

—

period



Ich

bin

ein

dumbkopf”

=

“I
am

a

dumbass

1

Saving Private Ryan

Killing Jerry Schmitenheizenfuhren

HUMANITY TEST

TEST 1 ~f Go see Saving Private Ryan

in its entirety. Sneak some spaghetti

and meatballs into the theater, or veal

with sauce, or something warm and

reddish and gunky. Afterward, immedi-

ately go home and play Commandos. If

you have trouble enjoying yourself,

there's hope for you yet

TEST 3 •> Go to the Drudge Report

(www.drudgereport.com/drudge.htm)

and read about what really happened

in the Oval Office. If at any point you

become turned on, or aren't driven to

projectile vomiting, then you are hope-

lessly inhumane and just plain sick

TEST 2 ~ > Stop channel surfing on the

story about starving, diseased, or crip-

pled children (usually PBS). Now turn to

Nickelodeon or MTV. If you start wishing

that Hanson and the annoying brats on

Nickelodeon wouid be struck with a simi-

lar affliction, we’ll see you in hell

In a stroke of marketing good fortune. Saving Private Ryan has made Commandos a hot property.

But then again, slaughtering Nazis is good value in any circumstances.

ACCGLE-RATED
There’s a high level of graphic

detail in the characters and envi-

ronments, but none of it requires

high-end graphics hardware.

Awareness of the locations

helps survival.

who constantly patrol and visually

scan the environments (a sweeping

line-of-sight cone indicates which

portions of the map the enemy can

see at any given moment).

You command several men at

once, and the game offers a multi-

ple-camera scheme so you can

(attempt to) watch everybody at

once. Stealth is the order of the day,

as you’ll always be outnumbered —
sometimes hideously outnumbered.

Guns are loud, and tend to attract

Nazis, bullets, and all kinds of bad

stuff. Better to distract the guard in

question with an audio decoy and

silently slit his goose-stepping

throat from behind while he’s won-

dering what’s making that awful

sound in the trees. Oh, and you’ll

have to drag his carcass off behind a

wall or hide it in a barrel. Yeah, it’s a

pretty nasty game.

It’s also a darn impressive one:

The opening cinematics and mis-

DEVELOPER ;> Pyro Studios

PUBLISHER —•> Eidos Interactive

REQUIRED ~f Pl20, 16MB RAM,

150MB hard drive space, 4X CD-ROM

IDEAL •••:> P166, 32MB RAM,

8x CD-ROM, 16-bit sound card

Behind Enemy Lines

In a con-

stant effort

to save our

souls, PCXL

has created

the very

first

Humanity-

O-Meter.

Participate

in these tests and see exactly how deep

in hell you are going to burn.

rom the instant you

see the box cover art

for Commandos — an

ominous portrait of a

steely-eyed Jerry

guard about to get his throat slit

from behind by a Green Beret —
you know this is a game with style

and attitude out to here. Comman-

dos is an immensely detailed real-

time tactics game where you com-

mand six individual WWII-era Allied

commandos in 24 spec-op mis-

sions set all over the European and

North African war theaters.

But this isn’t your dad’s realtime

strategy game. No vast armies, no

resource harvesting, no fog of war,

and definitely no “tank rush” mind-

set: Blaze in where angels fear to

tread, and the Nazis will kick the

scheiss out of you before you can

say “Ich bin ein dumbkopf.”

In each mission, you’re given his-

torical background and a tactical

briefing of the mission site and your

objectives. Graphically, the game is

immensely detailed — an overhead

isometric view of compounds filled

with trees, vehicles (which can be

entered and driven), fuel barrels

(which can be used for demolition

purposes), crumbling walls, drifts of

snow, and more; almost everything

serves some functional purpose.

Walking upright through the snow,

for example, leaves footprints that

can tip off the wary German guards.

sion intros are filled with WWII film

footage and bits of military history

to put everything into perspective.

Only veteran gamers will even think

to gripe about micromanaging

strike forces — these guys are

tough, but leave one alone when he

comes underfire, and he’ll probably

die (with a game this detailed, it

pretty much has to be that way — if

not for this aspect, our overall rat-

ing would be higher still). With men

this elite and specialized, it only

takes one casualty to render the

whole operation FUBAR. Comman-

dos is a sharp, weighty tactical

game with a pleasing sense of his-

tory — and one that’ll clear all

those bad, lazy RTS habits out of

your system, schnell.

- CHRIS HUDAK is a close per-

sonal friend ofBadtz-Maru.

GRAPHICS
Excellent, highly detailed effects that

add gameplay elements.

SOUND
Realistic sound effects, and voices

with a sense of personality for each

commando.

DEPTH
It wastes no time getting to the nitty-

gritty of the action after the tutorial.

DESIGN
A deeply engrossing game, even for

veterans (so to speak), and a pleasing

historical feet.

RATING( H
Pluses

The ability — nay, the need — to

use stealth and deception

-~> Wonderful historic sense to mis-

sions and intros

•> Multiple cameras to keep an eye

on your men

Minuses
-> Forces must be constantly

micromanaged

-> Inconsistencies with visual

mechanics
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Play “extreme”
golf on the

haunted Mojo

Bay Course

Experience Deathmatch

Golf on the Dimension

X battlefield

Attitude!

www.AccessSoftware.com

Go to http://www.pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 70



DEVELOPER •••<• Silent Software

PUBLISHER —* Ripcord

REQUIRED •••>• P200, 16MB RAM,

175MB hard drive space, 2MB PCI

video, 4X CD-ROM

IDEAL P200, 32MB RAM, 3D card,

24X CD-ROM, force-feedback stick with

twist rudder control

Like a shoot-’em-up, but with the life sucked outH
ACC6L6-RAT6D
Simplistic graphics are given a

new lease on life thanks to 3D
acceleration. Lots of sharp shiny

things to show off your Voodoo —
but there’s no real need for any-

thing as posh as a Voodoo 2.

VOODOO 2

i s 3

VOODOO 1

<4—JJmm

MATROX G200

RIVA TNT

API SUPPORT: OpenGL (our G200
and TNT drivers don’t support

OpenGL)

CONFUSION
An attempt at a “seamless” interface

in Return Fire 2 resulted in a confus-

ing, near impossible-to-use setup.

Following are some of the only things

that are less intuitive.

—> Setting the VCR clock

••••> The 1040EZ form (EZ my ass)

•-> Bill Clinton’s “explanation”

.-4 Any plot in a David Lynch movie

--> The infield fly rule

•—> The reason Christy Brinkley

married Billy joel

-> The reason anybody would marry

Billy Joel

•> Girls going to the bathroom in

packs

The method behind a PCXL boxout

Women

et me just make one

thing clear before I

even get started. I

loved the first Return

Fire. I played it on the

3DO. I even played the PlayStation

version — so you’d think they’d

have the decency to reward my loy-

alty. But no, instead, Ripcord sticks

this one right in my eye. Bastards.

Return Fire started life as a

graphically ambitious top-down

scroller. Sure, there was a little bit

of strategy, but not enough to

really bother you. Largely the

game involved the large-scale

destruction of an already war-torn

hellscape. Return Fire 2 takes the

same theme, but coats it with a

glistening veneer of liquid poop. In

what appears to be some mis-

guided attempt to appeal to Star-

Craft fans, they have made the

whole process infinitely more

complex than it needs to be, and

in the process, ruined a perfectly

good shoot-’em-up.

If you ever get past the compli-

cated option screen, you’ll find

yourself “controlling" one of six

vehicles for traversing air, land,

and sea (the number and range

increase as the single-player game

progresses). The standard key-

board layout is retarded beyond

belief. The only person in the

building who could play it without

complete remapping was Fingers,

the staff octopus. The tank, espe-

cially, suffers from appalling con-

trol, since you have to manipulate

the turret to raise or lower shots.

Ironically, it’s easier to control the

helicopter or the jet. Vehicle man-

agement is one of the only simple

functions in the game. You choose

a new vehicle from your arsenal

every time you’re killed. Some-

times it makes sense to use a fast,

lithe truck against the slow, cum-

bersome tank. And sometimes not,

cuz you get your ass blown up.

The addition of Glide-enhanced

3D is great, and some of the levels

(there are 36 in all, each available

in multiplayer) look amazing (with

16 players at once, the experience

is explosive to say the least), but in

software, much of the sheen is lost.

Return Fire 2 has been pretty

heavily built as a multiplayer game

through Mplayer immediately, and

to be fair the LAN and Internet

options are pretty good. The fact is,

though, that playing against real

opponents feels no more involving

than playing against the computer.

The only real reward in playing

this game is the feeling of achieve-

ment when you finally master the

controls of one of the vehicles. It’s a

shame because the graphics, levels,

and gameplay of Return Fire 2 are

acceptable, but the lousy control

and astonishingly moronic

interface ruin the game.

- FRANK O’CONNOR uses a

veneer of liquid poop to style

what is left of his hair.

.M*

Blow up stuff with a wide

variety of military vehicles.

GRAPHICS
Sharp and smooth, but utterly devoid

of character or style.

SOUND
Not as good as the original, but still

filled with bombastic war themes.

DGPTH
Too deep for its own good. Gets in the

way ofwhat should be simple shooting.

DESIGN
An example of how not to design an

interface.

Pluses

~> Challenging

-> Lots of multiplayer options

-> 3D graphics

Minuses

-> Repetitive gameplay

-> Overemphasis on strategy

-> Terrible, terrible interface

I

<j(

Modern

tanks

can

travel

at

speeds

in

excess

of

7omph,

while

shooting

backward.

At

commies
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The lights! Look at the lights

ACCGIG-RATGD
The most important element of

graphics in a racing game: frame-

rates ... followed closely by lens-

flare effects, of course. It’s no sur-

prise, then, that a Voodoo 2 is the

card of choice.

VOODOO 2

VOODOO I

RGNDITION V2200

RIVA 128

I 2 3

API SUPPORT -4 Direct3D, 3Dfx

Note the blurring effect.

D
f lens flare were a god, Fox

Interactive’s Motorhead

would be a prime offering on

its 3D-accelerated altar. End-

lessly gorgeous, colored

translucent little octagons of the

stuff flood the game, piercing

through its cyberpunk nights to

light your way through a haze of

coin-op envy and speed-induced

hysteria. But arcade-style racers

aren’t exactly in short supply lately,

and this tends to work against the

game. It’s not a bad racer, but it’s

just not particularly distinctive

among the throngs of other lens-

flare worshiping, fog-sucking

arcade racers we’ve seen lately.

Sporting a fine, if not awe-

inspiring, physics engine, Motor-

head does a pretty good job at

walking the arcade racer walk.

Powerslides seem to be missing,

but at least your cars have a good

bounce to them when they smash

into the concrete barriers at

20omph. The game also suffers

from obnoxiously cheesy and mys-

teriously frustrating computer

opponents (in both the basic

league and single race modes),

although they do screw up now

and then.

The eight tracks include plenty of

breakneck turns, scenic back-

grounds, and speed burning

The real reason people enjoy auto racing? Because tail-

gating just rocks!

straight-aways. Throughout all of

them, racers get the usual assort-

ment of misdirected plane pilots (in

this case, hovercars), dead-end

lanes, some extremely keen jumps,

and, of course, street lamps that

give off all the lens flare that’s fit to

render — which is, apparently, an

awful lot. Also worth mentioning is

Motorhead’s new blur option,

wherein everything takes on a

ghosting, blurred appearance for

those times when you want a

migraine to accompany your racing

experience. It’s sure to catch on like

gangbusters and be in every racer

from now until the next millennium.

Motorhead supports up to eight

over a LAN, and Fox Interactive

plans to have an Internet gaming

server as well. The game also has

a plethora of graphics options,

allowing you to tweak to your

heart’s content.

Motorhead is entertaining for

what it is, but aside from the almost

excessively computer-generated

look and flood of lens flare, there’s

nothing at all original or distinctive

here. Not that this is a terrible flaw

— it is an arcade racer after all.

- JASON D’APRILE drives a

station wagon and likes it.

If I had any one of these cars,

my dating woes would be over.

DEVELOPER ••••:• Gremlin Interactive

PUBLISHER •••<• Fox Interactive

REQUIRED -4 P90, 16MB RAM, 4X

CD-ROM, 100MB hard drive space

IDEAL .4 P200, 32MB RAM,

8X CD-ROM, Voodoo 2 card

POINTLESS F/X
The most overused and annoying effect

in modern gaming is lens flare. Motor-

head is a principal abuser of this effect;

we thought up some effects we’d rather

see more of.

REALISTIC SMOG-4* After racing through

the LA. track, how about having to wash

all the airborne crap off the car and take it

in for EPA and corrosion testing?

EVEN MORE REFLECTIVE, TRANSPARENT
CHROME-ENDOWED SKINS— So that our

racing games can get closer to that oh-so-

quaintly absurd iMac look, and more

importantly, so babes will look even better

white lying on top of the hood

BETTER AND MORE REALISTICALLY

BOUNCIER BREASTS— A general wish

here, and maybe it’s just me, but can Lata

realty be that perky all the time? Sure a

little gunplay has an arousing effect on

most of us. but this is ridiculous

THE RETURN OF FMV-4 With the gen-

eral understanding that this can only be

used for scantily clad, welt-endowed

women, and do nothing to tell the story.

This wav we’d have more reason to run

pictures of Allyssa Milano, Christina

Applegate, and Catherine Zeta jones.

Hey, we could even interview them in

some seedy hotel. Yeah, I like this idea

GRAPHICS
Eye-candy laden, with a blatantly CGI-

rendered look.

SOUND
Some cool techno tunes, and appro-

priate motoring sound effects.

DGPTH
You must master the earlier tracks

before you can proceed in the game.

DGSIGN
Fun, fast, and sleek looking, but

totally unoriginal and indistinctive.

Q Pluses

-> Decently designed tracks

-4 Fun, fast gameplay

--> Lots of visual options

Minuses

—> Same-old, same-old

--> Emphasis on lens flare

-4 Annoyingly difficult opponents

REVIE



Internet Service Provider
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CALL NOW! I -888-EARTH LI N K, EXT 3177
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For just $19.95* per month, EarthLink Sprint TotalAccess” gives you award-

winning access, great technical support, free member benefits, and more.

It’s the easy way to understand, get on, and experience the Internet.

EARTHLINK SPRINT TOTALACCESS INCLUDES:

• Easy-to-use software

for Windows or Mac

• Over 1500 local dial-up

numbers nationwide

• Choice of browsers

• Email

• Personal Start PageSM

• Free 6MB Web site

• Toll-Free 24-hour help line

• New users guide

• Bi-monthly member newsletter

• International roaming capability

EarthLink

Sprint
©1998 EarthLink Network, Inc. and Sprint Communications Company LP. Trademarks are property of their respective

owners. Sprint and the Sprint logo are trademarks of Sprint Communications Company LP. EarthLink and the EarthLink

logo are trademarks of EarthLink Network, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

www.earthlink.net
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Tomb Raider meets blood, gore, and dismemberment

BAR6-AS56D

ACCELE-RATED
A Voodoo 2 at 800 x 600 resolu-

tion showcases the vivid graphics

and detailed character animation

of Deathtrap Dungeon. Knock the

res back to 640 x 480 and you get

tarty solid performance from a

Voodoo 1 card.

VOODOO 2

VOODOO I

MATROX G200

RIVA TNT

2 3

API SUPPORT: Direct3D, Glide

Joined by a three-headed, fire-breathing monster, Red Lotus

decides to see if rubber bustiers will melt under extreme heat.

Red Lotus’ computerized booty is only

the latest in an increasing number of

computer games to feature a bodacious

female protagonist wearing not much
more than a

few pixels of ;

modesty.

Here is our -
guide to these ~ * -

women and how
to make them

yours. (This is a joke.

These women are not real M
- get a life!) & .9

RED LOTUS
GAME—* Deathtrap

Dungeon

WHAT TO WEAR-*
Plate mail

PICKUP LINE—*

“How would you

like to hold a two-

handed sword?”

LARA CROFT
GAME—* Tomb Raider

WHAT TO WEAR ** Bomber jacket

PICKUP LINE-* Doesn’t matter what

you say. she ain’t sleeping with any of us

RYNN
GAME—* Drakan

WHAT TO WEAR-* Anything but reptile-

skinned clothing

PICKUP LINE-* “How do you feel about

wrapping your legs around something

besides a fire-breathing dragon?”

It’s Groucho and Harpo’s old

mirror-image comedy routine.

tion to new heights of nausea.

Instead of “damping” camera

movement so the POV slowly and

logically assumes its new place (as

in Tomb Raider), Deathtrap's

camera tries to solve the problem

with speed. A little shifting of

your character and unexpectedly

the camera whips through the

air, spins around, and takes

another position.

The multiplayer option is LAN

only, but no need to bother since

gameplay is limited to player-to-

player combat and, frankly, the

performance is a bit sluggish.

So why the hell did I actually get

a kick out of this game? The graph-

ics and sound effects are highly

evocative and really show off the

benefits of graphic acceleration.

Wandering through a gigantic bee-

hive is truly eerie. And I was gen-

uinely frightened when a giant spi-

der suddenly dropped into my

path. It puts you in a real place.

Exploring that “real place” is a fas-

cinating experience in Deathtrap.

ALLISON HUXTER
GAME—y Space Bunnies Must Die

WHAT TO WEAR-* Flannel

PICKUP LINE—* “Your trailer or mine?”

DEVELOPER -'* Eidos

PUBLISHER —
1
* Eidos

REQUIRED *4 P90, 16MB RAM, 115MB

hard drive space, iMB video card

IDEAL -4 P233, 32MB RAM, 190MB

hard drive space, Voodoo 2 card

D
f Deathtrap Dungeon has so

many problems, then why

did I like it as much as I did?

Despite its warts, the game

uses 3D graphics effectively

to let you live in and explore a

strange, atmospheric world.

Based on a series of interactive

books by author (and current Eidos

chairman) Ian Livingstone, Death-

trap Dungeon appears to be an

attempt to reuse the 3D-world tech-

nology of Tomb Raider in a new

way. As the adventurer of the

moment (the bicep-laden Chaindog

ortheT&A-providing Red Lotus),

you must get past lever-pulling and

maze-solving puzzles; fight giant

spiders, huge rockmen, and tower-

ing minotaurs; and ultimately con-

quer four dragons. Before you finish

exploring, you’ll encounter more

blood, more severed limbs, more

monster combatants, and more

puzzles than Lara ever faced.

Gore, extreme violence, and the

option to play as a buff male char-

acter or a round-cheeked female

character all sound great. But

wait, spandex lovers, this attrac-

tive action concept is knee-capped

by some nasty realities.

First, character movement is

awkward in the extreme. After

experiencing frustration trying to

corral the characters with joystick

and joypad, I fell back on the tried-

and-true keyboard, which turned

out to be the best choice.

Worse yet is the 3D camera con-

trol. The camera takes disorienta-

Once killed, the spider's legs and

body fly in opposite directions.

Hope for a sequel with improved

character control and a multiplayer

option that includes Internet play.

In the meantime, while we wait for

Lara Croft to put on her shorts for

the third time, Deathtrap Dungeon

provides a more bloody reason for

3D action/adventure fans to stay at

their keyboards.

- BOB LINDSTROM is not turned

on by female computer charac-

ters, despite his continual refer-

ences to them.

GRAPHICS
Huge multilevel environments with

evocative graphic details.

SOUND
Good use of phase tricks create an

expansive audio environment.

DCPTH
Though it’s relatively large, most play-

ers will finish this game fairly quickly.

DESIGN
It’s just a dungeon crawl transported

into today’s 3D graphics world.

RATING! F«

Pluses

-7 Plenty of animated destruction for

gorehounds

~> Well-designed levels

eMinuses

-4 Stiff, sometimes maddening

character controls

-4 Monsters a bit too easy to beat

Deathtrap



DEVELOPER Westwood Studios

PUBLISHER •••* Westwood Studios

REQUIRED P90, 16MB RAM, 60MB

hard drive space, 4X CD-ROM

IDEAL •••>• P166, 32MB RAM

The Worm God giveth, and the Worm God taketh away

It might have been updated from

the first incarnation, but not to the

point where any 3D accelerators

are going to make the blindest

difference to framerate.

OTHER CLONES
Hell, if the

Scottish have

the technol-

ogy. then you

know the rest

of the world

has had it for

years. Here

are a couple

other things that we suspect have

been made from DNA samples.

BACKSTREET BOYS
CLONED FROM---}- DNA samples taken

from stonewashed genes ofNew Kids

On The Block frontman Iordan Knight

RESULT— •> More dancing, singing

white boys who act like they grew up
in Crenshaw rather than the tush Hol-

lywood suburb they really come from

TITANIC
CLONED FROM-? 1958 Titanic it\m A
Night To Remember — it even shares

scenes from the james Cameron over-

hyped blockbuster

RESULT—? Everyone gets rich, Leo gets

laid, and original director RoyWard
Baker was forced to direct bad TV series

Cheesy FMV — there’s quite

a iot of it.

H
ow could Dune 2000

not be a good game,

wrapped around the

gameplay scheme

that launched a

thousand realtime ships? The hell

of it is. Dune 2000 isn’t — follow

the subtleties of my syntax here —

just like Command & Conquer, it’s

just like Command & Conquer,

sprites and sound files swapped

out (and sometimes not even

then), with some Dune-flavored

sprinkles dumped on top.

The basic idea is, the Emperor

has issued a decree that whichever

House (Atreides, Ordos, Harkon-

nen) collects the most Spice

Melange (currently the leader is

English footballer David Beckham)

throughout a planetwide three-

way military imbroglio (no, not the

sexy, pouty-lipped singer of Torn),

will be given control of the desert

world Arrakis, aka “Dune” (aka

“Tatooine”). The only rule is that

there aren’t any rules. From the

interface to the sound effects to

the basic applicable tactics, there

isn’t a thing here that a C&C player

won’t instantly slip into gear with:

Build structures, create units, send

out the harvesters to collect

Spice Melange.

Due to the local conditions on

Arrakis, there are a few changes —
large portions of the map are unsuit-

able construction sites, and you

must restrict your building to the

limited shelves of dark, exposed

rock that provide stable ground.

Even then, pallets of concrete

should be laid down first, or build-

ings will be susceptible to the fierce,

erosive conditions of the planet and

will degrade over time.

Also, such stable rock shelves

are the only places you can amass

attacking forces with 100% cer-

tainty that some big-ass roaming

Sand Worm the size of a shopping

mall won’t suddenly lurch up out

of the dunes and commence to

picnicin’ on your units, while your

attention is elsewhere engaged.

Obviously, these geographic safe-

havens can direct the action and

your strategies to a certain extent,

F.B' '

The Carryall can airlift harvesters to and from the Spice fields

(where they’re growing a replacement for Ginger Spice). Be care-

ful with base design in cramped conditions.

and often your battle plans will

depend upon them.

In time, second-string forces

such as smugglers, humorless

mercenaries, and Fremen (native

sand-dwellers who worship the

Worms) will come into play, offer-

ing resistance or even alliances.

You can even employ Thumpers to

attract the attentions of the lethal

Sand Worms, if this seems like a

wise course of action.

But overall, this is simply a dirt-

colored C&C overhaul, complete

with the frenzied tank rushes,

plodding mop-ups, and occasion-

ally blithering Al (I once alternated

suicidal, single-scout attacks on

the left and right flanks of an

enemy base just to watch the

entire enemy army scramble back

and forth for 10 minutes like a

hundred bumbling, beleaguered

tennis players). To reiterate: D2K

is excellent; it’s just not ground-

breaking. If you’re new to RTS

games or you’re a Dune freak,

you’re almost certain to dig this. If

you’ve already done the C&C

thing, Tiberian Sun is the game

you’re waiting for. TSb

- CHRIS HUDAK has never had a

hangover (lie), and has been

arrested six times (sadly true).

GRAPHICS
Excellent, detailed — but there’s only

so much you can do with 22 shades of

desert yuck.

SOUND
Commanded there, conquered that.

With the Dune background, much
more was expected.

DCPTH
Fits the basic RTS specs, but no frills

— no formations, unit behaviors, etc.

DESIGN
Not terribly inspired, but every bit as

good as C&C — exactly like C&C, you

might say.

~> Three races to choose from

->• Two words: Sand Worms!

Minor wild-card forces (Fremen,

mercenaries, smugglers)

Minuses

Does not take advantage of CSC
improvements found in Red Alert

-> Still no unit queuing, except for

starport purchases

~> It’s CSC life

*
• 1

* «1

* «l
* 1

« «]
# 1

• *1
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Dune

book

was

published

in

1965



DEVELOPER -4 MAK Technologies

PUBLISHER —* Interactive Magic

REQUIRED -4 PI 33, 16MB RAM,

101MB hard drive space, 4X CD-ROM,

4MB PCI video card

IDEAL -4 Pll 400, 128MB RAM, 174MB

hard drive space, force-feedback joystick

or gamepad

“Stop me? You and what army?’

FORCE FEEDBACK

MULTIPLAyER

ACCELE-RATED
Spearhead misses the boat on a lot

of Glide and Direct3 D hardware
features. There’s not much in the

game’s graphics to suggest it’s a

hardware-accelerated game.

VOODOO 2

VOODOO I

RENDITION V2200

I 2 3

API SUPPORT: Direct3 D. Glide

TANK JOBS
Famous tank jobs

by U.S. presidents:

KENNEDY-*
Tanks Cuban inva-

sion at Bay of Pigs

(1961)

NIXON-4 Tanks

his presidency

over Watergate

(1974)

CARTER-4 Tanks

rescue of

hostages in Iran

(1979)

jimmy Carter REAGAN -* Tanks

the Iran-Contra

controversy

(1986)

CLINTON-4 Tanks

over the proper
Ronald Reagan | USe of a Zipper

(1998)

T
he Air Force and Navy

fly boys may have

grabbed most of the

glory during 1990’s

Desert Storm, but it

was the armored cavalry and

infantry that had to go in and do

the real grunt work. After driving

around in an Abrams M1A2 battle

tank for several days with this new

action/strategy/tank sim hybrid,

I’ve developed a newfound

respect for these Spam-in-a-can

Army types. I’ve also developed a

fascination with 120mm cannons

capable of ripping a shell through

targets two miles away (but I

should probably seek professional

help for that one).

If you’re even a semiserious tank

game aficionado, you probably

won’t take too big a shine to Spear-

head. There are no complex

stratagems to follow, so Rommel

groupies should stick to l-Magic’s

iMiA2 Abrams or Microprose’s Mi

Tank Platoon 2 if they want full-

blown war game realism. As a mat-

ter of fact, why the hell are you tur-

ret-heads even reading this review

anyway? Piss off and go back to

studying your M1A2 owner’s man-

ual. Action gamers — keep reading.

Spearhead is not a simple

“Duke Nukem in the desert” exer-

cise. It requires thorough manual

familiarization (that’s the book-

shaped object that sometimes

falls out of your game box) before

you can even hope to light up the

Abrams’ isoohp gas turbine

engine and search out targets to

practice your Dirty Harry routine

on. As a platoon commander, you

control every crew position on

your own M1A2 in addition to up

to three other tanks. Driver, gun-

ner, and cupola views are pro-

vided, as well as an all-powerful

CITV perspective where you can

command the tank’s targeting and

fire control system. All of these

stations offer unobstructed visibil-

ity devoid of control panels and

other visual impediments inconve-

niently found in real tanks. An IVIS

(Inner Vehicular Information Sys-

tem) screen also allows you to

take control of battlefield assets

such as air support and artillery.

The rest of the game is essen-

tially about memorizing a couple

dozen keyboard commands (fully

mappable to a muttibutton joystick)

and blasting the snot out of some

Libyan creeps threatening to over-

run Tunisia. The 3D graphics are

just so-so, and while they don’t hurt

the game, they definitely could

have jazzed things up a bit.

Although Spearhead's solitary

Tunisian campaign and modest col-

lection of single missions will prob-

ably exhaust themselves quickly,

the excellent multiplayer support

(for up to 18 players) and mission-

building utility should extend the

game’s usable life by a few months.

The overall experience can be quite

enjoyable for undemanding action

types if they just remember to

RTFM (Read The F** Manual)!

- ANDY MAHOOD plans to slap

on some metal treads next time

his beater Toyota needs new tires.

Piss off an M1A2 Abrams

driver and look what happens.

Instead of shooting, we rec-

ommend squishing infantry.

GRAPHICS
Nice atmosphere, but lacking in the

effects department.

SOUND
The sounds of a 72-ton behemoth are

well done.

DEPTH
Multiplayer and mission builder add

replay value even after the campaign

and single missions are exhausted.

DESIGN
Laudable attempt at packaging an

action game and complex tank sim

into one box.

RATING
Pluses

-4 Attractive 3D graphics

-> Solid opponent and allied Al

-4 Excellent multiplayer options

Minuses
--> Graphic tearing and visual glitches

~4 Not a lot of single-player depth

--> Simplistic for hardcore turret-heads
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All the bikes,

tracks,

and riders,

with none

of the pain

or consequences.
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The real bikes - Ducati, Honda, Kawasaki, Suzuki, Yamaha

The best riders from the top teams • 1 2 championship tracks

LAN/Internet multiplayer action • Support for all major 3-D accelerators

A new standard of excellence in motorcycle simulations.
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POWER
SCREAMING-FAST DRIVE ANYWHERE 3D RACING

Drive anywhere! Do anything! 6 degrees

of limitless freedom! 8 merciless

environments! 8 player multiplay!

Best graphics ever seen in a

racing game. Period. Go from 0 to 60

FPS at the speed of thought!

Feel the road in your teeth with advanced

physics modeling. Mud! Sand!

Ice! Snow! And more!

Available at your local retail store.

Order direct at www.gtstore.com or call 1-800-610-GTIS

EVERYONE

jfGT Interactive

f Software

{225-5243T
(9St per minute, $1 95 tor

lax hack maps) Must be
18 years or older or have

parents permission to call

Touch tone phones only.

slide icj 1998 GT Interactive Software Cdtp All Rights Reserved. Created by Ratbag. Published and Distributed by GI Inter speetivei

Go to http://www.pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 28
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REUIE
DEVELOPER •••* Beam Software

PUBLISHER •••;> GT Interactive

REQUIRED -4 P133, 16MB RAM,

4X CD-ROM, 100MB hard drive space,

2MB graphics card

IDEAL •••;> P166, 32MB RAM, 4MB

graphics card

KKND 2
Krossfire

Post-apocalyptic war without anal-retentive micromanagement

ACCELE-RATED
It’s not 3D, so you don’t need a

card. That’s handy, eh?

Did somebody say McDon-

ald’s? Follow me to the fly-

up window, men. Happy

Meals for all.

Oh my god, noble warriors!

We’re being attacked by the

Macy’s Thanksgiving Day

Parade. Flee the helium!

While explaining a mission,

this Further Evolved citizen

shows that when you are

seeking that radioactive

tan, you really need that

#2985 sunblock.

E
xcuse me a moment.

Aarrrgggghhhhh!

That’s the primal

scream of a reviewer

faced with another

“Clone & Copy” strategy game.

How much futuristic carnage and

brain-dead computer Ai can I

stand? What’s more, KKND 2

Krossfire is a sequel to last year’s

KKND (Krush, Kill & Destroy). Dou-

ble aarrrgggghhhh!

With dozens of RTS games on

the shelves, I’m guessing that very

few don’t know the drill. We’re in

another post-apocalyptic dustbowl

with three armies duking and nuk-

ing it out: the human New Sur-

vivors, the once-human Further

Evolved (proof that Hawaiian Tropic

is no help for nuclear tans), and the

never-human Series 9 agricultural

robots. Each of these hordes comes

loaded with varied weapons, trans-

ports, and buildings. Pick an army

as your home team, then take on 51

single-player missions.

The original KKND was praised

for an efficient and space-saving

interface, excellent graphics, and a

wry sense of humor. All those quali-

ties remain in KKND 2, and in this

go-round, Beam Software got a lot

of things right that the original —
and plenty ofthe competition —
stumbled over.

The intelligence behind KKND 2’s

troop movement is about as good

as I’ve seen — unlike the Three

Stooges-style bumbling you get all

too often in this genre. Troops and

vehicles make intelligent decisions

about how to get off those moun-

tains and, in one case, a team was

separated going around a building

but had the smarts to regroup on

the other side. Trimmed down

behavior commands — fight,

guard, stand ground, and a few

others — allow you to plan strate-

gic troop movement, instead of

analyzing the Freudian subtleties of

troop psychology.

Opposing troops also seem to

have good AI. They understand

terrain advantages and — bad

news for humans — can uncover

Ah, the magic and passion of Paris, where young lovers kiss and

caress in the sensuous glow of heavy ordnance and watch as the

Eiffel Tower falls romantically to the ground.

the weakest part of your defense

and focus an attack there.
GRAPHICS

Media-wise, KKND 2 is a cut

above the norm for this type of

game, with vividly detailed graphics

up to 1024 x 768 resolution and

solid, though routine, use of sound.

The best feature is the speed of the

graphics. Even with many “little

guys” shooting it out, the system

never slows. Map scrolling is incred-

ibly swift, and the ability to book-

mark screen locations helps you

track far-flung activities.

If you master the single-player

missions, KKND 2 provides mission

and unit editors. Or you can take

on human opponents: up to eight

players in IPX or TCP/IP (including

computer players, if necessary).

Taken together, the elements of

KKND 2 Krossfire don’t add up to

major innovation, but innovation is

beside the point in a product cate-

gory that almost prides itself on

being the same old, same old. Still,

with fast-paced play, three oppos-

Detailed 2D graphics with lively explo-

sions at resolutions up to 1024 x 768.

SOUND
Bangs, blasts, groans, crashes — the

usual.

DEPTH
With 51 missions, editable missions,

and online play, you’ll have plenty

to do.

DESIGN
At center, it’s just another realtime

strategy game, but trimmed options

put the emphasis on fun.

RATING

O Pluses

-4 Excellent troop AI and movement

intelligence

--> Efficient and neatly presented

interface that maximizes viewable

map area

-4 Evenly matched forces in well-

conceived missions

ing teams, strong AI, and a nifty

sense of humor, this is a sequel

that can stand toe to toe with any

strategy competitor. -3^

- BOB LINDSTROM invokes the pri-

mal scream regularly.

Minuses
-> Fog of war can obscure your

own buildings

-4 Vehicles and troops can get rico-

cheted around in complex terrain

—> Spoken mission briefings are hard

to understand

[pcxUgn.com
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Immersive Gameplay

You’ll Be Hooked!
Now available at a store near you!

Award Winning, A Wide Selection of Three 18 Hole Courses in Trackswing" Technology:
Arcade Style Game Play Multiplayer Options a Variety of Environments Natural Mouse Swing

Go to http://www.pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 59
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advice from our readers. Recently

we acquired screenshots and infor-

mation about a new wrestling

game, and we couldn’t decide

whether or not it was a sport.

immutiii

WE NEED A LITTLE HELP

ROB SMITH: Get up, watch English

football (we call it soccer) before

game, start with second half of first

game and watch the rest of the day’s

games, count up scores for office

pool, adding points for himself when

appropriate

We think that pro wrestling is just

an amalgamation of other sports.

What do you think?

NASCAR fans + the Dallas Cow-

boys flabby offensive line f

temper of Albert Belle t the

les

ED LEE: Wake up late for first game,

turn on second game, hope iPs the

Chiefs, watch the game, sleep, wake

up late for work on Monday

- DAN EGGER st/7/ thinks the

Oilers shouldn ’t have fired Bum
Philips.

World Cup 98 stays firmly ahead of the pack, but why can’t they make a game that lets us join in a

good soccer brawl from time to time?

World Cup 98

Fox Sports Soccer 98

Sensible Soccer 98

NCAA 99

GameDay 99

NCAA wins a close battle this month, but Madden’s on the way.

Tiger Woods 99

Golden Tee Golf

Fox Sports Golf 99

Even though we’d rather play Golden Tee Golf, as an all-around sim, Tiger Woods 99 stands on top of

the rankings (at least until Links 99 is out).

NHL Hockey 98

Powerplay 98

NHL Hockey98 is still in charge, but with its sequel and Radical’s National Hockey Night just around

the corner, the competition will surely heat up.

High Heat 99

Triple Play 99

HardBall 6

Microsoft

Baseball 3D

The baseball standings are set, but VR Baseball 2000 is coming very soon.

ell we're back

again, and we’re

ready for some

football. This

month we take

a look at the second round of foot-

ball games with NCAA 99 rated

head to head against GameDay 99.

Next month Madden 99 will square

off with both these titles for the

gridiron crown.

Frankly, we are just happy to

have real football back on televi-

sion. Don’t get us wrong, we enjoy

other sports as much as anyone

does, but there is just something

special about football on Sundays

that semi-pro frisbee champi-

onships, seniors golf, or even the

Pan-American cliff-diving champi-

onships just don’t have. If you do

watch football, do it right, because

it’s only on television 26 weeks a

year. Here’s how we do it,

MIKE SALMON: Take aspirin, get

over hangover, find local sports bar,

drink Bloody Marys, then go straight

to Hefeweissen, watch Vikings game,

pout, whine, break down in tears,

watch “ESPN Primetime"

DAN EGGER: Turn on CBS pregame

show, set up second TV, turn on Fox

pregame, try to find Oilers game,

pout, listen to “ESPN GameDay"

radio program while watching two

silent football games, watch “Prime-

time” to see how bad the Oilers lost
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IACCGLG-RAT6D
Since Tiger Woods 99 only uses
3D graphics part of the time, the

difference between cards is not

that much. A nominal difference

between cards is noticeable, but

matters little to gameplay.

VOODOO 2

VOODOO I

MATROX G200

RIVA TNT

API SUPPORT Direct3D, Glide

WINDS OF CHANGE
The golfing world was changed forever

when Tiger Woods first roared onto the

scene. His ethnic background and atti-

tude was an incredible change from the

traditionally stuffy PGA Tour profes-

sional, reaching an entirely new audi-

ence for the sport. Other professional

sports have been hoping and praying

for a similarly unique athlete to join

their midst. Here are the top requests

for totally unprecedented athletes:

Someone who can spell his first

and last name (and stay out of jail)

B Someone with a teeth count

and IQ numbering above 40

Someone with an illegitimate

child count below 40

Any Brazilian player whose
name doesn’t end in “0”

III
Someone without a ’70s

cop show mustache and six-inch side-

burns

I Someone who can stand for

five minutes without either spitting or

scratching his nads

St sr

Tiger tees off for another long

drive, and hits John Daly.

The 3D terrain is most noticeable in situations like

this, when a bad rough is nearby.

umbers. Other additions

like celebration animations, Tiger

Tips, and Tiger Charge (which gives

you momentum after eagles and

birdies) add little to the actual

golfing experience.

Hardcore golf fans will appreci-

ate that Tiger’s level of detail falls

closer to simulation-oriented golf

games than an arcade skew. Its

myriad of options enable you to

find out what it’s like to walk in the

tacky leather shoes of golfers like

Tiger himself, that wild and crazy

golfer Lee ianzen, the walruslike

Craig Waldorf, and six other tour

professionals. (Note: Any refer-

ences to Lee Janzen as “wild and

crazy” are meant as humorous

comments only.)

You can also golf at three differ-

ent PGA locations: Pebble Beach,

TPC Sawgrass, and Summerlin, as

well as choose from three swing

styles and nine gameplay modes

such as skins games and full tour-

nament. You can even play at reso-

lutions of up to 1600 x 1200 for

software rendering and 1024 x 768

for hardware.

The gameplay is typical for golf

games, but the putting is a little

touchy for what is supposed to be a

professional level of play. Far too

many sub-18-inch putts are left two

or more inches from the hole.

Despite this drawback. Tiger

Woods 99 has found a place in the

upper echelon of its genre, but it

still hasn’t hit the level set by the

Links LS series.

hen EA signed

Tiger Woods to

an exclusive

deal to endorse

its product, it

had a wonderful opportunity to

take PC golf in a new direction and

reach an untapped audience. In

many ways Tiger Woods 99 lives

up to that promise, but in others it

falls a bit short. It’s these ups and

downs that make the game enjoy-

able for new golf fans, but frustrat-

ing for those used to the

refined play of titles like

Access Software’s

Links LS.

The problems cer-

tainly are not with the

graphics. In fact, the

first thing you will

notice is the lightning-

fast screen refresh speed,

which makes us impatient duffers

incredibly happy. Despite the ben-

efit of highly detailed and realistic

courses, one minor complaint is

that you are not given the ability to

override the shot camera, which

forces you to watch the entire path

of the ball with the game’s quasi-

3D camera (3D landscapes with

sprite-based objects). While this

graphics treat adds a nice bit of

flash to the presentation without

becoming overly annoying, it

would have been nice to play from

the next lie immediately. Even

without this, the speed of the

graphics refresh enables an above-

average duffer to hack through 18

holes in about 35 minutes, which is

tremendously fast for a golf sim.

The game includes cool addi-

tions like the super-powered Tiger

Shot, which lights up players with

special FX electricity. But other

additions, like the game’s dynamic

crowds (which grow in number as

you play better), fall a little flat.

The Tiger Shot, though a little silly

at first, adds excitement when you

hit the ball dead-solid-perfect,

while the dynamic sprite crowds

just look like simple cardboard

cutouts used by PGA officials to

pad boring tournament attendance

GRAPHICS
The super fast refresh rate means
less waiting between shots.

SOUND
Typical atmospheric sounds, but

whatever you do, stay away from the

Tiger Tunes.

CONTROL
Putting doesn’t feel right, and midrange

shot distances are not intuitive.

-} Fast redraw
-•* Electric Tiger Shots

—) No comments by Fuzzy Zoelier

Minuses
—> No camera cancel button

—> Cardboard crowds

Lee janzen never really cuts loose



DEVELOPER •••$• Tiberon

PUBLISHER EA Sports

REQUIRED 4 P133, 32MB RAM,

100MB hard drive space

IDEAL *4 P200, 64MB RAM, Voodoo 2

card, 28.8 modem or better

MiM FootballS3
Little brother’s kicking some butt

ACCGLG-RATGD
Perhaps NCAA’s biggest problem
is its lack of Direct3D support.

The game looks great on a

Voodoo-based card, but it looks

bad on just about any other.

Tough luck for a lot of people.

VOODOO 2

VOODOO I

MATROX G200

RIVA TNT

^uwoM+m

m

API SUPPORT —> Glide only

raditionally, football

game developers have

focused the lion’s

share of their develop-

ment might on the

NFL, and then followed with a col-

lege version using the same basic

engine. These college titles seem

to sell fewer copies and get less

respect, even though they gener-

ally benefit from a few last-second

updates not found in the pro ver-

sion already in stores. College

games are also respected less,

even though they have a greater

variety of teams and plays and sig-

nificantly more depth.

This year something different

happened. NCAA 99 was created

from the ground up as a separate

entity from EA’s flagship, Madden

99, and this individuality has

proven to be its greatest strength.

NCAA has a feel all its own that

starts with its running game (the

premier running game in computer

The ability to rush into a crowd is a perfect example of just how
good the running game in NCAA 99 is.

football) and carries over into just

about every aspect of the action

for just about every breed of fan.

For the action fan, what makes

NCAA so enjoyable is that it’s the

first polygonal football title with a

decent sense of momentum. For

instance, when a player busts

through the line at full speed and

pops a quarterback, you can

almost feel the hit. When two play-

ers hit at reduced speed, their colli-

sion is portrayed just as accurately.

This makes the big hits more excit-

ing and the shoestring tackles as

nail-biting as they should be. The

game also manages to make the

speed feel right, so you don’t have

to worry about your halfback get-

ting run down from behind by the

other team’s defensive tackle.

For the statistics fan, the best

part of NCAA 99 is its well-refined

dynasty mode, in which you coach

a team through a season and then

continue to build your program for

the next season. If you do well, you

draw better prospects, tougher

competition, and even the occa-

sional job opening. If you do

poorly you can expect a nasty reac-

tion from the alumni association

and quite possibly a pink slip.

All that said, the game is not

without a few nagging problems.

The first and foremost is its lack of

decent camera options. You can

choose from a variety of views, but

none of them feels right. The stan-

dard camera is too close to the

action to get a grasp on what’s

going on, and the upper deck cam-

era that becomes the best choice

by default is too far away to be of

much use. A perfect camera angle

is set up for defense view only.

Why this wasn’t included for

offense is anyone’s guess. The

other problems include details like

sometimes buggy installation and

play, an occasionally disappearing

ball (on passing plays), and refs

who call players' numbers on

penalties (this isn’t supposed to

happen in college football).

Despite these issues, NCAA 99
is one enjoyable football game,

and quite simply the best gridiron

game on the PC today. If only it

had the NFL license. ^
GRAPHICS

Poor camera angles steal a lot from

the gameplay.

SOUND
You can almost feel the hits, but the

crowds and bands could have more

punch.

CONTROL
Players are given numerous control

options that actually work.

RGALISM
This game feels as real as computer

football gets nowadays.

RATING

O Pluses

—it Great running game
•> Realistic speed difference

between players

--> A sense of power and momentum

Minuses
—•> Some bugginess

—> Bad camera options
—
> Disappearing ball

= heat to head

vs.nmaa
The gridiron battle

begins as Sony

squares off against EA

for the first time on the PC

GRAPHICS SOUND CONTROL REALISM

EDGE CLEAR WINNER EDGE EDGE

NCAA 99 GAMEDAY99 GAMEDAY99 NCAA 99

GameDay looks better GameDay’s com men- GameDay has tighter A more realistic running

than its PlayStation tary (though annoying controls and its Total game, wider speed dif-

counterpart, but details at times) adds more to Control Passing system ferentials, and believ-

like lack of player the gameplay than is more intuitive and able tackling momen-

1 names on jerseys keep NCAA’s bland PA adaptable than that in turn make NCAA the

it from overcoming the

smoother graphics in

NCAA 99.

announcer. NCAA 99. more realistic choice.

WINNER

NCAA 99

NCAA 99 (1-0)

wins in OT over

GameDay 99(0-

1) simply

because it plays

more like real

football.
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(With apologies to A.]. Cartwright theorists.)

Powered by

MESSIAH”
Technology

n©Ioo
CM

© 1998 Interplay Productions. VR Sports. VR Sports logo and VR Baseball are trademarks of Interplay Productions. All rights reserved. Major League Baseball trademarks and copyrights are used with permission of Major League Baseball Properties, Inc. ©MLBPA Official Licensee - Major League Baseball Players Association.



THE GAME

would have

HAD HE UNDERSTOOD REAL-TIME

deformation and tessellation

vww.majorleaguebaseball.com wwvy.bigleaguers.com

Go to http://www.pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 60

i. ii

Introducing the PC game for baseball

purists, the most realistic-looking, most

realistic-playing game there is.

Powered by Shiny Entertainment's

Messiah Technology; real-time deforma-

tion and tessellation lets you see muscles

flex and jerseys stretch.

Over 30 frames per second.

Player models created from over

100,000 polygons.

All 30 MLB teams and stadiums.

Over 700 MLBPA™ players and full

1998 schedules and rosters.

Track over 7500, statistics for a season.

Download new stats and player ratings

from www.vrsports.com.

www.vrsports.com

For more information, please call

1-800-INTERPLAY

Statistics provided by STATS, Inc. © 1998. All rights reserved. Messiah Technologies <0 1998 Shiny Entertainment, Inc. All rights reserved. Windows and the Windows ’95 logo are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. All other copyrights and trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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DEVELOPER •> VR Sports

PUBLISHER •••:> Interplay

RELEASE DATE •••*• Fall *98

THE HYPE — This is the first time an

engine from an action game (the Messiah

engine) has been used in a sports game.

THE HURDLE The game is shipping at the

end of baseball season.

THE HIT—> The players look as good as

promised, but will gameplay keep up?

A late contender for the baseball crown shows up for the World Series

America will still suck

SPORTS 2000
In the future, the world of sports will be

very different. Here are a few of PCXL’s

predictions for the new millennium.

BSi The Washington Redskins

will be renamed to the much more
politically correct Washington Horny

Senators

McGwire will hit 105 home
runs; hot dog prices rise to $65 apiece

Latrell Sprewell will fin-

ish two-year suspension for running

over Miami Heat Coach Pat Riley with a

lawn mutcher, and get offered $43 mil-

lion for two years to return to the Golden

State Warriors

The last Canadian team will

move to a Southern U.S. state. Still,

more Canadians watch hockey on TV

than Americans do

on

more than on the environments.

This focus enables developers to

make characters whose detail

varies depending on how close the

camera is to them. As a result, the

game features very detailed pitch-

ers and batters and less-detailed

(but still very cool-looking) out-

fielders. The closest players are

rendered in high polygons, while

the distant players are ren-

dered in just a few.

All in all, VR Base-

ball 2000 seems to

be getting the most

It’s bad enough

we have to see

this on TV, but why

earth do we have

to watch videogame char-

acters scratch themselves?

The Messiah engine enables the players close to the screen to

look incredibly real.

often suffer. It also benefits from a

physics engine that feels right, and

for the first time appears to get

short ground balls right, letting

players know from the second the

ball is hit whether it is a pop-up or

a high-bouncing grounder.

Even though its console back-

ground and polish will give the

game a good start, what makes it

really stand out from the PC crowd

is the Messiah graphics engine. In

case you care less about computer

tech talk than you do discussions

on the mating habits of the South

African titmouse, I will make this

short. The Messiah engine is

licensed from Earthworm lira cre-

ator Shiny, and in contrast to

engines like Quake II and Unreal, it

focuses on the character models

While the focus of the graphics engine Is on the player models,

the stadiums don’t look half bad themselves.

from this engine. The character

models for batters and pitchers

are some of the most organic and

realistic yet seen in a PC baseball

game. And while the animations

are not all perfectly tied together

yet, the individual motions are

very lifelike. The title has a few

things to overcome before it

ships, including some framerate

issues during pitches, but if these

problems are solved, VR Baseball

2000 could be one of the more

enjoyable PC baseball games we

play this year. T8»

ren’t baseball games

supposed to come

out in the spring?

That question seems

appropriate, but

according to VR Sports, maybe the

conventional way of thinking is all

wrong. Because of its unconven-

tional take, the company’s late-

season addition to the ’98 PC

sports lineup, VR Baseball 2000, is

certainly one of the year’s most

intriguing gambles.

Baseball 2000 is an extension of

VR Sports’ PlayStation baseball

lineup of games, made to give play-

ers a quick but still realistic base-

ball experience. The series looks to

be making the transition well, car-

rying much of the console playabil-

ity that PC baseball games lack.

A rapid between-pitch speed

enables players to move quickly

through a game without having to

sit through the usual “isn’t it cool

that we included this” unnecessary

stuff from which baseball games



DEVELOPER •••$• incredible Technologies

PUBLISHER — Interplay

REQUIRED ••••#• P90, 16MB RAM, 90MB hard

drive space

IDEAL ••••> P166, 32MB RAM, 28.8 modem or

better

WL
It ain’t perfect, but it sure is fun

GRAPHICS
Compared to the competition,

Golden Tee falls well short.

SOUND

Mi ACCCLG-F^TCD

This is a typical flat golf game; you
don’t need a 3D card at all. You just

need a decent-speed computer to run

this game well.

Your favorite beer hall game

is now available on your

home computer. Now all you

need is a pool table.

his arcade game was

made famous in bars

throughout the conti-

nental U.S., Alaska, and

some seedier parts of

Canada. Now that it has hit home

PCs, we can enjoy some simple, fun

golf without wasting quarters better

spent on beer or pool. You won’t

find options like player changes,

club torque, and ball dimple depth,

but let’s be honest — most of us

amateur golfers know that none of

that stuff helps anyway.

We just want a game we can play

without much thought (half drunk if

necessary), and Golden Tee is it.

It’s got none of that three-click stuff

that every other game uses,

instead utilizing your mouse and a

trusty reference pad that tells you

how to hit the ball. From there you

just make the rest up, eventually

learning what separates the perfect

drives from the ones that end up in

the back corner of the parking lot.

Besides the intuitive gameplay,

Golden Tee benefits from a clever

design and graphics style. Each of

the three courses is covered with

secrets like the gravesite of Jimmy

Hoffa, and better yet, is designed to

reward well-played risks and punish

those who miss. Because they’re not

based on real-life locations, the

courses are far more original and fun

than their traditional counterparts.

Overall, Golden Tee is simple fun

and just a good game. Its graphics

will not stand up against competi-

tors like Links LS, but the gameplay

more than makes up for the lack of

visuals. Golden Tee is certainly not

for the hardcore golfer, but for the

average 20-handicap player, it’s

loads of fun.

Typical crowd sounds and crickets

chirping — nothing more.

CONTROL
Simple, uncomplicated, and lots of

fun. No three-click bore.

RGAUSM
Not much here; it’s basically arcade

gameplay.

RATING

P Pluses

-4 Fast game speed

—> Well-designed (and challenging)

courses

-4 No one shouting "you da man”

Minuses
-4 Blocky graphics

-4 Few options

-4 The arcade trackball is more fun

than the mouse

DEVELOPER —j> Sensible Software

PUBLISHER •••* GT Interactive

REQUIRED •••*• P133, 16MB RAM, 25MB

hard drive space, 4X CD-ROM

IDEAL -j> P200, 32MB RAM, 110MB hard

drive space, 8x CD-ROM, gamepad

ACCGLG-RATGD

The tiny sprites don’t care whether
you’ve got a $50 iMB PCI card or $600
Obsidian, the effects are still the same:
small and bad.

s much as I don’t

want to dissuade any

U.S. publishers from

releasing soccer

games in the U.S.

market, between Fox Sports Soccer

and the now-inexplicable release

of perennial English favorite Sensi-

ble Soccer (“Sensi” to the vets),

there are two good reasons for

Americans to further dismiss the

world’s “beautiful game.”

History lesson: Sensi appeared

on the Amiga as a truly wonderful,

highly playable soccer game back

in, ooh, ages ago. Sensi ’98

boasts a mammoth graphic over-

haul, yet the tiny players still

stink. The top-down perspective

(with a slight angle) is still there,

and still makes the gameplay

strange, as so little of the field is

visible. OK, there are new anima-

You have to be English to get it

that’s a fish out of water in

the U.S., and sadly is only for

those nostalgic ex-pats or

true Anglophiles.

tions and new moves — those are

pluses. Unfortunately, Sensi is an

incredibly English game. Without

a license, the teams don’t have

the real players but can be cus-

tomized so you can create a team

of your buddies (as has been

done with some of the guest

teams included in the box).

The gameplay is fast and arcade-

like. It’s entirely unrealistic, head-

ing for the “highly playable”

moniker. It even misses that since

the controls are quirky at best and

downright unfathomable at worst.

A semblance of Al is evident, if you

look carefully. The commentary is

cheap and painless but adds noth-

ing to the flavor of the sport

(although the campy grunts from

players who’ve been hacked in a

bad tackle have a scary entertain-

ment value).

Replays of goals are shown in a

much better isometric 3D view that

should have been adopted for the

main game. The tiny sprites that

were completely acceptable years

ago on the Amiga now aren’t.

Options galore don’t save a game

- ROB SMITH played all the

earlier Sensi games but still

couldn’t get to like this.

Run little sprites, run. Drink your milk and get lots of sleep, and

someday you’ll grow up to be real polygons.

Plenty of scope for longevity with

options to create your own teams.

RATING

) Fast, uncomplicated gameplay

-> Plenty of options for variety

-4 Awkward controls

4 Too much directed to the

English market
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t has been rightly said that no man is an island (except maybe Marlon Brando, but that’s not important right now). To

prove that point, alt you have to do is look at the most recent trend in online gaming. A new style of deathmatch play is

rapidly taking prominence, where once free-for-alls reigned supreme. This newfound team play deathmatch may not wipe

out the traditional every-man-for-himself deathmatch, but it will have a lasting and significant effect on the games you play.

Since the early days of Doom,

the typical online player has been a

solitary soul, sitting at a computer

in a remote location dealing death

to whomever crosses his path. But

now this lone wolf-style of player is

being pushed to the side by

another more modern breed that

works with teammates to accom-

plish the same goal. This rapid evo-

lution in deathmatch styles is the

result of a new wave of multiplayer

games that has even the hardcore

deathmatchers paying attention,

and scrambling to change their

style before they become extinct.

The origin of mass audience

team play points back to the early

days of Quake (doesn’t everything

related to deathmatch?). In 1996, a

Quake modification called Capture

the Flag and another mod called

Team Fortress gave players their

first glimpse of action team play,

and the response was tremendous.

Seeing the success of these

Quake mods, software developers

began to create their own games

focusing on team play rather than

individual achievement. Id took a

shot first with Quake II, but wasn’t

able to release the game with a

promised version of CTF (eventu-

ally it came out as a patch). New

developer Multitude revealed its

team play plans for a fast-paced,

online-only shooter called Fire

Team, which introduced the con-

cept of verbal communication dur-

ing Internet matches. And now,

Dynamixand Red Storm have

introduced two team projects:

Starsiege: Tribes and Rainbow

Six. Finally, the free-for-all death-

match gaming public seems ready

to embrace the concept of team

play. Rainbow Six has really

struck a cord, receiving rave

reviews from just about everyone

who has played it.

Because of these titles, the

community of gamers who want

more than traditional deathmatch

is rapidly growing. As Art Min, pro-

ject leader of Fire Team, said, “A

much more mature audience is

coming aboard who enjoy the

intricacies of team play.” Team

play has several key advantages

over traditional deathmatch

including the following:

CAMARADERIE
Nothing feels better than going

into competition with a friend.

Playing on the same team as a

buddy adds additional tension to

the gameplay because you are no

longer looking out for yourself, but

also keeping someone else alive.

TRAINING
Nothing covers up poor skills like a

good teammate. Team play

enables you to follow better play-

ers under the auspices of “cover-

ing their backs." Watching what

they do in the heat of battle will be

where you really learn how to fight.

VIRTUAL LARCENY
Team play lets you get away with

things that you never could in the

real world. For instance, get

together with three of your friends

and jump onto a StarCraft match

FIV6 KINDS OF T6AMMAT6S IN DEATHMATCH PLAY

LIEUTENANT RUNNIN’ GUNNER (OR DAN)
THE STYLE—? Jets through levels like a crazy man until the first careful enemy he comes

across shoots him dead

THE BAD POINTS—£ A guaranteed and early kill

THE GOOD POINTS— •> An excellent scout whose dead body marks where the enemy is

waiting

CORPORAL SCARED SPITLESS (OR Q!)

THE STYLE—£ Lets everyone run off into the distance and cowers in a hiding point until

the enemy comes around

THE BAD POINTS—y Not much help on attacks, and will occasionally rack up a panic kill

on a teammate

THE GOOD POINTS— >• Will occasionally rack up a panic kill on an enemy

PRIVATE TRIGGER-HAPPY (OR MIKE)
THE STYLE—? Fire, FIRE, FIRE!

THE BAD POINTS—y When in the midst of battle will often kill friend as well as foe

THE GOOD POINTS—? If out of range, he makes an excellent distraction and will almost

always bring a few enemies down as he dies

SERGEANT GRIZZLED VETERAN (OR ROB)
THE STYLE—? Knows exactly what pattern to follow in each level and never strays from

his path

THE BAD POINTS-? Predictability makes him an easy target for smart enemies

THE GOOD POINTS—£ Generally knows his stuff

CAPTAIN FOLLOW ME (OR ED)
THE STYLE—? Assumes command of whatever team he is on, typing commands and

leading the charge

THE BAD POINTS—? Annoying as heck, often gets killed while typing commands, takes

credit for all victories

THE GOOD POINTS—£ Generally a confident fighter, and surprisingly satisfying friendly

frag when he gets too bossy
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Quake CTF mods like Battle of

the Sexes break up the

monotony of deathmatch.

of gaming, where you need not

think, but rather fire and forget.

It’s reflex gameplay in its simplest

(and most elegant) form, which at

times is just what the doctor

ordered. A few of the advantages

that single play will always have

over team play are as follows:

NOTORIETY
When you are the only thing that

determines whether you win or

lose, all the credit (or the blame)

goes directly to you. If you want a

real reputation as a big-league

player, the best bet is to build it in

single-player matches so no one

can say your team made you bet-

ter than you are.

CONTROLLING YOUR
OWN FATE

No stupid plans to follow, no

Quietly begin to kill your teammates one-by-one while the others cannot see you. If you

are caught, apologize, then resume your killing spree while no one is watching, if caught

again, laugh wildly and blow yourself up. In post-match discussions refuse to talk about

what happened, referring to it only as “the unfortunate incident."

60 HUDSON
Wait until you and your team are in the tightest, tensest position possible, and begin to

fall apart at the seams. Type in quote after quote of “Game over man, game over,” "This

can’t be happening man, this isn’t happening,” and “In case you haven’t been paying

attention to current events, we just got our butts kicked, pal!” Regain your composure in

future matches, referring to this one only as “the other unfortunate incident.”

TH6 CONSUMMATE TEAM PLAYER
Try to sacrifice your player to save others by jumping in front of projectiles, leaping on

grenades, or blowing yourself up as a distraction. In post-match discussions refer to

your actions only as “the best of humanity shining through in tragic times.”

INTRIGUE

Say you are playing a team game

of Rainbow Six, and your buddy

has been repeatedly racking up

kills before you get a chance to get

a shot in. What would happen if he

accidentally walks in your line of

fire? Or what if you trip and acci-

dentally fire a round into the back

of his head? It was a mistake,

right? When you play on a team,

betrayal becomes a realistic and

ever-present danger, and occa-

sionally an added thrill.

While many developers agree

that team play will alter the way

we deathmatch, most feel that tra-

ditional deathmatch will never die.

Tim Willits, lead level designer at

Id, said, “We think that team play

is becoming a much more impor-

tant part of deathmatch, but sin-

gle player is still the purest form

and it will continue to live on.”

No matter what benefits team

play offers, it can never fully elimi-

nate the late-night need to jump

online and kill all comers in a

bloody battle of Quake II. Single

player is just a more visceral type

ANNOYING HIPPIE
Pretend it’s the late ’60s and give up all forms of violence, following your team around,

trying to talk them into dropping their weapons and joining you to find the enemy and

reason with them. In the next match, renounce your pacifist ways and shoot everything

that moves (including your teammates if that’s what it takes to make them believe you

are really back to normal). Fire Team was to be the first team play game, but it still isn’t out.

on battle.net. Then find some

unsuspecting schlep and tell him

you want to play a free-for-all. As

he builds his single unit forces,

have each of your team members

build a force, barely attacking his

base, until you have three massive

forces that converge on him in one

mighty rush, watching as he

slowly realizes that he has been

scammed. It’s a beautiful thing.
hno://i,uniiJ.iwm
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Hatf-Life will soon be followed

by a Team Fortress add-on.

buddies to cover, and no boring

assignments are distinct advan-

tages for traditional deathmatch. In

traditional deathmatch you play on

your own and you can do whatever

you want, cuz no one else cares.

NO MORAL DECISIONS

Occasionally in team play you are

faced with a decision regarding a

teammate’s safety. For instance,

what if your captain was standing

between you and three enemies

looking the other direction? You

have a moral decision to make: Do

you shoot at the bad guys, or do

you hold your fire to protect your

pal? This NEVER happens in tradi-

tional deathmatch. (BTW, the cor-

rect PCXL solution is to shoot your

buddy in the head so he falls faster

and gets out of the way so you can

register three frags quickly.)

FEWER WITNESSES
Yeah, we know, you want plenty of

witnesses when you win, but what

about those times you’ve rocket-

launched yourself into a lava pit,

or ran over your own grenade?

Opponents automatically assume

they did something brilliant when

you screw up, but teammates

know, and they never forget.

The popularity of team play is

definitely on the upswing, and

within two years, games that don’t

feature this style of gameplay will

seem lacking. Traditional game-

play is not going the way of the

dinosaurs, but it will not be the

only offering in future games. Just

as Turok felt incomplete and Tres-

passer needs to be an incredible

single-player experience to make

up for lack of a multiplayer mode,

upcoming games will be judged

not only on whether they have

multiplayer options, but rather

how varied those options are. And

to be certain, team play will be one

of the most prevalent options in

future games.

t

HOW TO START YOUR OWN CLAN

Registering dans for Rainbow Six will

most likely move from Red Storm’s website

) to another site, but

you can still check out the company’s site to

see where the best place to register will be.

4. PRACTICE. PRACTICE, PRACTICE
Being the best means plenty of practice,

join servers where you are not known and

play with your team until the angry resi-

dents send you packing. Play multiple

internal matches, always mixing teams so

players know each others’ style well.

You and your friends are finally ready for

some serious team play, but don’t know

how you can organize your own group of

players? Well look no further, here is

PCXL’s seven-step guide to creating clans.

7. FIND SOME COMPETITION
Start in regular matches on a server where

you have low ping, challenge other clans,

and if you have to, take your lumps. Once

your team feels comfortable, start looking

for clan tourneys and put yourselves to

the test.

I. FIND SOME FRIENDS
WHO CAN PLAY
A clan needs strong members with low

pings to have a chance to compete. It does-

n’t matter if someone has been your best

friend since the third grade, if his connec-

tion is bad, he’ll drag the entire team

down. Lose this friend early and it will be

less painful for all concerned.

5. CREATE A WEB PAGE
Don’t ask us, but this seems to matter to

the official clan guys. Remember to put a

ton of effort into your site because the five

people who eventually read it will appreci-

ate it enough to read your updated .plan

files once a millennium. 8. BREAK UP
No unforgettable group is complete without

a nasty breakup. The best idea is to start

accusing other players of stealing the lime-

light, and occasionally frag them in the back.

If this doesn’t work, marry Yoko Ono. It

worked for the Beatles.

6. REGISTER YOUR CLAN
The best place to register a Quake clan is at

. This site now main-

tains the official Quake clan list after it

became too large for Id Software to manage.

2. GATHER BACKUPS
AND ALTERNATES
Finding good players is tough, but never be

too selective, because often your best

players will let you down when a truly big

match is at hand. Keep a stable of good

backups handy for emergencies. The less

real lives they have, the more reliable they

will be as a stand-in.

You must have at least five players to reg-

ister an official Quake clan, and you should

have a minimum offour players for a Rainbow

Six clan (but eight is far more preferable).

Eite £drt Y*w So Fjvontes Help

Addressk)“p ??***

3. NAME YOUR CLAN
This is quite simply the easiest part of the

process.

For Quake II all you need to do is pick

one word that is evil and one that is decid-

edly not evil, and stuff them together. Exam-

ples: Baby Ducks ofDoom, The Bloody

Olsen Twins, orMa Theresa’s Hit Squad.

For Rainbow Six you simply have to rear-

range the titles ofTom Clancy novels.

Examples: The Sum ofAll Present Dangers,

The Cardinals ofRemorse, and Without

Rainbow Storm Rising.

IP C12«mtr»mgiin>Qp»iinf p^4 http//—w m—t-ft-mdf/clntsml .
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tixhjdtcrs - Microsoft Internet Explorer

Once you get your dan started, you have to have a good website (above). After that, alt you need are

some cool skins and a devious gameplan.
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jjMgh Quakeclan located in Stockhokn. S • as a prefix to

our names. If you see th:s skin on any server around the world you
’ better run. and you do it fast! But as the saying goes.

Py "You can nm. but you cant hide".
. P0 -

If you're not one of the llamas using a black skin that is. But there's a

cure for that. If you're tired of that just grab this skin and rename it to that
*

black/camoufiage skin you're sick and tired of. And the next time you

meet that quy lust lauah at him when he's trying to hide in the dark.
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Rainbow Six
STRATEGY
GUIDE

HOW TO BE A CRACK SQUAD
INSTEAD OF A CRACK COCAINE SQUAD

I

Pi: “All right, let’s get those bastards.”

P2: “OK, I’m going left. Who else is

going left?”

P3: “I’ll go right. Is anyone there?”

P4: “Who’s that in the field?”

(machine gun fire)

P5 (dead): “Who just shot me?!”

P2: “Uh ...”

P5 (dead): “That was me, you idiot!”

(all hell breaks loose)

P3 (dead): “Damn! I just got hit!”

Pi: “Where are they?”

P3 (dead): “He was over by the wall!

Get him!”

Pi: “Which wall?... Shit, I died.”

P4: “Throwing a grenade!”

P2: “Where?” (boom)

P4: “Whoops ... is anyone else alive?”

(bang)

D
s this you? Do you suffer

from poor communication

and lack of clear purpose?

Do you regularly get your

ass kicked by squads with

superior coordination and team

skills? Do your games quickly turn

into Quake or even worse, “Quake

Rally”? Well, the PCXL Rainbow Six

Strategy Guide is your answer. Get

the most out of this hella fun

game, easily one of the best

games on two wheels.

Note: The following tips assume

you have installed the vi.02 patch

(it's on the PCXL Disc).

| G6N6RAL TIPS

THIS AIN’T QUAKE, BABY
The sooner you get out of the “run

around at top speed and shoot

anything that moves” mindset,

the longer you’ll live and the less

pissed your teammates will be.

Resist the temptation to try to

switch to the rocket launcher, and

don’t bother looking around for

ammo and health packs. The

exception is when you’re the last

one alive on your team, and you

think enemies are dose by. In

these cases, going into a

“Rambo” mode can be incredibly

effective, mainly because of the

surprise factor.

See that guy lurking in the corner? A quick strafe across the door-

way should do the trick.

you know his exact position

because of a heartbeat reading

and you suspect he knows yours,

stand about 20 yards from the

door with a line of fire to the

enemy. Chuck a grenade. As soon

as the grenade leaves your hand,

switch to your rifle, zoom in, and

start firing as soon as the door

blows. Chances are, you’ll catch

’em by surprise because he was

watching to see if you were

approaching the door, which

you weren’t.

Lastly, keep in mind that in ver-

sion 1.02 the area effect for

grenades has been increased from

five to eight meters. Flashbangs,

too, are more effective, so now

they’re even more indispensible.

KNOW WHEN TO USE THE
DIFFERENT FIRE MODES
A single shot works best for long

range, especially when covering a

specific area. Nothing like scoring

a clean one-shot head kill. The

three-shot burst is a good all-pur-

pose fire mode, and autofire is

good when you’ve mastered fire

control but is still best used at

close range because it tosses bul-

lets around everywhere. Just make

sure you don’t get stuck on

“safety” mode, which

we have yet to find a

use for.

SLOWER IS BETTER
Running around like fleas on crack

when your enemies have unerring

aim and reaction time and/or heart-

beat sensors isn’t just suicide, it’s

humiliating. Take your time, stay

frosty (whatever that means), and

move from cover to cover. Also,

when presented with an enemy tar-

get, aim (for the head, preferably),

and give yourself a good shot.

FLIP INTO THIRD-PERSON
This is kinda cheap, but it can be

effective — especially if you forgot

to bring a heartbeat sensor. Use the

mouse to peer around as you stay

rooted in one spot. Take advantage

of this whenever you can, especially

in single-player games.

In multiplayer games, it’s also a

good idea to check your uniform

color. It sucks to hesitate when

you see someone because you

don’t know what team he’s on,

then get shot by him, or — almost

as bad — kill him without realizing

that he was your teammate.

THE HEARTBEAT SENSOR
IS YOUR FRIEND
This little mechanical wonder is a

vital tool in almost any situation. It

scans a small circle around you at

a range of about 10 yards as well

as in a cone-shaped area in front

of you for about 100 yards.

Zooming in and out of the mini-

map is a must for getting long-

range intel. Zooming in will let you

see what direction the enemy is

facing, which is good for all sorts

of reasons. Just don’t get too

recon-happy, as you might get

popped while in full-map mode or

charge headlong into the enemy

who you couldn’t see cuz your

sensor was pointed up or down.

Believe me, you feel like a moron

when this happens.

GRENADES ARE ALSO
YOUR FRIENDS
(EXCEPT WHEN THEY KILL YOU,

THEN THEY'RE YOUR ENEMIES)

When we played the Red Storm

developers, the main difference

between them and us (besides that

they were a thousand times better)

was their mastery of grenades. It

wasn’t uncommon to start a mis-

sion and almost immediately be

rained upon by a barrage of

grenades. Go to the grenade tuto-

rial and practice chucking ’em.

Remember to tilt your view up for

longer, overhand throws. The key

thing to remember is that after you

pull the pin, the grenade is no

longer your friend.

One advanced grenade tip

when you’re at a face-off

with a door separating

you and your enemy: If



GR6NAD6 TIPS

DO: Throw the grenade, far away if

possible

DON'T: Throw the pin (otherwise known

as tapping the fire button and basically

dropping the grenade at your feet)

DO: Prime your grenade (charge up to

max and hold), then wait for the best

opportunity to kill the enemy
DON'T: Prime your grenade, then forget

about it and throw it at your own squad

DO: Throw a grenade at the foot of a

door to blow it up

DON'T: Throw a grenade at the middle

of a door to make it bounce off and kill

you instead

DO: Use grenades to kill the enemy
DON'T: Use flashbangs to kill the

enemy. You just end up with a pissed

enemy

is*!
1
-

4

Blowing up doors with frag grenades can be crucial on maps where both teams rush to choke points

(such as Skyscraper). You can also shoot doors open if you don’t have grenades (shoot the doorknob).

STRATEGY

CAR-15 fferetta 92FS

~rsg Grenad*^
| ^

| SINGLE-PLAYER TIPS

WAYPOINTS, WAYPOINTS,
WAYPOINTS
The task of assigning long, compli-

cated series of waypoints to your

fireteams might seem daunting at

first, but it’s not too bad after you

get the hang of it. Also, take

advantage of the recon informa-

tion provided to you about place-

ment of hostages, landmarks, and

KEEP YOUR SQUADS
SMALL AND USE YOUR
TEAMMATES
Four squads of two, all running

around different areas of the map,

and with overlapping fields of fire,

can be unstoppable. Grin in satis-

faction as your computer-con-

trolled teammates take down ter-

rorists with lethal speed and effi-

ciency. Take the credit afterward.

don’t rush through like mad shoot-

ing everything in sight (which are

most of ’em). For example, you can

have delayed squads that go and

secure crucial objectives like

hostage retrieval after initial

squads have swept through the

area. Also, having multiple squads

wait at strategic locations before all

going at the same exact time with a

go code can be vital for success.

HEROIC MOVES
><
>
>
73
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O
O
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Like any great game.

Rainbow Six provides

balance, depth, and •

great gaming

moments. Think of

Quake, Doom,

Duke Nukem — all : J

ofthemhave

moments you v.

remember and cher-

ish. Well, this quick

list is to help you

achieve some sort of great-

ness and respect among your peers.

especially terrorists. Make sure to

overlap important waypoints such

USE GO CODES
The skilled use of go codes can

DON’T GO ABOVE AND
BEYOND

as bombs. Basically, if you plan open up tons of possibilities in mis- You don’t get bonus points for When a team is performing a pincer

right the mission should almost

play itself.

sion planning and execution, and is

essential for all missions where you

killing all the terrorists if the mis-

sion objectives don’t call for it.

move and is closing in from both sides,

just walk into the middle and immedi-

ately duck. About 80% of the time you

Setting up waypoints on big maps can take up a lot of time, but

remember that you can save your plan files when you’re done.

Don’t put the lives of your squad

members at unnecessary risk, just

go in, perform your mission objec-

tives quickly, and get out.

CHIP AWAY AT ENEMIES IF

AT ALL POSSIBLE
This is also kinda cheap, but if you

don’t feel good about rushing

around a corner and you know

where the enemy is, it can be very

effective to creep until you see just

a part of him (most commonly his

arm) that you can chip away at

with single fire or burst until he

drops. Be careful, in version 1.02,

the terrorists have been introduced

to the world of pain and will react.

are going to die a horrible death, but if

just once you manage to have them take

each other down, you will go down as a

Rainbow Six legend.

:• SWITCH TO PISTOL

It’s amazing how often a big showdown
in Rainbow Six is put on hold because

both teams have run out of ammo.
Instead of trying to reload your M-16, just

pull out your pistol and take ’em down.

Your quick thinking will impress all who
see. The pistol is also faster and more

accurate at close range.

:• SUICIDE RUN

If you’re dealing with campers (as we do

when playing the PC Gamer boys), then

crazy is sometimes the right answer. A
mad dash into a crowded room is sure

suicide, but if you manage to drop that

grenade before you go down, you will be

a real hero.
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STRATEGY R A I N BOW SIX

SILENCE IS GOLDEN
Unless you are in maps where the

enemies are heavily armored,

silenced weapons are the way to

go — namely, the HK MP5SD5 and

the Beretta 9mm 92FS-SD.

Although they don’t have the

range, accuracy, or stopping

power of their heavier counter-

parts, the stealth they afford is

absolutely vital on missions

involving hostages, and in almost

all cases it’s better if the enemies

aren’t aware that you’re shooting

at them. Along with this, be aware

that running (especially in heavy

armor) is noisy. If you whip around

a corner and get killed right away,

chances are you were jangling

your way down the hallway.

MULTIPLAYER TIPS

COMMUNICATE, COORDINATE
It’s kind of a strange thing to a lot

of first-person shooter gamers,

but this isn’t your average first-

person shooter. Let your team-

mates know what you’re doing,

especially before potentially dan-

gerous actions like opening a

door, climbing stairs, or running

across an open field. Also, com-

bined attacks can make all the dif-

ference in the world. Having multi-

ple team members close in on an

enemy position or defend a strate-

gic ambush point is much, much

more effective than for one person

to try to handle it alone. The better

you communicate, the longer

you’ll live (usually).

HAVE A GAME PLAN
This might become clear after you

become familiar with a certain

map, but in any case it’s good to

know whether your team is taking

an offensive or defensive mindset.

Early recon with the heartbeat sen-

sor helps. If there are definite

choke points or strategic points in

the map each team will want con-

trol of them, so it may turn into a

race as to who can secure it first.

Of course, there are sometimes

alternate routes ...

GO IN TEAMS OF TWO
It’s all about avoiding friendly fire.

If you stay in teams of two, not only

can you watch each other’s backs,

but also the point man can scan

ahead with his weapon while the

other uses the heartbeat sensor.

BRING THE BIG GUNS
When playing adversarial mode,

you’ll want to bring either the M16

or CAR 15. On maps in which there

are extreme long-range engage-

ments such as Road Ambush, the

M-16 A2 (best range in the game)

is a better choice, whereas on

smaller, enclosed maps like Ama-

KNOW DA MAPS OR KISS YER AS5 BUH-BYE

Knowing maps is crucial for any game of this type, but for Rainbow Six — where

strategy is key — tactical elements like cover, ambush points, and flanking move-

ments will separate the elite squads from the rest. And you can’t do any of that with-

out knowing the maps like the back of your hand. We’ve got most of the major ones

covered right here.

zon or Skyscraper, go with the

CAR-15 and its armor-punching

stopping power. For a change of

pace, bring along the PDW and its

insane rate of fire, or the new and

improved shotgun which is posi-

tively lethal.

USE THE VERTICAL
Always remember to look up and

down, not just level. On levels with

multiple levels and catwalks such

as Oil Rig, Water Ride, and BioDome

it’s all too common that you will

spot the enemy on a different level

but also in a clear line of fire.

WAIT FOR YOUR ENEMIES
TO RELOAD
If there’s a standoff where you’re

both behind cover and neither

party can really get a clear shot, let

your enemy waste ammo if he is so

inclined. When you think that he’s

reloading, pop out and cap him.

OVERVIEW: A large, two-level

building with multiple flights of

stairs as well as fire escapes to

traverse from floor to floor. A

large, open middle will be a likely

meeting point.

© BLUE (OFFENSIVE):

Run into the main room, climb the

stairs, and go through the door

opposite. Make a left, then a right

at the end of the hallway, and

head up the stairs where you’ll run

into Gold if they’re rushing, other-

wise make a quick right and into

Gold’s start room. Search and

destroy.

BLUE (DEFENSIVE): Quickly

securing sniping positions in the

middle room, since you start

closer, might serve you well, just

make sure to watch the four

entrances.

©GOLD (OFFEN-

SIVE): Take care while

going down the closest

staircase; a rushing Blue

team will be right there.

Once down the stairs,

open the door straight

ahead and you’ll be on a

balcony in the main

room. You might catch Blue run-

ning up the stairs opposite. If you

manage to control this room,

you’ll be in better shape. Try alter-

nate means of flanking them,

including climbing the vines in

front of the building.

©GOLD (DEFENSIVE):

Since Blue holds the defensive

advantage on this level because of

their proximity to the main room,

don’t stray too far from your start

position. Stay at the top of the

closest staircase and snipe down.

Alternately, sneak around one of

the side staircases and attempt to

catch ’em camping.



KILLHOUSE E-STORY

OVERVIEW! Battles on this map

will be fast and bloody — and will

most likely hinge around the two

flights of stairs inside the building,

one of which goes to the roof.

©BLUE (OFFENSIVE): Hug

the walls quickly, as enemies on

the roof may throw grenades on

your position. Once you get inside,

try to control the stairs, especially

the ones that lead to the roof.

© BLUE (DEFENSIVE): Keep

looking up while backing away,

scanning the roof. Once you feel

it’s somewhat clear, establish a

defensive position, perhaps right

inside the main door.

©GOLD (DEFENSIVE): Tryto

kill people on the sides of the building

right off the bat. Make sure someone

holds the wooden staircase to the roof

while the rest assume defensive posi-

tions at the interior stairs.

©GOLD (OFFENSIVE): Split

up and run downstairs as quickly

as possible and try to catch the

Blue team in a pincer move as they

stroll in the front door.

STRftTEGM

© GOLD (DEFENSIVE):

Make sure the shed side of the

house is secure. The interior bal-

cony of the overlooking door to

the courtyard is an excellent snip-

ing spot, as the heartbeat sensor

can't detect things not on the

same plane. The balcony can work

as well, but send two people for

safety; most likely you’ll be in mul-

tiple enemy fields of fire.

© BLUE (DEFENSIVE): Use

those walls for cover while scan-

ning left, and use the ridge in front

of the house as cover as you scan

the balcony. If you can kill one

early, you might be able to draw

the rest out into an ambush.

©GOLD (OFFENSIVE): The

left side of the house is key, so

sending a man or two out there to

take out any early rushers when

they’re not expecting it can be

very effective. It’s a good idea to

stay away from a right-side rush.

Be careful, the attacking team has

lots of cover on this mission. Com-

bined attacks will work well at

rooting out campers by the walls.

OVERVIEW: One of the most

balanced maps, this is a medium-

size two-story building with many

exits, and also with a lot of space

around it. A balcony and a shed to

the left are two key strategic

spots.

©BLUE (OFFENSIVE): You

have many options. Rush the sides

of the house, sending a few to

hold the shed and the two side

doors and the others to head right

to try to secure the main house.

Once in the courtyard, go through

the far door instead of the near

one because of the latter’s sec-

ond-story balcony, which often

has a sniper.
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0 BLUE (OFFENSIVE): Take

your chances before they can get

set up adequately. Run across the

main room and send one group up

the stairs and one through the

GOLD (OFFENSIVE): The mint area can be

hard to defend because there’s so much going

on in the room. Because of this, it might be

advisable to rush Blue before they can get in

position.

STRATEGY

OVERVIEW: Another large, two-

story building with two open areas

that are great for large-scale fire-

fights. The first is the area with the

grated floor between the first and

second stories, which means you

can shoot through it with

impunity. It also contains lots of

cover in the form of giant money-

printing machines. The second

area in the front of the mint has a

balcony on the second floor, and

contains lots of doorways.

series of steel doors on the main

floor. The group up the stairs has

to be aware of the door directly

opposite as well as the hallway to

the left. The team on the main

level should took up through the

grated floor and try to pick off

Gold as they run across.

© BLUE (DEFENSIVE): Take

up spots in the main area, prefer-

ably one to a room on both the first

and second level. Watch the left

side of the room, because Gold will

either come from the jail cetl-esque

doors or from the left staircase.

© GOLD (DEFENSIVE):
Establish positions in various

rooms as well as behind the

machines while looking straight

ahead and down, and try to make

sure you have overlapping fields of

fire. Blue can come from only one

general direction and two avenues,

one above and one below. It can be

hard to spot a crouching, motion-

less sniper in this room because of

the grated floor and money chug-

ging around everywhere.

C
o

© GOLD (DEFENSIVE):

Holding the back door can be

tough if they also choose to send

someone in through the front or

side windows. Just stay alert and

take advantage of the high ground

on top of the stairs. Holding the

garage is a matter of getting to the

garage itself (fake the right door)

and looking straight out into the

field, staying dose to the doorway

for cover.

© GOLD (OFFENSIVE):

Most likely Blue won’t be expect-

ing an attack. Send one team

down the stairs and into the

garage area. Once

you get out of the

garage, you can

stay by the wall

and provide recon

while giving your-

self plenty of

cover. Meanwhile

you can send a

team around the

back on either side

of the house fora

surprise attack.

© BLUE (DEFENSIVE): This

level doesn’t offer much from a

defensive standpoint, except for

the trees in the front lawn. Stand-

ing back by the wall on the right

OVERVIEW: Along with

Hacienda, the best balanced map

for multiplayer. The garage and

the back door are key to control-

ling this level.

0 BLUE (OFFENSIVE): Not

too much cover in the field except if

you hang way back, so rush either

side to try to control the back door

and/or the garage. Once you’re in,

don’t waste any time in flushing out

the enemy before they can get set-

tled in. The garage itself has the

best door to get into the house,

instead of the close one facing the

front lawn. When going around

back, watch the windowed room

for snipers. Going to the second

story and flushing it out quickly is

an effective strategy.
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©GOLD (DEFENSIVE): The

main room with the circular

enclosed balcony may seem like a

good spot, but it’s tough to defend

because of the many, many ways

Blue can get into the room. It’s

better to set up ambushes by the

bottom doors to the stairs and the

elevator shaft.

© GOLD (OFFENSIVE):

Leaving one person to defend the

base is unwise; you’re much bet-

ter off trying to attack Blue and

catch them offguard. Blow up the

doors instead of picking ’em, and

try to establish the neutral

ground on the stairs and in the

elevator shaft instead of in your

base. The door to the stairway is

unlocked, which will provide valu-

able time to get to the third story

and ambush Blue as they enter

the stairwell.

OVERVIEW: Asmaller, well-bal-

anced map where the defending

team can realty get dug in the

main room, but there are tons of

attack points. If both teams are

attack-minded, the two stairways

to the roof are the control points.

© BLUE (OFFENSIVE): Split

up your team and send one

through each door ~~ one goes

down the stairs and one goes

down the elevator shaft. Blow up

the iocked doors with grenades;

time is key. Try to get to the land-

ing right under the doors at the

bottom and ambush ’em when

they pick the lock.

BLUE (DEFENSIVE): Because

of the limiting starting position, there

aren’t many options except to wait on

the roof trying to draw Gold out,

which is chickenshit to say the least

o

OVERVIEW: A little unbalanced

on the side of Blue because of the

roof position as well as access to

the bridge, but overall an excellent

map for intense, bloody battles.

Lots of doors allow for creative

strategies. Cool atmosphere, too.

©GOLD (OFFENSIVE): It’s

best to get out of the house quickly

and set up a combined rush to the

back of the Blue house, ifyou can

take the back ofthe Blue house

you’ll also have access to the jungle

path. Be extremely cautious when

rounding the corner to the stairs.

© GOLD (DEFENSIVE): Set

up defensive points at both sides of

your house. The side door corner

will let you keep track of no less

than four avenues of attack. The

fourth, however, is the jungle path,

where you might fall victim to a sur-

prise attack if you aren't looking.

BLUE

_ (DEFENSIVE):

" TL:::
There’s a peach of

Sjf§ a camping spot

right in the start-

ing room: Just

d.'g f open the door to

-I
1 H the root and stand

^— — back and watch

both the roof and the stairs down.

Other good spots are the alcove

opposite the back door as well as

in the corner room where you can

watch the front door and the

garage at the same time.

© BLUE (OFFENSIVE):

Resist the temptation to rush; Any

early deaths can sped the end for

your team. Gold only has two

doors to pop out of, both of which

you can see from your house, so

use this to your advantage. Estab-

lish positions at the back of your

house by the glass, and on the

roof if possible. Beware the snip-

ing position at the side door of

Gold’s house. Sending one person

around back through the jungle

path can be effective at rooting

out Gold snipers. Once you think

it’s clear, you can run alongthe

bridge to the roof ofthe Gold

house where you can drop down

and storm the house.
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inally, finally, finally,

LucasArts has heard

the cries of the

legions of Star Wars

fans and announced

that its newest space flight sim, X-

Wing Alliance, will enable you to

get in the cockpit of the Millen-

nium Falcon. That’s the headline

feature of Alliance, the latest in

theX-Wing and TIE Fighter collec-

tion. The game will use a graphi-

cally enhanced and 3D-acceler-

ated-only version of the X-Wing vs.

TIE Fighter engine.

As a teaser, it’s been suggested

that Larry Holland’s Totally

Games, the company that devel-

oped these best-sellers, is playing

with the possibility of allowing

cooperative multiplayer flying of

the Falcon. One person will sit in

the pilot’s seat, and a couple of

others in the gun turrets, spinning

around picking TIE Fighters out of

the sky.

The Falcon will only be available

at certain key junctures of the

game, but it’s going to include

some classic action sequences

including flying through the tun-

nels of Death Star 2, one of the

main focuses of the Rebel

Alliance’s anti-Empire efforts.

The Star Wars space sim series

has taken a different slant in each

incarnation, beginning with the

Rebel side in X-Wing, the chance

to be the bad guys in the classic

TIE Fighter, a multiplayer focus in

X-Wing vs. TIE Fighter, and now a

single-player, story-driven experi-

ence for Alliance.

There are two stories running

concurrently in Alliance, the first

being the “you, the player, playing

your part for the Rebel Alliance”

and the second involving your fam-

ily, the Azzameens. Along with two

brothers and a sister, there’s a

business trading conflict going on

with the Viraxo family. But while

both story options are available.

just five words: Fly the

Millennium Falcon, baby!

you won’t be forced into following

the family tale if the action of the

Rebels’ attack lights your fire.

Alliance is also going to see

combat on a grand scale. Hun-

dreds of ships will be involved in

mass melees, and your role will be

hero rather than just another pilot

in a greater battle. Guest appear-

ances will be made by some of the

periphery characters to the Star

Wars mythos. Admiral Ackbar

barks orders and General Rikeban

(who also appears in LucasArts’

forthcoming action-shooter Rogue

Squadron) offers briefings.

Cameos will come from Wedge

Antilles and Luke.

Rendered cut scenes will propel

the story forward between mis-

sions, with sound-alike actors

being used for the voices. A new,

to-be-named prototype, pilotless

TIE Fighter will also make its first

appearance in the Star Wars uni-

verse. And it’s all ready to be

released in the first quarter.

Sounds promising.

WHYWE HATE IT—J- Everyweek it’s the same old

angst-o-rama. One member of the show gets

cancer, dumped, or hit by a cement truck, and

the rest cry for an hour. A perfect example:

L Fox says this season “the Salingers will face

A a crisis that threatens to break up the fam-

ily.” We say, “big freakin' surprise.”

HOW THEY SHOULD BE FRAGGED--*

HV Let the aging cast of “Beverly Hills

S 90210” join and let the brain-dead writers

|pr of “Melrose Place” take over scripting

f duties. The out-of-luck Salinger family will

now be put out of its misery by septuagenari-

ans playing 20-year-olds and plots so convo-

luted that they make a David Lynch movie look as

straightforward as the “ABC After School Special.”

THG POWER MGTGR

GT still tops the Power Meter, but

EA is continuing to move up the

ladder as it contemplates the Rad-

ical acquisition.

GT INTERACTIVE-*

Remains massive by funnel-

ing the money from big-sell-

ing crap games (like Nam)

to upcoming cool games.

ELECTRONIC ARTS-*

Acquiring Radical would

eliminate a competitor

before it gets off the ground.

SIERRA •••* We’ve seen Half-

Life, and it’s impressive.

3D REALMS-* Still can’t

argue with games like Max

Payne, Duke Forever, and

Prey. We just wish we

didn’t have to wait so long.

EIDOS—* Buying Psygnosis

and Crystal Dynamics in the

span of two weeks could be

considered incredibly gutsy

or foolhearted. Maybe

they’ll ship a non-Lara

game before the year 2000.

MICROSOFT—* Despite

early criticism, Direct3D is

continuing to pickup

momentum in the API war.

ACTIVISION-* Gave Quake

III cover to another mag.

We are officially pouting.

RED STORM—* Game exec-

utives everywhere are pay-

ing attention to Rainbow

Six’s success.

3DFX—* Disappointing

sales ofVoodoo 2 boards

and rising competition have

taken the luster off of

3Dfx’s crown.

MATROX-* The G200

delivers what was

promised, and retailers

cannot keep the boards on

the shelves.

IE

ID SOFTWARE-* john Car-

mack lurks in the base-

ment cranking out code.

NVIDIA—* Along with

Matrox and S3, Nvidia has

given notice to 3Dfx that the

barbarians are offically at

the gates.

EPIC MEGAGAMES-*
Unreal could have taken

the first-person crown, but

now Epic may never

recover from the endless

delays of its desperately

needed multiplayer patch.

RED ORB-* Laid off 500

people and canned all but

a few games. The only

things to crawl out of the

rubble are the software

equivalent of cockroaches

that are Myst and Riven.



DEALING WITH BREAKUPS THROUGH GAMES

H£SC
nDS OF THE STAFF Ed

Because no one famous would help us out with

Gamescan this month, we sent our very own Dan

Egger to find people he knew to talk about a

bunch more upcoming games.

I

The Heat-O-
edition!

h— AUST FMV—) Westwood signs James Earl Jones and Terminator star Michael

l—1 Biehn for CSC2 cinematic sequences. The deep-voiced actor and the grizzled

action vet say they plan to do their best to uphold long-standing FMV traditions by

w overacting and stumbling over lines.

JjjjZ INVASIONS— French publisher Infogrames keeps trying to acquire an American

-p game company. Apparently it thinks U.S. games are neither rude nor slimy

3 enough.

GYMKATA THE GAME OK, there is no groundswell for a Gymkata game yet, but

we know there is demand for a good Kurt Thomas gymnastics/karate action title,

right? Join the crusade at iwannagymkata@pcxl.com .

EA SPORTS— NBA Live 99 will include faces that show expressions depending on

what’s happening in the game. The company didn’t even bother making happy

faces for the Clippers.

Q VIRTUAL PETS— )• Creatures II includes smarter Al, better graphics, and more

—1
realistic little creatures. We still can’t shoot them, so we still don’t care.

o
THE FORCE—) It seems powers beyond anyone’s explanations have delayed

i-y,
LucasArts’ realtime strategy game Force Commander indefinitely. Why, oh why

*
couldn’t this have happened to Rebellion instead?

C WHEN IT’S DONE PART I—? Heart ofDarkness finally hits shelves five years after

"!“ it is first announced. The game looks great ... if we were all still living in 1992.

WHEN IT’S DONE PART II—£ Daikatana is delayed again. Another postponement

for an Ion Storm game? Who saw that one coming? Oh yeah, everyone.

DEAD CELEBRITIES—) An online gaming news site reports that John Romero is

dead without checking its facts. Hey, we thought we had the copyright on Fan-

tasy Frags and dead celebrities (and not checking facts).

UPHILL BATTLES— The 3Dfx company takes on Microsoft’s DirectX 6 with Glide

3.0. It’s like David vs. Goliath, but this time Goliath can afford a few slingshots of

his own.

... WITH THE HELP OF ELIZABETH KUBLER-ROSS, AUTHOR OF DEATHAND DYING

So you’ve been dumped — it happens to everyone. Maybe your girlfriend wasn’t so happy about

all the time you spend playing games. Maybe she wanted to go to better restaurants than Arby’s, or

maybe you’re just a world-class screw-up (or maybe she found your copy of PC ACCELERATOR).

Whatever the case, getting dumped sucks, and there is no better way of dealing with it than playing

computer games (and that includes calling the ultra-sickening Dr. Laura radio program). Here are the

fiwo c»ages 0f dealing with getting dumped, and how to get through them with computer games.

ging stage. During this phase

you should play the games she

enjoys (Myst, Starship Titanic,

or Theme Hospital) and tell her

you will give up Unreal if it

means she’ll take you back. Not

that it will do any good.

DEPRESSION-;? Now that you

understand that bargaining is

no good, it’s time for some

good, old-fashioned moping.

No game is better to mope with

than GT Interactive’s Deer

Hunter. Grab a beer and realize

just how pointless your life is

as you sit in a virtual forest

waiting for a pixetated virtual

deer to walk in front of your pix-

elated crosshairs.

ACCEPTANCE-? Eventually you

will realize that a great girl-

friend comes around quite

often, but great games are a far

more rare commodity. Now’s

the perfect time to play Rain-

bow Six.

BENEATH
DEVELOPER~> Presto Studios

PUBLISHER--? Activision

RELEASE DATE—? Summer ’99

PREVIEW BY~-^ The stoned guy who

works at Dan’s local 7-Eleven

“Dude, I liked Tomb Raider, and this

third-person adventure title seems a

lot like it. Lots of climbing, exploring,

and adventuring in some spooky

underground caves. But I was pretty

bummed when I found out it was just

going to follow Jack Well, some nor-

mal guy, not Lara or Indy. Man,

that's harsh. What really tripped me

out was when the dude started using

his rope to like swing around and

climb — I’ve never seen Lara do that.

Hey, you gonna buy that beef jerky

or are you just going to chew on it

and put it back like usual?”

> During this phase

you don’t need to play any

games because she really

didn’t break up with you, she

just needs her space.

ANGER ,-- Once you realize

how much of an idiot you were

not to realize you were

dumped, a good Quake II

deathmatch is the best way to

vent those frustrations.

BARGAINING—? Perhaps this

should best be called the beg-

TEST DRIUE:

OFF-ROAD £

DEVELOPER--) Accolade

PUBLISHER-) Accolade

RELEASE DATE--) Winter '98

PREVIEW BY-) Dan’s mechanic

“Are you kiddin’ me? Off-road racing,

real licenses for the Hummer, Land

Rover, and the V12 Dodge Ram

pickup: This game has exactly what

I'm lookin’ for. The graphics look

great, but right now I’m playin’ Mon-

ster Truck Madness, so there’s stiff

competition. Hell, I might even pop

this game in my Ford’s CD player for

the rockin' music by bands like Grav-

ity Kills and Sevendust. By the way,

your engine is sacked. I need $3,000

by Tuesday.”
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SHATTERED REAIITS
DEVELOPER-) KO Interactive

PUBLISHER—) OEM pack-in only

RELEASE DATE—) Early ’99

PREVIEW BY--) Dan’s managing

editor

Shattered Reality is an amazing-

looking game that is one of the very

first to require Voodoo 2 accelera-

tion. And I know this enables the

game to have amazing graphics.

intense special effects, and neat-o

underwater gameplay. But you

have to turn your work in now!

(Rupee is a monkey who filled in for

Dan during the production of issue

2. It was widely debated whether to

bad case of rickets solved the issue

once and for all. But who had the

rickets?)

PAC-MAN, 1998

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?

PAC-MAN
In the ’80s, no one in videogames was
bigger than Pac-Man, but in the

’90s, the classic leading man fell on

hard times. But after a stint at

the Betty Ford Clinic, the Pac is back

,

co-starring with Marlon Brando in The

Island of Dr. Moreau II. Is this a start of

a comeback?

PAC-MAN. 1980

TEAMWORK VS. GOING IT ALONG

EXPERT POOL
DEVELOPER—) Visual Sciences

PUBLISHER-) Psygnosis

RELEASE DATE-) Qi ’99

PREVIEW BY—) The guy who keeps

beating Dan at pool

“Dis’ computer pool game manages

ta get the gritty realism of pool

down pat, and show not only da

pool table (da boney-fide Kasson

tables) but da pool hall as well. Not

since Ditka brought da Bears to da

Super Bowl have I been so excited

about a game. Even though it don’

look quite as snazzy as VR Pool 2,

da ball moves exactly like it does in

real life, and I like facing off against

real opponents in real places. I can

even challenge my ol’ buddies back

in Chicago over the Internet. I ‘spe-

cially like da pool hall wid da table

stained by a nasty chalk outline,

dat’s my kind of place. Ya wanna

play another round? I think you’re

due, really.”

In this month’s Online Arena section, we discuss in-

depth the trend toward team play in multiplayer

games, but the battle over team play and going into

deathmatch on your own has been raging for far

longer, in real life, the question is asked on a daily

basis. At PCXL we have taken some of the things we

have learned in our many years of deathmatch expe-

rience and applied it to real life to find out once and

for all which is better.

THE BAR PICKUP
TEAM PLAY: One buddy drinks heavily while the

other protects him from hitting on girls who look like

the love child of Bea Arthur and Steven Seagal.

GOING IT ALONE: You get really drunk and try to pick

up a girl with an Adam’s apple.

ADVANTAGE: Team play

CATCHING A FOUL BALL
TEAM PLAY: One guy fights off the nearby drunk fat

guy with no shirt while the other guy uses karate to

hold off a pack of belligerent sixth-graders who

ditched school to watch the game. The ball is caught

by an old lady in the seat behind you, but the fighting

part is plenty fun.

GOING IT ALONE: You end up flattened amongst

piles of crushed peanut shells after the fat guy and

the kids grind you to a bloody pulp.

ADVANTAGE: Team play

JUMP-STARTING A CAR
TEAM PLAY: One guy hooks up the cables while the

other points and says, “Red is positive — did you

hook it up right? Remember, red plugs into the termi-

nal with a plus sign — that’s positive.”

GOING IT ALONE: You blow up the battery but you

don’t have to listen to anyone tell you how to do

something as simple as jump-starting a car.

ADVANTAGE: Going it alone

CLEANING THE APARTMENT BATHROOM
TEAM PLAY: Both guys try to talk the other into doing

all the work and eventually decide that they’ll never

get the apartment deposit back, so they’ll just “hold

it” until the lease is up.

GOING IT ALONE: You realize from the very start that

you will never see your deposit and eventually start

using the bathroom at the gas station on the corner.

ADVANTAGE: Draw

SETTING THE CLOCK ON THE VCR
TEAM PLAY: One guy reads the manual while the

other pushes buttons and swears. Eventually the

clock stops blinking, but the time is set at two hours

and 37 minutes behind the actual time. A handy ref-

erence chart and calculator are later added on to help

people decipher the actual time.

GOING IT ALONE: You cut a piece of black electrical

tape and stick it over the flashing light.

ADVANTAGE: Going it alone

PICKING A MOVIE AT THE VIDEO STORE
TEAM PLAY: Both people begin to eliminate movies

that they have already seen until the only movies left

in the theater are touching dramas starring Meryl

Streep and bad action movies starring Jeff Speakman.

Eventually both people leave in disgust.

GOING IT ALONE: Maybe Meryl Streep will be naked

in this one.

ADVANTAGE: Team play (by a long shot)

WINNING $10,000 ON
"AMERICA'S HOME VIDEO"

TEAM PLAY: You take turns throwing bowling balls at

each other’s groins until someone is caught on film

with the perfect reaction.

GOING IT ALONE: You rig a camera to take a picture

of yourself dancing on a table as your pants fall off

and then fall on a chair, hitting your groin.

ADVANTAGE: Team play — at least there is a 50-50

chance you don’t have to take a shot to the groin in

this scenario

STEALING CANDY FROM A BABY
TEAM PLAY: One guy distracts baby, the other guy

steals candy.

GOING IT ALONE: You steal candy from the baby.

ADVANTAGE: Draw



••> Pumpkin Studios

DATE--) Summer ’99

THe WOMEN we LOVE TO PLAY

Even if you are one of

those stuffy, quasi-

sophisticated North-

easterners, a corn-

fed middle-America

farm boy, or a half-

baked California

beach bum, you

know what I’m talk-

ing about. Some of the best-

looking girls you’ve ever seen

grew up in a trailer park. Take,

for instance, the heroine of Rip-

cord’s Space Bunnies Must Die,

Allison Huxter. As a part-time

rodeo star and full-time

truck-stop waitress,

Allison is a stereotypi-

cal, but nonetheless

beautiful Jerry Springer

fan. Whether it’s her

Southern accent, too-

tight Wranglers, or hal-

ter top, something

about Allison makes for

a nice alternative to the

prim Britishness of

computer gamedom’s

other buxom adventure

heroine, Lara Croft.

Sure she’s just a car-

toon, but she is twice

as hot as anyone Ziggy

ever dated.

Would she be half as

cute dressed up as a

bitter Alanis Morissette

wannabe? We don’t

think so.

The original hillbilly

babe is still one of the

cutest. (Except now
Donna Douglas, in her

late 60s, is still running

around in her costume,

ruining the fantasy.)

Hey, how’d they get in

here? We truly apolo-

gize for any harm that

this image may have

caused our readers.

She may not be a white-

trash hottie, but she

plays one on TV.

R£U£NANT
DEVELOPER -) Cinematix

PUBLISHER-) Eidos

RELEASE DATE-) Qi ’99

PREVIEW BY-) Dan’s devil-wor-

shiping video store clerk

“Yesss, finally an RPG to fill the void

as I wait to get my hands on Diablo

2. Revenant is full of wickedly dark

and evil creatures and is modeled

with 2D backdrops and 3D charac-

ters. It also gives you the ability to

use 20 magic spells (with up to 80

variations on the basic spells), five

weapon sets (with three to five

weapons per set), and 25 pieces of

armor. The environments, designed

by fantasy illustrator Den Beauvais,

are downright nasty indeed, even if

they look suspiciously like a certain

Blizzard game we all love so much.

What? You want to check out Terms

ofEndearment again? Wouldn’t you

rather watch Kate Jackson in

Satan 's School for Girls!"

IF ALLISON DOESN’T FLOAT YOUR BASS BOAT, HERE ARE A FEW WHITE-TRASH ALTERNATIVES.

t:i

|T|

1T1

O>

PREVIEW BY-) Dan’s prison pen

pal

“ Warzone 2100? It’s a @#@# real-

time strategy game based on a

@#@#%# beautiful 3D-accelerated

graphics engine. This @%#@!$

game gives you the ability to design

your own #@!#! units, which use

some @$%# advanced Al. In fact, if

you @%$#!& get tired controlling

your forces, you can put them

under the command of a $#&!@*

computer bot, which learns your

style and #@$&*!$ mimics it. If you

aren’t ©#$%!$ sick of real @#*$%

time strategy games yet, this is

another one. Did you send me any

cigarettes, you #$A%$@?”

OTHER OPTIONS:
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YOUR GIFT IS OUR REWARD
JS.
|T|

COo

JIPER RACING
DEVELOPER -) Dynamix

—
ruDLizjntK-? sierra

RELEASE DATE -) November '98

PREVIEW BY—) Dan’s used-car

salesman cousin

‘Son, 1 hear you’re looking for a

good game, and have 1 got a deal for

/ou. Viper Racing features the 0 fi-

at Dodge viper g i s license, some

ncredible-looking vehicle models,

and three levels of physics realism.

And you can upgrade your Viper and

race against a ghost car of your are-

i/ious performance. I’ll tell you what,

can give you $50 for your AMC

Pacer — nobody’s ever going to

i!d*e a game udseu uii uuu

60
c
£
0 FIGHTER SQUADRON:
£
M—

THE SCREAMIN'
O
“O

DEMONS OUER EUROPE
c
S'

DEVELOPER—) Parsoft Interactive

£
PUBLISHER—) Activision

RELEASE DATE-) Winter ’98

PREVIEW BY-) Dan’s great uncle
_QJ

O Will

1

—

“1 don’t like your attitude, boy. 1

O
flew planes in World War II, and 1

Z3

O know exactly what it’s like, so you

to

3 young morons who haven’t ever

CD
fought in a real war should just shut

GD up. This computer program they call

CD Fighter Squadron is one of the most
SZ

realistic sims I’ve ever seen. Planes

~o
can have pieces blown off by ene-

CD

03

mies, which accurately affects the

physics of the entire aircraft. 1

CD

“O
remember when the Nazis had me

pinned down back in '44. In those

CD days we controlled our planes with
bo
CO bread sticks and 1 ... hey, are you lis-

tening? ... come back, I’m lonely.

1c
l— Please?”

12B

Last month we pretty much sold

our souls for free stuff from non-

game-related companies. Looking

back, we think we got the better

end of the deal. Our first free gift

came from the folks at Playboy

Home Video. We received an early

copy of the company’s hard-hit-

ting (but still soft-focus) look at

the women of Generation X. This

in-depth study told us about

modern women who like to

"golf, surf the Net, pierce their

tongues, and drink double lat-

tes”(we aren’t making this up).

The box failed to mention that

apparently Gen-X girls also like

to dance in slow motion with little

or no clothes on. We’ll forgive

that error.

We do want to let our readers know that we will sell out not only to huge corporations with multimillion-dollar

marketing budgets, but we will also take free stuff from the little guy. Maybe you want to publicize your local

brew pub by express-mailing us a plate of buffalo wings, your place of work by mailing us a brand-new pneu-

matic nail gun, or maybe you just want to publicize your girlfriend with some pictures. We aim to please.

GUERILLA CAMPAIGN
Just send your letters and free stuff to:

Sold Out

PC ACCELERATOR

150 North Hill Drive

Brisbane, CA 94005

No, we are not calling our readers

guerillas, though judging by some

of the letters we received after our

first issue, that may not be far

from the truth. While we admit we

are not as big as some of our com-

petitors, someday we will be. For

the time being, our esteemed (by

50-year-old bearded fat guys)

competition has the

marketing muscle to

ensure great place-

ment for its magazines,

while ours sometimes

languishes, hidden

behind Bass Fishing

Monthly.

Our muscle lies with

our rabid and often

out-of-control reader-

ship, so we offer the

following challenge to

our fans: Find a news-

stand where PC ACCEL-

ERATOR is buried

behind other maga-

zines, take a picture,

then rearrange the

newsstand so that

PCXL stands out above

the rest. Be creative, and if neces-

sary, be really, really sneaky. The

reader who comes up with the

most creative, cool, and at least

partially legal display will receive

a prize collection of T-shirts, ran-

dom bad games that we wouldn’t

play (or have two copies of), the

occasional great game, assorted

peripheral devices, and whatever

else we can throw in a box.

Just send your before and after

pictures to:

Guerilla Campaign

PC ACCELERATOR

150 North Hill Drive

Brisbane, CA 94005



The Falcon Mach V may not get you chicks, but its 463MHz processor, 128MB RAM, single-slot dual

Voodoo 2 SU board, and ground-thumping sound system will make you a hit with the chess club.

O
n a previous life, my office

machine was a Falcon

Northwest Pll 266. And boy,

was it a dream machine for a

gamer. Even DOS setups were

covered (yep, I still had a couple

of DOS games hidden away on the

hard drive).

Well, I got a new Falcon — the

new Mach V. Gamer heaven does-

n’t really get much better. Check

this for a drool-worthy list: Pll 450

processor (that appears clocked to

463MHz), 128MB RAM, 9.1GB

Ultra-Wide SCSI hard drive, and,

wait for it, the STB Velocity V4400

16MB Riva TNT plus Quantum’s

Obsidian 2X-24 24MB single-slot

SU card with TV out. To complete

the feature list, there’s also a Plex-

tor 32X SCSI-2 CD-ROM drive,

Iomega Zip 100 drive, and the Dia-

mond Monster MX200 sound card.

Not bad, eh? It gets better. The

sound system accompaniment is

incredible. There’s the $800

Acoustic Research “Cutting Edge”

six-speaker Dolby surround sys-

tem, partnered with the sub-

woofer from hell, offering some

200 watts of power. It’s a complex

system to both set up and handle.

Not for the faint-hearted, the

sound system really takes advan-

tage of a stereo/TV connection for

For more details on the system,

go to www.falcon-nw.com.

full programmability. Without that

you have the more basic functions

available, which are really all you

need unless you’re fine-tuning

exact 3D surround sound settings.

By the way, the monster, 21-

inch Optiquest ViewSonic V115

monitor makes viewing Unreal in

all its 3Dfx SU mode glory an eye-

burning experience.

So how does it work? Well, it’s

not easy to configure, and since

the tweaks and details worked

into the system by the Falcon

engineers push the limits, there

are chances of meltdown (or your

brain trying to get around the

magnitude of power being

arranged). I’d have preferred the

9.1GB drive in partitions, even

though the installed Win 98 incor-

porates FAT32 so you’re not losing

space. But it’s a minor gripe.

Falcon’s support is also fantas-

tic, from the personalization of the

included documentation (high-

lighting how every last detail is at

least double-checked — even the

spelling of your name) to the

entertainment value of working

with STB’s beta TNT drivers — we

got them sent as soon as updates

were available.

Of course, it ain’t cheap, but a

system like this absolutely

screams gaming goodness. If you

want to know more, contact Fal-

con for specifics to get a system

configured to your liking.

HOW FAST DOES IT

PLAY MY GAMES?
QUAKE II RESOLUTION FPS

Micron Millennia 800 x 600 56.2

FALCON MACH V 800 x 600 104.1

UNREAL RESOLUTION FPS

Micron Millennia 800 x 600 27.63

FALCON MACH V 800 x 600 41.33

1024 X 768 36.56

[gulp!]

Falcon Northwest, 800-258-6778,

www.falcon-nw.com

Micron Millennia Pll 400, 64MB RAM, Voodoo 2

Quake II scores using timedemo 1, demomap.dm2
Unreal scores using Lothar’s FPSTimedemo for Unreal (10 Cycles)

STARCRAFT:
BROOD UAR
DEVELOPER--)’ Blizzard

PUBLISHER--) Blizzard

PREVIEW BY--} Dan’s comic book

aficionado housemate

“Ooh, Ooh, Brood War is going to

be the greatest thing that has hap-

pened to me since they published

my letter in Fantastic Four326. This

add-on is giga-cool because it

includes six new units, three new

campaigns, and 100 new multi-

player levels. The game is put

together by the guys at Blizzard so

you know it will be cool. Do you

mind closing the door? Your room

smells funny.”

AGE OF EMPIRES: THE
RISE OF ROME
DEVELOPER--} Ensemble Studios

PUBLISHER--} Microsoft

PREVIEW BY-*} Dan’s nightmare

with Colonel Klink and Soupy Sales

Dream Klink:
uAge ofEmpires macht

echt spass und diese expansion

sollte sogar noch besser werden.

Ausserdem habe ich meine hose auf

meinem kopf.” (Age ofEmpires was

truckloads of fun and this expan-

sion should be even better. I also

have pants on my head.)

Dream Soupy Sales: “Hey hey, Rise

ofRome has four new civilizations,

new units, and three brand-new

campaigns. It also adds bigger

maps and new terrains for your civi-

lizations to explore. I wonder if they

fixed the bugs? And Willheim, those

are my pants.”
129
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DEVELOPER--) Monolith

PUBLISHER -> GT Interactive

PREVIEW BY™) Dan’s abusive next-

door neighbor

“I don’t give a rat’s @$$ about this

Blood II game, even if it is built on

that smooth new LithTech graphics

engine everyone’s talking about. I

don’t even care that it lets you

choose between four unique char-

acters and a host of disgusting

weapons like the atrocious skin-rip-

ping flayer. I just want you to turn

your freakin’ TV down when you’re

watching ‘Yan Can Cook.’ That guy

really annoys me.”

BARRAGE
DEVELOPER-) Mango Gritz

PUBLISHER--) Activision

PREVIEW BY—) Dan’s ex-girlfriend

“Hey, I thought I told you never to

talk to me again. You say you just

want to know what I think about

Barrage? It’s a 3D shooter that is as

flashy as Incoming, features awe-

some special effects, plays

extremely fast, and makes your 3D

accelerator worth its purchase

price. It took a while to find a dis-

tributor, but this gorgeous title

finally found a home with Activi-

sion, but I bet you don’t like it

because it doesn’t ilet you shoot

people or animals, you

!

sicko. Now,

V

r

rou have three seconds to get otf

ny front porch or I’ll call the police

DEVELOPER SPOTLIGHT

Cyclone Studios

Shortly after this picture the Cyclone staff added carrots to the pool and made developer stew.

ave you ever wanted

to be a game devel-

oper? Well maybe

you should think

again. Sure, we all

have good ideas for new games or

concepts that will make an existing

genre better than ever before, but

few of us know the sacrifice it

takes to make development work.

A perfect example of this deep

commitment is the maker of Upris-

ing, Cyclone Studios.

The typical game development

schedule is around 18 months,

with 12 months of hard work and

six months of deadline-laden tor-

ture. So like just about everyone

else in the industry this time of

year, the guys at Cyclone practi-

cally live at the office, finishing

games like Uprising 2 and

Requiem. It’s not strange to arrive

at 9:00 in the morning only to find

developers leaving at the same

time to catch a few Zs before they

return. This kind of schedule is

common in the industry, and it’s

understood that long hours are a

part of the job. It’s this round-the-

clock atmosphere that makes

development so challenging and

also makes the developer’s work-

ing environment a reflection of the

people who spend so much time

making games.

Number of people wearing ponchos on an

average workday day—) 3

Number of people who can explain why

employees wear ponchos In the office—•> 0

Number of fridges In the studio--) 2

Number of fridges that smell tike goat

cheese—) 1

Average depth ofwater in Cyclone’s wad-

ing pool-) 16 Inches

Average depth of slime In bottom of wad-

ing pool—) 0.7 inches

Number of Inflatable ducks in wading

pool-)i

Number of project directors in wading

pool—) 1

Number of PC b'tles currently under devel-

opment-) 2 (Uprising 2 and Requiem:

Wrath ofAngels)

Number of guys named Kudo—) 1

The environment created by

Cyclone’s developers says a lot

about the company. The morning

and daytime are most often the

quietest times of the day, but the

building livens up by the late

evening. Most of the developers

prefer to have the lights off during

working hours, which they say

helps them be more productive.

We decided to test this and found

out that when you flip the light

switch on, the result is groans,

shrieks, and other sounds made

by developers whose eyes have

long since grown useless in nor-

mal lighting conditions.

While this may sound like a dra-

conian working condition, quite

the contrary seems to be true. The

developers appear to enjoy work-

ing long hours in the company’s

serene offices, judging by the oft-

used wading pool on the back

deck, the biweekly Connect Four

tournaments, or the frequent take-

out from a fine local establish-

ment called Redneck Earl’s, it’s

apparent that the guys at Cyclone

enjoy what they do, even if it

takes a longtime to do it.



IMemories ...

W e like to

think of

ourselves

as a tight little family

here at PC ACCELERA-

TOR, and when a staff

member leaves, it

affects the entire

dynamic. Bill Donohue

joined our magazine on

September 13 and

quickly became close to

each and every one of

us. His online news sto-

ries and Shadowman

preview were an integral

part of the very maga-

zine you have in your

hands. But to the shock

and amazement of us

all, he turned in his res-

ignation on September

15 to join our sister pub-

lication PSM.

Wiping the tears

from his eyes, Editor in

Chief Mike Salmon said

of Bill, “The time we

had together was

short, but come to

think of it, Bill was

short, too [intense sob-

bing]. Can we talk

about something else?”

Executive Editor and

longtime Brit Rob

Smith remembers the

good times. “Bill went

to lunch with us. I think

he got a sandwich. Par-

don me now, I have to

join a soccer riot.”

Another staffer, Dan

Egger, said, “I’ll miss

him. He always had

something nice to say.

He used to call me

@#%$ face. What a

great guy.”

Things will never be

the same without Bill,

but we will go on bring-

ing you the best gam-

ing mag that your hard-

earned dollars can buy.

In closing, we will leave

you with the immortal

words of Bill himself.

“If you ain’t having fun,

you ain’t got #%!@.

Bill Donohue: September 13-15,

1998. He will be missed.

I’M MAD AS HGCK ft

We were flooded with letters from our first issue — some offended,
insulted Bill Clinton

some amazed — so we decided it was time to bring back our easy-to-
Offended party: Nobody, really

use offense form to help those who feel it’s just too difficult to find the
used the phrase “Lybian creeps"

offensive stuff on their own.
Offended party: Colonel Muammar Khadaffi

coined the phrase “glistening veneer of liquid poop”

fust cut this guide out, and send all your gripes to:
Offended party: Mister Hanky

fragged that megahunk Scott Wolf

I’m mad as heck!
Offended party: Readers ofTiger Beat

c/o PCXL insinuated that the French are both rude and slimy

150 North Hill Drive
Offended party: Rude and slimy French guys

Brisbane, CA 94005
made fun of Paula Cole’s hairy armpits

Offended party: Lilith Fair attendees

Or just email us at easityoffended@ pcxl.com
used the term “Ma Theresa's hit squad”

Offended party: The starving, crippled children of Calcutta

Dear PCXL staff, made fun of starving, crippled children

Offended party: The ghost ofMother Theresa

1 could stomach the crassness in issue one and the juvenile humor brought to mind the image of Meryl Streep nude

found in issue two, but this issue is simply Offended party: Any nonblind readers

Made light of the prison pen-pal system

beyond reproach Offended party: Robert Downey, Jr.

beyond the bounds of good taste referred to Michael Jackson as having an appetite for young human flesh

beyond belief Offended party: The Frugal Gourmet

Beyond the Planet of the Apes reported on Charlie Sheen’s affinity for hermaphrodite hookers

Offended party: Eddie Murphy

Not only was 1 offended, but you quite possibly have hurt the feelings trivialized the tragedy that is rickets

of the following people when you Offended party: Rupee the monkey

accused David Lee Roth of stuffing his tights with cucumbers You should stop making fun of celebrities

Offended party: Mikhail Baryshnikov because they have feelings, too

made fun of horrible celebrity car accidents because they are better than us

Offended party: Editor Rob Smith, and others with good taste because they don’t make fun of you

made a crass sexual innuendo about famous gymnast Mitch Gaylord stop? Are you crazy? You haven’t made fun of Michael Landon yet

Offended party: Greg Louganis

poked fun at a tragically deformed alien You guys should

Offended party: Gdrard Depardieu grow up and quit being so offensive

discussed the arousing effects of gunfire grow up and get a real job

Offended party: Charlton Heston grow up with a fatal disease

used the phrase “computerized booty” never grow up

Offended party: Alyssa Milano’s mom
Insulted J.F.K., Nixon, Ford, Carter, and Reagan Thank you for your time,

Offended party: The good, decent people of this country

X
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PC • PlayStation • Dreamcast • Nintendo 64 • Online • Arcade • Project X

Next Generation

is the most respected

game magazine in the world

Next Generation

• Unrivaled coverage of the latest PC and console

games and hardware

• Interviews with the hottest talents in the entire

game industry

• The only magazine for the truly dedicated gamer
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v_ news

V previews

V reviews

v stockwatch

specials

1

Q&A
letters

forums

search

releases

demos

staff

chat

lexicon

hardware

members

gamestore

http://www.next-generation.com

I

HARDWARE
|

NINTENDO
|

SONY
|

SEGA
|

PC
|

MAC
|

ARCADE

Next Generation Online

Web-exclusive content daily:

• Daily News Updates-Breaking stories

• Previews-Be among the first to know

• Reviews-lntelligent, thorough and relevant

• Interviews-Know the talent behind the games

• Features-There's more to games than games

• Q S. A-For your most pressing questions

• Downloads - A new demo everyday

• Lexicon - Definitive guide to gaming terminology

• Forums-Express your opinions

• Letters-Your letters

• Release List-When to get the games



The only magazine read by

industry insiders and

passionate gamers alike.

Be Smart.

What will you play next?

Next Generation
NEXT GEN

Get Next Generation for

Call 1-800-678-3643

to receive the next issue

of Next Generation-at no

risk.lf you like what you

see we'll send you 11

more issues (12 in all) for

only $12 dollars-that's

83% off the cover price!

With your paid order,

we'll send you a Next

Generation CD-ROM
wallet, absolutely free!

Call 1-800-678-3643
Offer good in u.S. only. Cover price

is $5.99. Canada: U.S. $26, includes

GST. Foreign U.S. $36. Prepaid U.S.

funds only. Please allow 6-8 weeks

for delivery of first issue.
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So far, our love letters have far outweighed the hate mail, but we wel-

come your criticism as well. Your letters have provided endless inspiration,

conversation topics, and, of course, fodder for ridicule in the PCXL office.

I I

LOVE LETTERS
Your magazine has breathed new

life into the sometimes ho-hum

PC gaming magazine world. You

guys know what you’re talking

about, yet you keep me on my
toes trying to figure out what the

heck “Cinco de Mayo in the mid-

dle of a Michael Bolton concert”

has to do with PC gaming. I love

you guys (and Carrie).

— Darryl Kelly II

Your premier issue is so fraggin’

good that I didn’t need the urge to

take a massive dump as an excuse

to actually sit down and read

something from cover-to-cover.

I’m looking forward to reading

the next issue’s letters from all of

the outraged idiots out there who

don’t have a sense of humor.

- Sal

I am an employee at a store of a

large electronics chain, and of all

the magazines we get at our store,

yours is by far the best. The biting

sarcasm, sexual innuendo, and

sheer outrageousness are exactly

what we’ve all been looking for in

a magazine. We all looked at your

magazine at work the other day

and spent hours laughing at all

the little things in it, from the Real

vs. Unreal column (anything with

Ron Jeremy in it is great), to the

perfect Interest Gauge.

I must give you high marks and

kudos on a wonderful first issue,

and I pray that no one tells you to

tone it down or make it nicer.

Some of us appreciate cruelty and

sarcasm, and we occasionally

will salute those responsible. If I

didn’t get this magazine for free,

I’d be sure to subscribe. Great

work guys, keep it up.

— Robert Goldberg

Sirs. No, can’t call you sirs. I read

that stuff and there wasn’t any-

thing there that warranted a sir.

Dudes, nah on the dudes. Way

too sharp to be considered dudes.

Nerds? Too topical and too irrev-

erent to even be considered. I

have no way to address you. But I

can state ... good job!

— Ric Green

You have the honor of being my

favorite gaming mag. No other

mag I’ve read to date tells the

brutal truth like your staff does.

— Sam Laitinen

Finally a game magazine with

BALLS. I’d just about given up on

print game magazines with their

biased, boring content since 1 can

find more honesty and better cov-

erage online. My subscription is in

the mail. Excellent mag ... flat-out

superb. You guys go balls deep.

— Mitch Wilson

Just read through the new issue

and really enjoyed it. I loved the

“25 Greatest Guy Games” — orig-

inal, well-done, and funny. And of

course I got a kick out of the “Qll

Killers” feature, especially since

three of our games were well-

rated. ;)

— Scott Miller, Apogee Software,

Ltd. and 3D Realms Entertainment

OLD LADIES LIKE US. TOO

I want to express my feeling and

thoughts on your magazine. PC

ACCELERATOR is a breath of fresh

air. I have emailed all my friends

and advised a subscription. I

hope that you will allow me to

continue to receive your publica-

tion as I am female, over 55 years

of age, and think your magazine

is very suitable for me.

lama deputy sheriff assisted to

the patrol division and work extra

details and holidays just to buy

more stuff. At present I am playing

Unreal on a Pll 400, 128MB RAM,

12GB of SCSI hard drives, a #9 AGP

8MB VRAM, Monster II 8MB, and a

Monster MX200 sound card

backed up with an SB 64 Gold

pushing four Yamaha speakers and

a subwoofer. So please excuse the

fact that I am female. It should be

noted that I am married to a man,

have two children, and am not a

fan of Lucy Lawless, but have

played a large number of the “25

Greatest Guy Games” and was late

for roll call just once in my career

because I was playing Wolf3D.

I have never before been

moved to write a fan letter. Long

live PC ACCELERATOR.

— Val Flynn

COMPLAINTS

I do have a complaint. I love PCXL

and am subscribing post-haste.

But only one picture of Denise

Richards? Come on. Get with it.

I’m waiting.

— John Frost

Just picked up the September issue

and laughed so hard I almost gave

birth to something. Anyhow, on

page 72, in the Trespasser subtitle,

you spelled “breathe” as “breath.”

Unless of course you meant to, and

that’s cool.

Keep being manly.

- mAD mONK-

Of course we meant to. What do

you think we are, a pack of idiots?

For the past two days I’ve been

able to look over your magazine

and peruse your website. I like

the information I get. However,

your prose leaves plenty to be

desired. Just about any analogy

you offer has to do with sex or too

much testosterone. Being a bene-

ficiary of both sex and testos-

terone, I can relate. But your

overuse of juvenile language

detracts from the potential qual-

ity of your publication. I am not

offended by the language but by

its overuse. Furthermore, your

constant search for the superla-

tive, when trying to be funny, con-

tinuously lessens the desired

effect you are trying to achieve —
it becomes banal and tiresome.

Although I believe language

shapes thought, I am by no

means advocating you clean up

this publication for “Sesame

Street" usage. But please ascribe

me (the reader) some intelli-

gence. Lewd remarks and low-

brow humor can be extremely

funny, but not when you make it

the reason for your existence.

As per your mission statement,

l am not “easily offended” and I

do “enjoy raucous laughter.” I

flocked to PC ACCELERATOR

because you do provide that

“breath of fresh air.” But PC

ACCELERATOR’S posture and

demeanor on the whole sadden

me. What you must think of me

— your reader?

— Marc Simony

Doh! I feel the urge to say some-

thing lewd and obnoxious ...

I haven’t been able to get any of

the demos to work on my 300MHz

with AGP. I get an “access violation

at address 00459DA7 in module

PCX EXE read at address

FFFFFFFF.” Love the interface, just

wish I could get the demos to work.

— Marcus Wildting

We know about this, and it’s bug-

ging us as well that we couldn’t fix

it in time for our first disc. Our pro-

grammer assures us it’s been

taken care of. We suggest using

the much less flashy Windows

Explorer as an emergency solution.

Not til a few hours ago did I get

my grubby little hands on PCXL.

I went to over 30 retail locations

in the last four days, and I was

seriously losing hope. No one I

visited in the Toronto area had

heard of or received a shipment

of your fine mag. This is such a

cool mag, it deserves everyone’s

attention. I hope it was just

because the first copy had a lim-

ited print run or something!

— Violence Jack

Don’t get violent — just tell your

newsstand to carry us! Or save

yourself the shopping effort and

subscribe at www.pcxl.ign.com .



BOTTOM LINE: If you've got the money to

spend, this the gaming system to own”

THE "AREA-51VR"
Intel Pentium II 450MHz w/MMX
Soyo 6BA 1-AGP 5-PCI 2-ISA Slots

Intel 440BX Motherboard 512K Cache
Expandable to 1GB SDRAM
PC Power Cooling K-1 CPU Fan
128MB SDRAM (PC-100)

1.44MB 3.5" Floppy Drive

Canopus SPECTRA 2500TNT 16MB
Canopus Pure 3D Voodoo2 24MB
SLI-Mode Witchdoctor TV-OUT
H3D Stereoscopic VR Glasses

14.4GB IBM Deskstar HD (7200RPM)
Iomega Internal ZIP Drive 100MB
SoundBlaster LIVE! 3D Sound
Intensor Sensory Gaming Chair

Speaker/Subwoofer System
Toshiba 3rd Generation DVD Player

ATX Full-Tower Case 300 Watt PS
KoolMaxx Video Cooling System
104-Enhanced Keyboard

Microsoft Intellimouse PS/2

US Robotics 56K V.90 Fax/Modem
SpaceOrb 360 3D Controller

Windows '98 Operating System
Free Installation & Configuration

of Favorite Games/Latest Drivers

THE "GREY"
Intel Pentium II 350MHz w/MMX
Soyo 6BA 1-AGP 5-PCI 2-ISA Slots

Intel 440BX Motherboard 512K Cache
Expandable to 1GB SDRAM
PC Power Cooling K-1 CPU Fan
64MB SDRAM (PC-100)

1.44MB 3.5" Floppy Drive

Canopus SPECTRA 2500 TNT 16MB
6.4GB Ultra-ATA Hard-Drive

SoundBlaster LIVE! 3D Sound
Cambridge 4-Point Surround

Speaker/Subwoofer System
Toshiba 32X CD-ROM Player

ATX Full-Tower Case 300 Watt PS
KoolMaxx Video Cooling System
104-Enhanced Keyboard
Microsoft Intellimouse PS/2

US Robotics 56K V.90 Fax/Modem
Windows '98 Operating System
Free Installation & Configuration

of Favorite Games/Latest Drivers

THE "HIVE-MIND“

Intel Pentium II 400MHz w/MMX
Soyo 6BA 1-AGP 5-PCI 2-ISA Slots

Intel 440BX Motherboard 51 2K Cache
Expandable to 1GB SDRAM
PC Power Cooling K-1 CPU Fan

128MB SDRAM (PC-100)

I.44MB 3.5" Floppy Drive

Canopus SPECTRA 2500 TNT 16MB
Canopus Pure 3D Voodoo2 12MB
Witchdoctor TV-OUT
II.5GB Ultra-ATA Hard-Drive

SoundBlaster LIVE! 3D Sound
Cambridge 4-Point Surround

Speaker/Subwoofer System
Toshiba 32X CD-ROM Player

ATX Full-Tower Case 300 Watt PS
KoolMaxx Video Cooling System
104-Enhanced Keyboard
Microsoft Intellimouse PS/2

US Robotics 56K V.90 Fax/Modem
Windows 98 Operating System
Free Installation & Configuration

of Favorite Games/Latest Drivers

Quality Monitors
1 7" ViewSonic V73 ,26dp add: S31 5.00

1 9" ViewSonic V95 .26dp add: S495.00

21 “ ViewSonic P81 0 .25dp add: SI ,050.00

EDITORS'

CHOICE

WWW.ALIEIMWARE-PC.COM
Toll Free: 1-800-494-3382

13398 Southwest 128th Street, Miami, Florida 33186
Product names used in this publication are trademarks of their respective companies.

Go to http://www.pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 14



Silv.er.BMU.at.... (Promotional System)

Intel Pentium II 350MHz MMX
Intel 440BX AGP Set System Board

96MB PC100 SDRAM

8.4GB Ultra DMA Hard Drive

Diamond Monster 3D II V oodoo2 12MB

Diamond Stealth II G460 8MB AGP
17" MAG DJ700 .26 1280x1024 Monitor

Diamond Monster Sound M80

Altec Lansing ACS45 Speakers w/ Subwoofer

Toshiba 32X CD-ROM Drive

Diamond Supra Sonic 56K V .90 Modem

Microsoft Intellimouse, 3.5" Floppy Drive

Microsoft Windows 98 CD & Manual

HyperSonic Starter CD

HyperSonic System Recovery Disk

3-Year Limited Warranty

$1999
,
Including Monitor

PLAYMU 41 wi^Kr

Sonic Boom
Intel Pentium II 450MHz MMX
Intel 440BX AGP Set System Board

128MB PCI 00 SDRAM
11.5GB Ultra DMA Hard Drive

DUAL Diamond Monster 3D II 24MB SLI

Diamond Viper V550 Riva TNT, 16MB AGP
19" MAG DJ800 .26 1600x1200 Monitor

Unlike some "Gaming PC’s", our machines do not utilize

inferior componets, such as Trident 3Dlmage 9750 video

cards, Hi-Val CD-ROMs, & KDS .28 dot pitch monitors.

Screw foreplay, we get right to the point.

Diamond Monster Sound MX200 A3D

Altec Lansing ADA305 Digital PowerCube

USB Speakers wI Subwoofer

Creative Labs Dxr2 DVD-2 Drive with

Hardware MPEG-2 & AC3 Sound

Diamond SupraSonic 1 12K Dual Line Modem

Microsoft Sidewinder Pro USB Joystick

Microsoft Intellimouse Pro, 3.5” Floppy Drive

Microsoft Windows 98 CD & Manual

HyperSonic Starter CD

HyperSonic System Recovery Disk

3-Year Limited Warranty

$3499
,
Including Monitor performance gaming PC's

Build & Price Your
Own PC Online.

/ 800.520.0498 /

/
www.hypersonic-pc.com7"

All logos and brand names are trademarks of their respective owners.

Go to http://www.pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 65



2 SYSTEMS
STARTING AT

PC'S WITH ATTITUDE!

All prices and configurations are subject to change without notice or obligation. Prices do not include shipping and handling or any applicable taxes.

Go to http://www.pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 38

If you're not sporting a rig by PC4PLAY you're not even in the

game. Our custom built systems will take you to the edge of the

universe and back. Finally, games look and play like they are designed

to, not like some jittery handheld toy. This is the real thing, true arcade

quality, right in your home.

You don't get this kind of killer performance with just any

wannabe game system. PC4PLAY gives you the most bang for your hard

earned buck! We're setting totally new standards for PC Gaming. Every

rig we build from our S999.00 entry level to our custom built jobs has a

3Dfx Voodoo card, gobs of ram, and all the processing speed you'll need

to play into the night.

So get off the sidelines and step up to the hottest game

platform on the market. Get yourself a PC that kicks butt. PC4PLAY.

"Nobody does Voodoo like l/l/eec/oo/"™*A K62-3DNOW! 300MHZ processor is also available by special request.

PC'S WITH ATTITUDE! ™

S Y S T E IVI F E A T U R E S

PROCESSOR INTEL PENTIUM II INTEL PENTIUM II INTEL PENTIUM II INTEL PENTIUM II

266 MHZ MMX 333 MHZ MMX 400 MHZ MMX 450 MHZ MMX

RAM PC 100 SDRAM PC 100 SDRAM PC 100 SDRAM PC 100 SDRAM
32 MB 64 MB 128 MB 256 MB

HARD DRIVE ULTRA DMA/33 ULTRA DMA/33 ULTRA DMA/33 ULTRA DMA/33

3.2 GB 6.5 GB 6.5 GB 9,1GB

3D VIDEO VOODOO 1 VOODOO II VOODOO II VOODOO II

4 MB 8 MB 12 MB 24 MB

MONITOR SOLD SEPARATELY 15" 17“ 19"

WWW.PC4PLAY.COM



iiiAGIX

MAGIX gives you the power to create music like the world's top recording artists. ...and the recording

industry would have you think it takes musical genius and only a select tew can compose and become
artists. That's funny! MAGIX has made it simple - there's no experience required.

MAGIX
music studio
A tool for the music professional

that puts the power of a studio on

your home PC. There's a high per-

formance sequencer with 128

MIDI- and 8 audio tracks, and an

8-track hard disk recording system

MAGIX X
add-on’s %
Each MAGIX
soundpool or

videopool

contains digitally

recorded samples in

your favorite style of

MAGIX
music maker Del
The DeLuxe version of MAGIX
music maker is the world's top sel-

ling music creation software! Like

an artist choosing colors from a

palette, drag and drop digitally

recorded samples onto a 16 trad

MAGIX Live Act
MAGIX Live Act transforms your

PC into a completely new and

pulsating live instrument. Play in

your house, at a party or live on

stage. Three levels of audio-visual

performance & more than 700

arranger. Over 1600 sound, video

and graphic files are waiting to be

unleashed. $49.99 ea

music and video files. The

possibilities are endless.

$43.99 ea

with numerous effects and

editing functions.

$49.99 ea

music or video. More than ten

"royalty free" samples to choose

from. $ '1 9.99 ea.

Go to http://www.pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 48

$5.00 U.P.S. Shipping and Handling 9
http://www.magix.net
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These sponsors make it possible for PC ACCELERATOR to exist. If they make bad

games, we’ll slam them. If they make good games, then we’ll praise them. Whether

they advertise or not has absolutely no influence on our content — this we promise.

Follow these three easy steps

to get all the product information

you desire!

o Go to: http://pcxUgn.com/gaming411

Select the product category from a complete list. Search by name,

or select the vendor’s number from the list below for up-to-date

info on your favorite games.

Follow the format to receive all the info you desire. You will also

be able to access the vendor’s websites from Gaming 411.

ADUGRTISGR I N D G

X

COMPANY PRODUCT PAGE# INFO#

3Dfx Voodoo 2 Back Cover 11

A.I.C.S Price List 139

Access Links Extreme 94

Alienware Area 51 135 14

ATI Technologies Speed Kills 42 19

Accolade Test Drive 5 18-19 13

Aureal Semiconductor Demonstration 45 20

Creative Labs Voodoo 2 17 21

Creative Labs Insert 56

Diamond Multimedia Monster Fusion 60-61 22

DreamWorks Tresspasser 8-9 none

Earthlink Earthlink Network 97 23

Eidos Thief Inside Front 25

Eidos Eidos 48 25

Falcon Northwest Computer Systems 104-105 26

GT Interactive Blood 2 36-37 29

GT Interactive Unreal 66-67 27

GT Interactive Dark Vengeance 6-7 28

GT Interactive Lode Runner 2 93 30

GT Interactive Powerslide 102 28

Guillermot , Inti. TBD 80-81 58

Hypersonic Hypersonic 136 65

Incredible Technologies Golden Tee Golf 106 59

Interactive Magic Spearhead 47 32

Interplay Carmageddon 2 31 61

Interplay VR Baseball 2000 110-111 60

Magix MusicMaker 138 48

Microprose Top Gun Hornet 20 50

Microprose Klingon Honor Guard 53-55

Microsoft Motocross 15 68

E jsei

Address fo r Success
http://www.aics.edu ^

Welcome to the NEW AICS Virtual Campus

Earn B.S. and M.S. in Computer Science

INTRODUCING: B.S. program
in Information Systems

Distance Education

Object oriented B.S. program

Follows ACM/IEEE guidelines
siAtc uccnacu

Approved by more than 275 and approved

companies accredited:

_.
i r , i .

World Association

Thousands of students 0f universities

throughout U.S. *<0

FREE CATALOGUE:

1.800-767-AICS
or www.aics.edu

a fe^iM.

COMPANY PRODUCT PAGE# INFO#

Microsoft Sidewinder 88 62

Novalogic Delta Force 74-75 36

PC For Play PC For Play 137 38

PMC North America 139 38

R&G Games Price List 139 40

Ripcord Return Fire Inside Back

Ripcord Spec Op’s 62

Segasoft Vigilance 40-41 55

Sierra Viper Racing 32-33 43

Virgin Interactive C&CTiberian Sun 12-13 66

Virgin Interactive SuperBike 101 47

Virgin Interactive Sports Car 70-71 67

R&G GAMES
2416 N. Mt. Juliet Road, Mt. Juliet, TN 37122

We Buy & Sell New & Used IBM Games & Hintbooks Call 1 -800-525-GAME

Fax 615-773-9059 CanadaS61 5-773-9058 Email rggames@aol.com
http://members.aol.com/RGGAMES/index.html More games call for

prices:

'•'Used Titles'*' IF-16CD $22 Rebellion CD $27

Age of Empires CD $27 liPanzer’44 CD $23 Skynet CD $15

Armor Command CD $22 Imperialism CD $22 Shivers 2 CD $18

Army Men CD $24 Interstate 76 CD $22 Soldiers at War CD $24

Battlespire CD $27 Jedi Knight CD $25 Spec Ops CD $28

Battlezone CD $27 Lands of Lore 2 CD $22 Star Fleet Academy CD $29

Blade Runner CD $22 Legacy of Time CD $25 Steel Panthers 3 CD $26

Broken Sword CD $18 Legends 98 CD $20 Temujin CD $20

Circle of Blood CD $18 Longbow 2 CD $28 Tomb Raider 2 CD $29

Close Combat 2 CD $27 Lords of the Realm 2 CD $15 Tone Rebellion CD $20

Com&Con Red Alert CD $22 Lords of Magic CD $22 Uprising CD $18

Curse Monkey Island CD $25 Ml Tank Platoon 2 CD $26 Warcraft 2 CD $18

Daggerfall CD $27 MAX CD $20 Warlords 3 CD $18

Dark Colony CD $18 MDK CD $24 Wing Commander 5 CD $24

Dark Reign CD $18 Madden 98 CD $20 X-Files CD $24

Deadlock 2 CD $25 Mechwarrior 2 Merc CD $20 X-Wing Vs Tie Fighter CD $22

Diablo CD $23 Might & Magic 6 CD $30 Zork Grand Inquisitor CD $27

Die by The Sword CD $25 Monday Night Football 98 CD $20 "'New Titles*'*

F-15CD $27 Motoracer CD $22 Armored Fist 2 CD $30

F22 Air Dominence Fighter $23 Myth CD $25 Birthright CD $26

F22 Raptor CD $25 Nascar Racing 2 CD $20 Dark Reign CD $26

Fable CD $15 NBA Live 98 CD $22 Descent Freespace CD $36

Fallout CD $29 NCAA Football 98 CD $18 Die By the Sword CD $33

Forsaken CD $24 Netstorm CD $20 Fallen Haven CD $26

FrontPage Baseball 98CD $18 NHL 98 CD $20 Grand Theft Auto CD $36

FrontPage Football 98 CD $18 Nuclear Strike CD $22 Max 2 CD $33

Gettysburg CD $24 Outpost 2 CD $22 Mech Commander CD $36

G-Police CD $24 Panzer General 2 CD $22 Might & Magic 6 CD $39

Halls of the Dead CD $18 Pax Imperia 2 CD $20 Triple Play 99 CD $33

Heavy Gear CD $22 Phantasmagoria 2 CD $22 Unreal CD $39

Hellfire CD $18 Quake 2 CD $27 X-com Apocalypse CD $33

Hexen 2 CD $22 Realms of the Haunting CD $22 X-com Interceptor CD $36

Free SHIPPING with purchase of $75 or more Hours I0am-8pm Mon-Fri

Shipping UPS $6 Airborne $11. We accept Credit Cards/Cashier Check/Money

Order

Want to sell us your games: Games must be complete with original boxes,

CD’s & manuals in good condition, working & scratch free. Make a list including your name,

address & phone number if under 10 you can call for prices over 10 fax, email or write. Prices are

good for 2 weeks. Any unacceptable games will be returned at your expense min. $6 per box.

Prices & availability are subject to change.
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FIRST PERSON

S
efore everyone starts jumping up and down screaming foul, please hear

me out. My opinion is that the third-person perspective is not effective in

action games. Why? First off, there is the cursor issue. Since the majority

of the screen is taken up by a character’s backside, there is no place to

put a cursor. Therefore, aiming is either done with auto-aim (which sucks)

or simply isn’t very effective (which sucks as well). I mean, can you imagine Quake II

with no cursor? Or even worse, with auto-aim? Thresh and all other Quake gods would

be nonexistent because the game wouldn’t actually require the skill of aiming.

The next issue is camera control.

This is handled one of two ways,

both of which do not work. Some

games will use a floating “smart”

camera that adjusts to the environ-

ment, which causes glitches and fre-

quent shifting that make a good

game of deathmatch pretty much

useless. The second method is to

give control to the players — hello,

don’t the players have enough con-

trols trying to run, jump, and shoot?

I think so. Another problem is that in

a third-person view the game engine

must draw a detailed polygon figure,

which means there are more poly-

gons onscreen, slower framerates,

and less-detailed backgrounds (or

fewer textures, level design fea-

Third-person games put something

onscreen that you can’t shoot. This is wrong.

tures, and other poly-created eye candy).

No third-person, no Lara Croft, right? Exactly, but Tomb Raider is not an action game.

It is an adventure and a very good one. However, the action in Tomb Raider sucks and

always has. Why? Because the third-person view requires auto-aim, meaning show-

downs with dumb-ass bad guys and extinct wildlife are merely an exercise in button-

mashing. In games like Tomb

Raider, Alone in the Dark, and

Prince of Persia, the third-per-

son perspective is clearly the

best choice. My fear is that

this third-person trend is

going to harm many games

that could have been much

better in a first-person per-

spective. Games like Heretic

II, Dark Vengeance, Shadow-

man, and Max Payne all look

very promising, but are these

issues going to be overcome?

My guess is that Max Payne

will be the only one of these

four to figure out a way

around these dilemmas,

mainly because it has more

development time and is

being overseen by 3D Realms.

Until the many problems of

the third-person perspective

have been solved, I would

rather that there always be an

option to use the first-person

perspective. Yes, 1 want vari-

ety in games, but true variety

comes in story and gameplay,

not camera positioning. In my

action games I want cursors,

not polygonal asses.

MIKE SALMON

There you go again, all fingers at the keyboard

and little clear thinking. Horses for courses,

mate, that’s what it’s all about. It seems that

what you’re really pissed about is Heretic II

claiming to be an action game. Right, it can’t

be, since third-person, as you suggest, lends

itself to auto-aiming, thus reducing the amount

of skill you need to shoot stuff, and awareness

you have of your environment.

But can’t you take a little auto-aiming? (I

mean, thinking about our last Qll deathmatch,

your aiming wasn’t what could be described

as, er, good.) Isn’t it a fair tradeoff to get a bet-

ter sense of your environment, a better under-

standing of the logistics to get from A to B and

all that adventurelike fluff, and be able to

shoot the wildlife without worrying about

manic circle-strafing?

I’d argue that Tomb Raider wasn’t even a

good game (certainly not part two) as it was so

damn boring — but this game type is getting

better. Upcoming games have more detailed

locations, better pacing of the action (as in

rope swinging — the death-defying leap kind,

rather than the trigger-finger-twitching kind),

and better Al. So give them a chance. They’ve

got to be better than watching more of Lara’s

ass. Well, perhaps ...

— Rob Smith

;> FOX SPECIAL PRESENTATION:

WHEN PRESIDENTS ATTACK

Exclusive uncut footage of Clinton sticking

it to Kenneth Starr — plus well have some

more stuff on games or something

@ EXCLUSIVE IN-DEPTH FIRST LOOKS

Duke Nukem Forever, Prey, and Max

Payne. If not, then something else nearly

as cool

@ THE DISC

Gameplay movies on: Duke Nukem For-

ever, Prey, Max Payne

Playable demos for: Shogo, Vigilance,

Tribes, Myth II ... and, naturally, many

more

® THE FIRST PCXL MUST-SEE PARODY

“LAN Party of Five” — it’s sad, touching,

and overdramatic. Will Dan live? What

about Carrie’s baby? And when will Q!

stop hooking?

® CHECK BACK NEXT MONTH
We’ve got naked pictures of these three

ladies, and well make you look at them if

you don’t come back for issue #4. (Trust

us, this is quite unsafe.)

DUKE
isUNR



Some of you won’t
be going home.
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3Dfx
THE POWER OF 2

If you want to raise your PC gaming to the next

power, you need the speed and performance of

a Voodoo2 3D accelerator by 3Dfx® Interactive.

With support for over 500 of the hottest games

on the market, Voodoo 2™ and its twin Texelfx™

processors provide Tri-linear Filtering and

Advanced Multi-Texturing to ensure that titles

like Madden NFL™ 99 and Half-Life™ perform at

blazing speeds and with unreal special effects.

But if your hunger for power still can’t be

satisfied, then 30fx’s Voodoo 2™ exclusive SLI

mode is the missing link. With the ability to

connect two Voodoo2™ cards together for even

higher frame rates and expanded resolutions,

the Voodoo 2™
SLI mode wasn’t just built for

today’s games - it was built for tomorrow’s.

Unleash the power of Voodoo 2™ and put it to

work for you. It’s the ultimate game solution

raised to the power of 2.

www.3dfx.com/voodoo2

Go to http://www.pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 11
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Interactive,

Inc.
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Voodoo
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